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CHAPTER 1

SMART REPORT ON THE ORGANISALISLMASMILEB.,

OF THE WORKSHOP

Following Resolution ...335(d), adopted by the General
Conference of Unesoo at its Fifteenth Session (Paris, 1968),
Workshop on the Evaluation of Functional Literacy projects

was held at the University of London Institute of Education
from the 3rd to the 21st of August, 1969.

The objective of the Workshop, as stated in the letter of
invitation to participants, was 3to enable people engaged in
the evaluation of functional literacy and similar programmes
to exchange their views end experience and to como to conclu-
sions as to realistic and practical toohniouos of evaluation
which can bo applied in their own countries." All participants
were expected to have a working knowledge of English.

Invitations were sent by Unesoo to the governmonts of
Nember Stator in whioh functional literacy program-too wore
known to be operating, including those countries participating
in the World Experimental Literacy Programme, asking them to
nosAnoto participants for the Workshop. In the event, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Iron, Nigeria, the Sudan, Tcnncnia,
Thailand, the United Arab Republic and Vonenuola put forward
participants. A oompleto list of participants is provided in
Appendix A.

Tho Workshop waS financed by Unosoo end its direction was
entrusted to NI... J. B. Bowers, Advisor on Adult Literacy at
the Deprtmont of Education in Tropical Areas, University of
London Institute of Education. Fourtoon spoci:lists in
evaluation end rolatod fields from Unesoo and FAO and from
Universities and other Orgonisations in the United Kingdom,
whose news ere oleo listed in Appondix A, served as full-
time staff or visiting lecturers.

A small planning group of three staff members prepared
the Workshop programme which is attached as Appendix B. This
programme was intended to be sufficiently flexible to allow
adjustments to bo made as the Workshop dovolvpod and the needs
and wishes of participants become clear. However, apart from
small ohtngos in the tito.tcblo, it was in the event closely
adhered to.

On the first dry of the Workshop, the rticipants elected
a Steering and Evaluation Committee which wos charged with the
task of assisting on the organisation of the programme and
appraising its aohievomontss Tho Committoo mot regularly
throughout the Workshop and provided a very valuable service
to the vartioipents and staff.
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The program° maintained a Wane° between meetings with
in the Institute of Education end visits to organisations and
institutions in and near London.,

The meetings in the Institute were themselves varied in
purpose and format. During the first week, statements by
participants on their particular problems and experiences in
evaluation were alternated with contributions from visiting
speoialists or staff members. These covered the following'
subjects:

Functional .Literaoy --Definition and Evalustipn.
by Mr. J. B. Bowers;

The Evaluation of Functional Litereey an Economist's'
View.
by Professor M. Blaugs

The Role of Cost Analysis in the Evaluation of
Functional Litereoy.
by Dr. R. Jolly;

Techniques of Social Study for Evolution.
by Dr, R. Wiener;

The Evaluation of Rural Extonaion Programmes.
by Dr. J. 61 France;

i3xperiences end Problems in the Bvaluction of Functional
Wortley& a Seeiologiet's View.
by Dr. K. )eye.

These looturee wore followed by dieoussions of the-prob-
lems reieed.

Early in the second week the Workshop broke into three
working groups dealing rospeotively with;

Pelioy. Planning end Orgcnisation in the Evauotion of
FUnotionel Literacy;

Methods and Techniques used in the Evolurtion of Puna:
tionel Litoraoyi

Cost/Benefit :*nolysis in the Evaluation of Yunctionol.
Literacy.

On the third day after the start of their deliberations,
the working groups made interim reports of their progress to
the whole Workshop. Their final reports wore presented during
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the last week.

Ur. J. C. Cairns, Director of the Literaoy Division in
the Department of Out-of-School Education of Unesco visited
the Workshop for two days at the beginning of the second week
and held an informal but moat useful and informative dis-
cussion with the staff and participants on problems of
evaluation in Unescols Experimental Vorld Literacy Programme,

Also during the second week, visits wero made to:

the Testing and Development Unit of the City and Guilds
of London Institute, an organisation which is actively
co-operating with industrios and industrial trairing
boards in providing training programme and testing
procedure° for all lovels of technical and vocational
training'

the National Coal Board in London which provided a
detailed description of training and retraining
programmes in the mining industry and their o-oluationi

Pressed Steel Fisher Ltd., at Cowloy, noar Oxford, to
learn about evoluation and training procodures in the
motor industry;

the Overseas Visual Aide Centre (OVAC), and the Centre
for Educational Television Overseas (CETO) to discuss
the relationship of action research and evaluation to
the preparation of media for functional literaoy.

A number of cultural visits were also oado to places of
interest in and around London and Oxford.

Towards the end of tho Workshop a full day woe dovotod to
the dotoiled study of the Unesco Manual on the Evaluation of
Experimental Literacy Projeote. This woe introduced by
most helpful talk from the author of the Honuol, Dr. H. P.
Soksenn, Hood of the Literacy Evaluation Unit in the Unosco
Department of Out-ofSchool Education.

A narrative format has been chosen for the Report on tho
Workshops ootivitios being described mainly in the timo
soquence in which they occurred. It has not, of °Durso, boon
possible to give c dotailed ocicount of all the Workshop's
activities. Tho intention rtther is to presont o synthesis
of tho contributions mado by individual portioiptnts, dos-
oribing their problems and oxporionoes, a suassry of
the lectures given by visiting speoiclists and of tho die,
oussions which oroso from those contributions. These are
aupplomonted by the roports of tho throo working groups,'
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accounts of eduootionol visits and o brief record of discussion
on the Unesoo Monuol.(1)

An analysis of the main ideas emorging from the Workshop
follows in Chopter 2.

(1) Vnesco Manual on Adult and Youth Educations Evaluation of
Experimental Literaoy Projects.. Provisional version
dooment ED/W8/13, Paris, 85 pp.
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CHAPTER 2

IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS PUT FORWARD BY THE WORKSHOP

Definitions

The Workshop 'oegan by discussing the meaning of a number
of current terms. 'Functional literacy' (as distinct from
'simple literacy') was taken to mean a comprehensive programme
of education and training for illiterate (and sometimes reti-
literate) adults, with a literacy component built in.
Agreement was also reached on the moaning of 'work-oriented
literacy', the 'selective-intensive strategy' as appliod in
the Experimental World Literacy Programme, and 'development'
and 'modernisation', which were regarded no essential aims of
functional literaoy. These terms are further discussed in the
next chapter. The Workshop accepted the definition of 'evalua-
tion' used in the Unesoo Nanualt ''evaluation aims at norsuring,
wherever possible in quantitative terms, and according to
well-defined criteria, the major direct and indiroot effects
of a certain activity, taking into account its objectives as
established before its inception." A distinction was drawn
botweon ovoluntion in this sonso and 'action-oriented research'
or 'action research', which was dofinod as "systematic study
and investigation, the raaults of which are fad book directly
and immediately to the operational staff to help them to
improve their day-to-day work."

Aims of evaluation in functional

An importnnt purpose of evaluation is to provide the
financiers, plenners and administrators, who allocate funds
for functional literaoy, with objective information on how
thee() finds hovo boon epont. Rolatod to this is tho need to
shed light on the inter - relationship botweon literacy and
development and to study its significance, in order to doter.
mine'the place and priority to be given to literacy in
development plans; hence also the importance of costboncfit
analysis. Evaluation should also holp to answer the question:
"what sort of literaoy?" Thus it should study the effects of
different methods end media. For examplo importance was
attochod to the oomperativo evaluation, in torms of cost.
effootivoness, of wOrk.orientod functional literaoy in which
literaoy teaching is integrated into vocational training, as
against simple literaoy loading on to soparato vocational
training. The efficiency of different types of organisation
should also be analysed.



Evaluation and Action Research

In contrast to this long-range purpose of evaluation its.
more immediate purpose is to help the operational staff with.
in each project to act as their 'controlling device', and
even as their 'defence mechanism' against overembitious
expectations from outmide. The first is 'external' the
second 'internal' to the programme. The first is particularly
relevant to the Experimental World Literacy Programme, the
second to the success of the local project. The staff of
projects within the World Literacy Programme must therefore
respond to two demands' first, to accept international norms
for evaluation established by the Unesco Evaluation Panel, in
the interests of world-wide comparability, and second, to
adapt these to the local situation. They may therefore need
to establish both general objectives and local operational
objectives. In any carol effeotive evaluation requires a
much more precise definition of objootives and in measurable
terms . by project planners than has no far been evident, and
evaluators must assist them in this task.

In fulfilling its immediate purpose of helping project
operators, evaluation token on the role of action research and
the relationship of evaluation and notion research was a
recurring theme of discuision in the Workshop. It la clear
that there are certain anomalies between the long -range pur-
pose of meosuring the effects of functional literocy on
development and the imnoldiate purpose of helping the opera
tional staff to improve their on -going activities. If it was
a question of choice, it was agreed that priority should be
given to long-term evaluation, at least in the Experimental
World Litesoy Projects, and the temptation to concentrate
entirely upon the less rigorous methods and more immediate
benefits of action research should be resisted. There was,
however, general support for the 'intermediate' position
taken up by the Unesco Manual, namely that the evaluation
programme should serve both long-term and short-term, exterm
nal and internal, purposes. This would involve three
concurrent and overlarping typos of activity'

the measurement of the 'direct and indirect *Mats'
of tanotional literacy;

m special studios to evaluate operational methods end
media, which will provide data both of world-wide
interest end of local value;

action researoh to help planners and operational staff
to control and improve the programme.

The suggestion was put forwird that action research



should be built into the experimental production of media
(1)

and instruotional systems for functional literacy, with an
action research worker cosigned to the media produotion teem.
Action research in this context would inolude studies designed
to relate the content of media to the needs of the target
audience and to the educational aims of the programme, as
well as 'pre-testing', or 'operational tests', as they ere
called in the Unwell° Manual, This type of action research,
intended to feed book data to the media producers - to
improve media during production, was distinguished from
evaluation of the effectiveness of media once completed,
distributed and used in the programme.

Organisational Structure for Evaluation

A national evaluation unit for an important functional
literacy programme should ideally include a full -time
director and full-time or part-time professional staff with
both international'and national experience in the fields of
economics, sociology, psychology and statistics. It should
engage short-term consultants in specialised areas and
research workers to undertake special studies.

Tho unit should have working relations with Universities,
and research Institutes, both inside and outside the country,
as well as with various government departments, agencies end
organisations whose support and assistance may be valuable.

Each Isub-projeott in the country should hove its own
amen evaluation unit including a competent social scientist
and appropriate full-time and part-time field staff.

It was considered important to resolve the apparent
conflict between the need for independence and objectivity
in the evaluation unit and the need for close collaboration
between the unit and the operational staff. With this in
mind two possible structures were envisaged.

- Tho national evaluation unit could be located outside
the project and be independent, in which case
working liaison committee, including members of the
operational staff and the evaluation unit, should
be set up to ensure collaboration.

(1) The term 'media' is weed here in a general sense to
include all kinds of educational 'instruments' from books
through audio.visuol aids to radio and television programmes.
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. The notional evaluation unit might bo located within
the operational staff, with responsibility to the
project director, in whioh cos() links should be
oatablished with on outside organisation or organi-
sations, such as a Notional Evaluation Committee or
an appropriate University deportment or Institute,
whioh would lay down norms and examine the results
of evaluation.

The question woe debated whether or not notion research
should bo a function of the evaluation unit. Tho working
group dealing with Policy, Planning and Organisation suggested
that if tho evaluation unit was a part of the operational
staff it should be rosponaiblo for action research, but not
if it was estoblished as on independent unit. Eventually, in
its discussion of the Unosco Manual, the Workshop took the
view that the three activities (long-term evaluation, special
gaudiest action research) should be handled by a single
'Research and Evaluation Unit,'

Policy and Procedures for Evaluation

There was general acceptance of the evaluation procedures
proposed in the Unesco Manual, at least as on ideal to be
aimed at. Those would involve the Research and Evaluation
Unit, during the preparatory phase: in recruiting and training
its staff; in the collection of background data, (from infor-
mants, documentation and observation); in problem surveys
(to detect the principal problems of the project preps); in
technical feasibility studies and operational teats (to try
out methods and media). It was agreed that these activities
were intended to provide information to the unit, as well as
data for project planning and development. They were thus in
the realm of notion research rather than evaluation. The
unit should then be involved with the project planning staff
in defining the objectives of the project and in selecting
experimental and control groups, if the use of controls
proved locally acceptable.

Once experimental and control communities and workwunits
(such ns factories, mines, farms) have been chosen and the
operational objectives of the programme and its various
courses defined, the evaluation unit can establish its metho-
dology, select what the Unesco Manual calls 'indicators,
elements and minimum measurements for evaluation', and begin
ita 'community-level' and 'work - unit- lovol' boso line surveys.
The 'participant - level' base-lino surveys cannot however,
commence until the participants ore enrolled in classes end
courses in the operational phase of the project.
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Thereafter 'interim' and 'terminal' surveys will be

carried out at the three levels, to measure, against the
initial base-line data, the changes that have taken place.
Comparison with control groups, es well as continuing
observation through so-called 'process studies', should
then make it possible to isolate the effects of the
independent variable of functional literacy.

Special studies on educational methods and media,. and
on organisation and administration could be conducted during
the operational period and every endeavour should be made to
analyse costs and benefits of the functional literacy
programme and of specific methods used in it.

Whilst accepting this general scheme of action research
and evaluation the Workshop was under no illusions regarding
thedifficulties of applying it in the conditions prevailing
in most of the projects of the Experimental World Literacy
Programme, let alone in other functional literacy projects.
There was general gratification that Unesco had abandoned the
impossible aim of trying to measure the effects of functional
literacy at the national level . on the economy of a whole
country* The Workshop recognised the importance of evaluation
at the levels of tho local community and the work unit, but
was more inclined to the view expressed by Professor Blaug
that the evaluation team would have a substantial achievement
to its credit if it could arrive at conclusive measurements
of the impact of such a programme on individual participants,
plus some effects on the work unit.

Methods of Social Research

The Workshop assigned one of the working groups and a
considerable proportion of its time to discussion of the
methods end techniques of social research which were appli-
cable to evaluation and, more specifically, of how they should
be applied.

This study encompassed methods of sampling, selection
and training of interviewers, interviewing design end inter-
viewing, observation, sampling, selection and use of control
groups, assessment techniques, achievement tests, sociometrio
techniques, interest soaks and motivation analysis. It also
dealt with the special problems of comparative evaluation of
alternative methods in functional literacy. It emphasised
the point that evaluation studios should concentrate upon
behavioural change rather than attitudinal change. An
evaluator is not so much interested as to whether farmers
have changed their attitudes, for example, to education or'

. .. _

AP It should be stated that Unesco did not set before itself the
aim of measuring the effects of functional literacy at the national
'level or on the economy as a whole.The misunderstanding has perhaps
arisen because the Guide recommended collection of some data at
national level.The purpose of this was tot to establish benchmarks
for comparison with similar data at a later date but to get an

'.Understanding of the context in which the programme was introduced.
Please see in this connection page 154,1ast paragraph.



agricultural innovation, as in whether they hove changed their
behaviour in these fields as a result of the functional literacy
campaign. Quite apart from the difficulty of measuring otti.
tudes, the assumption that a person's behaviour changes to
match changes in attitude does not always hold up in practice
and does not justify measuring the intermediary rather than
the and stage ,of behavioural change.

Problems met in the Evaluation of PUnotional Literac

Early in the Workshop participants gave accounts of
evaluation and action research in projects of functional
literacy and related fields. Despite substantial economic
end social differences between the countries studied, a wide
range of similar problems recurred. .

Moat oruoial perhaps was the shortage of competent research
and evaluation staff nt all levels - international, national'
and local, and the consequent problems of recruiting tho
evaluation unit. Related to this was the shortage of time in
tho one year preparatory poriod. In several countries, where
vernacular languages wore preponderant, language policy was a
cause of conflict and language differences handicapped the
recruitment and operations of the staff. Governmentalatti
tudes to evaluation wore not always helpful, and a particular
difficulty arose in achieving coordination between departments
concerned with development and those concerned with literacy.

The process of data gathering was handicapped by a variety
of factors the absence of documentary material and reliable
census reports, the physical problems of communication in rural
areas, the resistance of'rural people to providing information
on their economic status, oven the resistance of factory mast.
gers to releasing data on production or industrial processes
:which might benefit competitors.

Finally there were the problems of defining measurable
objectives and suitable indicators and, more difficult still,
of establishing controls, where this meant withholding tho
benefits of the project from certain groups and communities,
whoso members must nevertheless submit to interviewing and
observation.

Other problems wore brought up by visiting lecturers. The
economists in particular stressed the very real difficultiei
of measuring the impact of functional literacy on production.
At the level of thu work-unit factory, mine or form this
was an extremely complex exorcise and serious doubts wore
expressed on the possibility of isolating the effects of



functional literacy from those of other factors, such -as
improved seeds, fertilisers, land reform, communications,
changes in the market for produce and variations of climate
in the rural sector and machinery, management and materials
in an industrial setting. It was significant that in the
comparatively sophisticated situation of British industry
it was generally considered impossible, and perhaps even
undesirable, to measure the effects of training as an inde
pendent variable to evaluate its impact in quantitative
terms - on production in the work.unit.

Even at the participant level the isolation of the
effects of training on production was not an easy exercise.
One possibility was to concentrate on the individual's
earnings, but this would only be valid if the labour market
worked perfectly competitively. Another approach was through
job-analysis, but this would require that the skill- content
of every job be analysed, together with the means of acquiring
the necessary skills and whether literacy was required for
this purpose. The aim envisaged by the Uneseo Nanual of
measuring the contribution of the individual worker to 'the
production or other purposes of an enterprise' was regarded
as unattainable.

The poblews of cost-benefit analysis were also discussed,
amongst the, the difficulties of quantifying 'opportunity/
costs' and 'implicit benefits'. The possibility of arriv!ing
at a cost - benefit ratio for functional literacy, by encom-
passing all benefits in a single number and contrasting this
with all costs, again in a single number, was considered
illusory and a warning was given against drawing simple con-
clusions from the study of cost - effectiveness in isolation.
These difficulties and dangers were not, however, regarded as
diminishing the importance, or precluding the possibility, of
cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness studies, to which the
Workshop gave careful attention.

Stalisa_tiestioi...____sIsenatinfromtlinaic! Workshop

Although the problems of evaluating functional literacy
were recognised to be many and serious there was a real deter-
mination in the Workshop that they must be resolutely faced.
The success of the Experimental World Literacy Programme
depended upon it, since there could be no value in experi-
mentation without evaluation.

Although the Workshop was not called upon to give advice
or make recommendations, it may be useful to summarise at this
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point some of the more interesting ideas and suggestions
whioh will be recorded in greater detail in the following
chapters of this report.

As s palliative to the shortage of evaluation staff and
s contribution to their efficienoy it was suggested that
Unesco might:

approach Universities to provide integrated courses
suitable for the training of project evaluators;

bring evaluators together in high.level oonferencea;

. provide systematic training for evaluation teams in
each country;

give more cleer.out instructions on methodology to be
applied;

list the speoial studies and experiments it wishes to .

see undertaken in projects;

issue a bulletin on functional literacy and its
evaluation..

Universities should be encouraged not only to provide
training but also to take a more active pert in research and
evaluation in functional literaoy projects.

More attention should be paid in evaluation programmes,
and in training for them, to dots processing and analysis.

Nationalevaivation units should provide orientation to
operational staff in each project in order to give them an
understanding of the value, aims and requirements of evalua-
tion, as well as training in evaluation procedures which they
will hive to apply. In particular, teachers and instruotors
should be trained in building testing techniques into
training prOgrammes.

The 'preparatory period', for a functional literacy
project, originally,one year, should be flexible enough to
permit the evaluation unit to establish its design and metho.
dology, select its experimental and control groups, and to
start its baSe line surveys.

The various government departments and other agenoies
whose eollbboration would be necessary to the evaluation, as
well as to the operation of the projects, should commit them
solves to full oo.operation, if possible by signing the
initial agreement with Unesco.
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The definition of general and operational objeotives, in

behavioural and measurable terms, for each projeot, sub-project -
each training course or extension programme . was regarded as
a prerequisite for effective evaluation and as needing more
serious attention than heretofore.

Evaluation should focus primarily on the effects of fund
tional literacy on participants and their families, seconda-
rily on its effects in the work units and communities and not
at all on the impossible task of measuring its effect at tho
levels of the region (e.g. whole project area) and country.

A variety of teats must be devised to aid the selection
of participants and matching control groups, and to measure
achievement of participants at succeeding stnges of ooursos
and programmes. The Workshop examined tests used in the
training of operatives in the British coal mining and motor
industries. A suggestion was made thet Unesco should commis-
sion a vocational training expert to prepare a manual on job
analysis and test design.

An important and manageable urea of study might bo the
extent to which literacy effects the efficiency of extension
and training programmes, and another, reloted to this, the
comparative evaluation of composite work-oriented functional
litorecy as against /simple literacy lending on to separate
vocational training. Those might bo fruitful areas for cost-
effectiveness studies. Evaluation of instructor end teacher
training and performance will also be a crucial means of
improving the quality of the programme.

Evaluation at the participant level may aim to measure
throe kinds of change: attitudinal, (e.g. acceptance of the
importance of fertilisers); behavioural, (e.g. correct use of
fertilisers); economic, (e.g. increesod crop production).
The second is likely to bo the most useful end manageable.

The difficulties of measuring the economic consequences
of functional litornoy in terms of productivity helm elreody
been mentioned; for this purpose oveluation should be at e
low-enough level (e.g. ono production line anther then
whole factory) for tho changes measured to be attributable to
the training given.

Systems onrlysis and cost-effectiveness studies may use
fully bo applied to various forms of organisation. The cost-
effectiveness of various instruotional systems should else ba
evaluated.



In view of tho difficulty op and importonco - of cost-
benefit.onolysis, pilot experiments to pro-test techniques
eight. be carried out in one or two seleotod projects, whore .

objectives wore defined in measurable terms, whore explicit
and quantifiable benefits could be anticipated and whore the
officionoy of budgeting and book - keeping could be relied
upon.

The usefulness of evaluation must ultimately depend on
the way its findings are communicated to decision sulkers.
For this purpose a report is needed which con be understood
and interpreted by the layman - the person with little or no
training in the social sciences. At tho some timo social
scientists will wish to have fuller details of the design and
methodology used and the data obtained. Rather than two
separate reports, the best solution was thought to be a short
and rondablo report with full supporting appendices



CHAPTER 3

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY t DI:XINITION AND EVALUATION

by

JOHN BOWERS

The Workshop is concerned with the evaluation of functional
literacy, so it is suggested that as little time as possible
should be taken in discussing funotional litereoy itself.
Nevertheless one cannot realistically discuss evaluation without
considering what is to be evaluated. This working paper, there-
fore, deals with definitions of 'literacy', terms used in
describing it, and some of tho problems which aro likely to
arise in evaluating it.

Adult Literacy and Schooling

Although the primary school is the most important insti-
tution for eradicating illiteracy, the Workshop is concerned
with the evaluation of adult literacy end related programmes
of adult education and training. Unless otherwise °toted,
'adult' will bo taken to mean 15 years and over - the age
normally used for census purposes.

Definitions of Litorcoy and Roloted Problems of Evaluation

Literacy is defined cc 'the degree to which an individual
possesses tho mastery over symbols in their written form, or
is able to encode and decode written messages - to write and
to road.' (1) One of the first aims of literacy evaluation
may be to measure how far participants in a programme have
achieved this: a process that may conveniently bo celled 'the
evaluation of reading end/Or writing ability.'

For census nurnoses, Unosco hos defined a literate as 'a
person who con rood with undorstending and write a simple
message related to his everyday life.' This lovol of attain-
ment might suitably be described as selemontary literacy,.'

This definition contains two relative terms - 'under-
standing' and 'simple', the one relevant to the reactor, the
other to the message. The reading ability of a reader

(1) Rogers, Everett M. 1Modernisrtion among Peasants.'
Holt, Rinehart & Wilson, p.429. See Ch.4, P.72. (Available
for study.)



naturally relates to the readability (the level of difficulty)
of the message (reading matter) to be rend. If the evaluation
is to tact the reader's level of reeding ability, it will bo
necessary to establish standards of difficulty in the test
reading matter (texts) to be road. If it is concerned to
evaluate tho message, the rending matter (e.g. in pretesting
reading materials), it will be necessary first to establish
the level of reading ability of the 'target audience' - the
readers for whom it is intended.

This is not as simple as it sounds, especially if it is
desired to standardise levels of literacy (and tests) for
different cultures and languages.

Levels of literacy among adults ore sometimes equated
with levels supposed to be attained by children after a
stated number of years of primary schooling, but this, for
obvious reasons, is also relative and of doubtful value.

Numeracy

Literacy is often regnrded as including some skill in
arithmetic and even algebra and geometry (the third of the '3
1411). Evaluation may, therefore, also bo concerned with testing
'numeracy.'

Interpretation of Visual Images

Another skill, which is complementary to literacy and
numeracy is meetery over visual symbols other than words and
numbers.- especially representations of 3 dimensional
'reality' on 2 dimensional (flat) surfaces pictures, photo-
graphs, diagrams, maps, charts etc. Illiterates generally
have great difficulty in the perception and interpretation of
visual images, end this may have to oe taught and evaluated.

Here again we must distinguish procedures for testing the
perception end understanding of the viewers from those
designed to evaluate the communication achieved by the visual
images (e.g..audio-visual aids.)

Languages andliterau

Literacy is essentially an extension of the use of language
from speaking end bearing to writing and reading. What language?
In multi-lingual areas this may be a difficult question and a
sound language policy may be an essential basis for a literacy
programme. There may, for example, be a conflict between the
psychological advantages of making a person literate in his
mother tongue and the again, political or other advantages of
doing so in a language of wider communications e.g. the



official notionol language. If functional literacy is to be
'work oriented' (see below) the obvious choice may be the
language of work or of trcining for works It is, however,
moro difficult, end tokas much longer* to teach literooy in a
second/foreign language than in the learner's mother tongue.
If, however, the mother tongue is on unwritten language any-
thing up to three years of work by linguists will be needed
to onalyse its dialects, give it an appropriate alphabet,
establish its grommor, prepare word lists and perhaps a
dictionory, before it con be used for literooy.

A literacy programme may. therefore, hove to comprise:

C. linguistic roseoroh on languages spoken to detormine
language policy;

b. linguistic roseorch (e.g. word, syllable, letter
froquency counts) on written languages as a basis
for tho production of teaching materiels; (1)

c. linguistic rosonrch on unwritten languages;

d. comporotive ovoluntion studies of litorooy touching
mothods (e.g. in the mother tongue as against
a socond languogo; of torching o second longuogo
through tho mother tongue as against direct
teoching of the second language;

o. tests of linguistic ability (spooking/understending;
roading/writing) in o second language.

131141"it"""reuncti°ncliLit"C11Y
Much of what hos been written above refors to literecy

2.9r so - cs nn end in itself - os en extension of the ability
to communicate - irrespectivo of the purposes for which this
ability is to be usod. The term 'simple' litorccy Booms
opproprioto to distinguish this ability from ' functional'
literacy. A moro common prcctice is to distinguish 'olamontary°
literooy from ' functionol' litorocy, but this is a false
antithesis, for thoro con be elemontery levels of functioncl
litorncy; though, of course, the more odvonccd it is the more
likely it is to bo 'functional.' It is theroforo suggested
that the contrast should be drown botween 'simpl' end

(1) In the Vale do Rio Doco literacy project in Brazil a
computerised study of syllable frequency in Portuguoso is
said to have holvod tho timo token to tench literecy to
miners. A report in French is ovoilablo.
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'functional' i 'elementary' and 'advanced' litaracy.

Before turning to definitions of funotionol literacy thero
is a further term to bu defined.

'Perm:114=V Literacy

It is obviously important that the skills of reading and
writing, once acquired, should not be lost. Any acquired skill
le liable to fade if it is not used; the ability to speak a
foreign language, for example. Regression into illiteracy is
a well known phenomenon, So 'permanent' literacy is not likely
to be permanent unless it is functional and is continually used.
One of the reasons for making literacy functional may then be
to ensure that it is permanent.

An interesting.research project is now being undertaken
in Tunisia by a team from Harvard University (USA) to study the
retention of literacy in various environments and after various
periods of initial study. (1)

'Functional' LiteraoY

. A building is said to be funotional if it is designed and
constructed to serve as efficiently as possible the specific
purposes for which it was conceived. Thus, in architecture,
the term 'functional' is contrasted with 'generally useful' or
'decorative.' The word carries connotations of both efficiency
and of specificity in serving defined aims. In relation to
functional literacy the question therefore arises what aims?
literacy for what? Literacy has already been described as en
extension of the ability to communicate. The first answer
therefore is literacy for better communication.

Literacy gives a person the power both to send messages,
by writing, and to receive them, by reading. Rogers (2) points
out that it also allows a person.- 'to control the rate of
message input' (i.e. to road and absorb information at his own
speed in his own time ;) to 'store and retrieve print informa-
tion for delayed use,' (thus substituting for or reinforcing
memory;) and that it 'unlocks more complex mental abilitiesli
such as the ability to 'generalise through symbolisation' (to
think and express oneself in general and abstract terms.)

(1) Roport expected by September, 1969. See also Rogers, op
cit., Oh.4.

(2) Rogers, op. cit., pp.70-72,
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Evaluation of these powers of communication end related
montol processes may bo noro important than simply testing o
person's rooding and writing ability.

But the answers 'literacy for more efficient communioation'
only postpones the question, which now becomes: 'communication
for what? why? of what?'

Definitions of Functional Literacy

'Functional literacy' was defined by an international
Committoo of Exports on Literacy, convened by Unesco in Paris
in June, 1962 as follows:

"A porson is literate when ho has acquired the essential
knowledge and skills loth enable him to engage in all those
activities in which literacy is roquirod for effeotive func-
tioning in his group and community, and whose attainments in
reading, writing and arithmotio make it possiblo for him to
continuo to qee those skills towards his own and the community's
devoloprInt."

This is a rtthor elliptical definition. It essentially
soya: 'Literacy is roquirod (is functional) for what literacy
is required for.' But it door suggest that funotional
literacy must bo efficient, apocifio to tho noode of particular
groups, and permanent.

A more r000nt description of functional literacy is
given in the Final Report of the Teheran Conference: (1)

"Adult literacy, on essential element in ovor.all
development, must be closely linked to economic and social
priorities and to present and future manpower needs. All
efforts should thorefore tend towards functional literacy.
Rather than on end in itself, literacy should be regarded as
a way of preparing man for a sooial, civic ond economic role
that goes far beyond the limits of ru'Iraentary literacy
training consisting merely in the teaching of reading and
writing. The very process of learning to read and write
should be made on opportunity for roquiring information that
con immediately be used to improve living standards; reading
and writing should lead not only to elementary general know-
ledge but to training for work, increased productivity, a
greater participation in civic life and a bettor understanding

(1) Unoscos Final Report ED/217 World Conforenco of Minis.
tore of Education on the Eradication of Illiteracy, Paris
1965.
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of the surrounding worlde.and should ultimately open tho way
to basic human culture."

The term 'functional literacy,' when it was first used
perhaps twenty years ago, generally meant literacy at n suffi.
oiently advanced level to be used for practical purposes, such
as reading newspapers, extension literature, instructions etc.,
writing letters or simple reports, end where numeracy was
included doing elementary arithmetical operations. It now
tondo to imply not simply a level of literacy that is useful
but literacy that is actually used to acquire useful knowledge
and skills. Indeed the term seems to bo applied not so much
to the learner's state or level of literacy but uoro to the
aims, strategies and methods of literacy teaching. Thus a
number of new terms, which will now be considorod, ore
currently used to describe 'functional litoraoy.'

....1:"4"41M121112112E-LASNAllt functional ltlamax
The major pilot proj;Jots of the Unesco 'Experimental

World Literacy Programme (see below) are described in official
documents as Work oriented.' Thisaapoars to qorry some or
all of the following; implications:

a, that the primary aim of literacy teaching is training
for work; (thus the question: 'bettor communioation
for what?' is onsweret 'for toohniool and vocational
training');

b. that thu content and vocabulary used for teaching
reading and writing, :nd the operations learnt in
arithmetic, are lorg4ly or wholly focussed on the
learner's job or livelihood, the problems he meets
and must learn to solve, the technical terminology
he needs, the tool* ho uses and the skills ho must
learn;

that literacy is used (for job training) while it is
being acquired and acquired by being used;

d. that Iliterooy skills' (3 Rs) ore taught more or less
(i) at tho stela time (sometimes in paid working-
time) (ii) in the same place (often the work-1)1000d
(iii) by the some people (often the job-training
instructors,) (iv) using the some media (manuals,
work sbuets, visual nide) as the technical knowledge
and manual skills they ore intended to cosaunicotee

This integration of literacy teaching with techniool/
vocational training in industry and crafts, and with extension
and training in agriculture, takoa a variety of forms. Primers
and readers used for literacy may also teach technical knowledge
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and skill (e.g. the Ibadan (Nigeria) Functional Literacy
project for tobacco growors;) thoro may bo no primors and
roodors but only 'work - sheets' and 'charts,' based on job
training roquirononts or work problems, from which Iiteraoy
is loornt (e.g. Algerian, Tunisian, Mnlinn, Brazilian
projocts.) Learners nay participate in constructing their
own training materials, choosing whet thoy wish to loam;
or action-research may be used to food back their floods
and wishes to teems who prepare the training materials.
Literacy teaching may be simultonoous or consocutivo with
technical/vocational training.

This trend has led to a rather illogical torminologi-
cal inexactitude, largely propogotod by Unosco documents;
for the torn 'functional litoracy' hos come to moan, not
litorcoy that in functionally related to, or aims to
promote, toohnicol/voc:tional training, but tho whole
amalgam or combined programme of tochnical/vocational
training -cam- litoracy. In other words 'work - oriented
functional litoracy, moons tochniool/voaTMErWEEin
with a litoracy coilpononk. Tho word rritoracy' o courso,
has solos value no perhaps the inoxootitudo can be for-
given, but it gives rise to considorcblo confusion.

Nor is the picture yot complete, for the Teheran
dafinition (para. 22) spooks also of 'social and civic'
education, 'general knowledge,' 'understanding of the
surrounding world' and 'basic human culture.' And what
about health education, home economics, nutrition, family
planning? Thus 'functional literacy' comes to noon com-
orehensivo education and training for Illitorato Can(

componont
BUliyassensenatie term is used in
the unosco manual and it is suggostod that the Workshop
accept this rather inexact but praoticol dofinition of
'functional literacy' and that it use the term loimplo
literacy' to moon the teaching of the 3 Rs alone.

Litorco Adult Education and Tr;

So the answer to the (motion 'literacy for what?'
becomes moro conplox. Literacy for inprovod communicotion,
communication for education and training (which is more
than communication, since it involves the complex processes
of learning and behaviour change.)

Evaluation of Adult Education and Troiniag

Tho evaluation of 'functional litorooyi, in this sense
of on amalgam of adult education and training is likely to
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involve tho testing of participants' achiovemonts, far beyond
the ovoluatim of reading and writing ability and numeracy. ,

The Workshop will need to consider what tests and other instru.
nonts of ovoluation will be nondod to measure isle effootivonoss
of lop tral.pinsx agricultural exl.onsIon etc. in communionting
now Witt wiodgu and skill and biringlinttbaufdesired changes in
the participants' behaviour and prectioes. Discussions on
testing methods used in British industrial, training should
have somo rolovanco to this. A distinctioi moy also hove to
be mode betwoon evaluation of the offootivenoss of tho whole
'functional literacy' amalgam (the total oducation-training-
oum-litornoy programme) and evaluation of the litoracy com-
ponent. This raises the question: just what is to be the
independent variable in the evaluation of functional literacy
projocts? It may, for example, bu interesting to compare oral
training and oxtonsion for illitoratos without a literacy oom-
ponont.with the functional literacy approves.

Functional Litorroyc Devekopmont and Modernisation

A further quostion romainss education and training for
whet? The usual answer is 'development' and it is often said
that the ultimate aim of functional literacy is devolopuont.
But what is 'development?' Rogors (1) dorinos it as to typo
of social change in which new ideas are introducod into a
social system in order to produce highor per capita incomes
and lovols of living through more modern production methods
and improved social organisation.' This is a eofinition of
social and economic dovolotmont. What about individual
dovelopmentY kogors calls thin Imodornisation,' Obidho'ho
suggests 'parallels at the individual lovol what development
represents at the national level.' ' Modernisation,' he writes,
'is the process by which individuals change from a traditional
way of life to a more complex, technologically advanced and
rapidly changing style of life. Modernisation is not identical
with Europeaniastion or Westernisation' it is not necessarily
'good' for all members of less developed countries, since it
provides 'new opportunities and prospeots at a high price in
human dislocation and /mitering., (2) Perhaps one of the sins
of functional literacy for the individual should be to promote
modernisation or individual development with understanding
and intelligent participation, in order to minimise dislocation
and suffering.

C1) Rogers, op.
available.)

(2) Rogers, op.

cit., Chs1

cit., CIA

PP17 -18. (An extract will be

p. 15.
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The Selective - Intensive Strategy for Functional Literacy

Unesco, starting with the World Congress of Teheran, has
encouraged its Nember States to experiment with what it has
called the laelootive-intensive' strategy. This is based on
the view that if literacy is to be functional it must be
efficient and specific. The strategy is selective in the
sense that literacy projects are planned for and located in
specific sectors of the national development plan (generally
priority sectors) specific areas of the country (generally
development areas.) These sectors and areas are generally
selected on the criteria that within them:

a. mess illiteracy appears to be a handicap to moder-
nisation and development;

b. the infra- atruoture and organisation exist to enable
functional literacy to bo effectively used to
promote modernisation and development:

this means where there is the need, the otivation and the
outlets for functional literacy.

Tho strategy is selective in another sense in that pro-
grammes, methods and media 're adapted to the needs of apeoifio
occupation groups (i.e. 'work - oriented.') This implies that
specific programmes and media have to be prepared for compara-
tively small groups end even for specific jobs . e requirement
which raises questions of cost-effectiveneas. This may need
evaluation (o.g. the oompariuon of 'simple' litoraoy followed
by specific training with functional literacy which integrates
and synchronises literacy teaching with technical /vocational
training.)

The strategy is 'intensive' in contrast to the traditional
'extensive' 'mass' literaoy campaign. It favours quality
rather than quantity, stresses efficiency end generally
requires longer and more elaborate training. This raises
serious questions for evaluation of cost per capita against
returns.

Although the selective- intensive strategy has gained
many adherents, the 'extensive' caupeign approach is still
used, and has recently proved successful in eradicating mass
illiteracy in Cuba. An impassioned plea for it is made by
Sir Charles Jeffries in his book 'Illiteracy a World
Problem.' (1)

(1) See Vnesoo Courier, 1968, p.26, Extract from
'Illiteracy a World Problem' by Sir Charles Jeffries,
Pall Mall Press, London.

-



The Experimental World Literacy Programme

Unesco launched in 1966 en Experimental World Literacy
Programme. Fifty-two Member States have announced their
intention of participating in it. Major pilot projects have
been launched in twelve countries (Algeria, Ecuador, Ethiopia,
Guinea, India, Iran, Madagascar, Mali, Sudan, Syria, Tanzanie,
Venezuela.) These Pilot Projeots and a number of other 'Micro
Experiments' (e.g. in Algeria, Brazil, Chile, India, Jamaica,
Nigeria, Tunisia and Upper Volta) are designed to apply and
evaluate the 'selective - intensive strategy of work-oriented
functional literacy.' "The basic aim of the Experimental
World Literacy Programme is to shed light on the nature of the
inter-relationship between literacy and development and to
study its significance." (1) Each projeot has an evaluation
unit. .

The Unesco Manual on Evaluation of erimental terse
Projects '' 16 3 M 0. as een circa ate to a pertio
pans of the Workshop, is intended to serve as a guide for
evaluators in these projects. It should be considered as a
working document and as background information for the Work-
shop's studies. The Workshop is not, however, bound by the
policy end methods set out in the Manual, which should be
considered oritically, along with other sources of information.

Aims_of the Workshops Stud of the Evaluation of Funotionel
Literaoy,

The aims of the Workshop are set out in dooument WEF14/5:
and the steering and Evaluation Committee has been asked to
refine them and evaluate the degree to which they are achieved.
In the broadest toms the Workshop is concerned, not simply to
consider the evaluwaon of the pilot projects of the World
Literacy Programme, but to study, discuss end discover policies,
organisation and methods for evaluating functional literacy, end
for building action research into functional literacy projects,
appropriate to participants' countries.

IMIIIIIA...11110111101=11.11
(1) Unesco document 150/52 of 12th September, 1968: "The
Position as Regards functional Literacy Pilot Projects."
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DISCUSSION ARISING FROM HR. BOWERS, ADDRESS

The Workshop scroed that tho discussion following the
address by Mr. Bowers might usefully range across the ontire
field of functional literacy and its rolatod problems and not
bo oxclusively concerned with evaluation. This would enable
a common understanding to be arrived at from the start by all
participants on tho scope and terminology of functional
litorcoy and would obviate the need to divert tho discussion
subaoquontly from the ossontial topic of evaluation.

Tho oquation of levels of attainment botwoon adult literacx
programmos and the formal system

Doubts were expressed as to whethor adult literacy
courses could or should bo correlated as far as lovols of
attainment wore concornod, with levels of litorecy attained
by children at recognised stages within the formal school
system. It was adnittod that in many countrios adults woro
of ton motivated towards literacy classes by the desire for
conventional education and for cortificotos comparable with
thoso gained in schools. This might apply, for example, where
husbands hod generally proceeded further with formal education
than their wives. With literacy classes docinod to satisfy
noods of this sort, the parallel with the formal school
structuro might not be inappropriate.

It was noted that in parts of Latin America many adult
literacy courses woro in fact delayed prinory school courses.
Several participants arguod that the concept of workorionted
functional literacy tended to over emphasise purely economic
aspects at the expense of human and sooAal aspects end that
it might be desirable to oxtond the scope of functional
liturecy beyond an exclusive concern with training in partiou.
for skills. For example), it was felt to bo ospocitlly
important that communitiva undergoing rapid social and oconomio
change should have an understanding of the process of develop-
mont, Such understanding might servo to obviate some of tho
of ton painful soOiol aide offuots of rapid development. It
was, however, agreed that educational programmes associatod
with the formal school often hod tho offoot of dovoloping
predominantly abstract and verbal framer of thought which
often disregarded tho social and economic realities of
particular countries. Tho value of the work.orionted approach
to functional literacy teaching might lie in its curtoilmont
of vorbalising and its °aphasia on practical skills and
oconomio roolitice.

In general it was agreed that the equation of levels of
adult literacy with specific levels of primary school education
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might be usoful in general literacy programmes but was
rothor doubtful oxerciso whero literacy teaching was work.
oriented. Horo it woe agreed that a clear definition of the
attainments sought by funotionol literacy teaching should bo
arrived at and that toots should bo devised to find out if
thoso objectives wore achieved. Such testa could not bo
opplioablo to children of ton years of ago working within en
ocodomic system of education.

Selection of participants for functional litoracy programmes

Thero was some discussion of the problem of solooting
suitoblo individuals for functional literacy training aimod
at spocifio vocationol areas. Testing tochniquos should bo
worked out which would indicato the latent obilitios oven of
illitorotos, although this presented particular problems.
Sovorol participants etroesed tho neod for ouch toots. A
further need was for toots which would onoblo the selootion
of uniformly matched control groups for evaluation purposes.

Ago groups

Two issuos wero disoussodt first whether children out of
school from tho age of ton years upwards should bo takon into
programmos designed for adults, and socondly what form of
distinotivo troatmont should bu given to children within this
ago group. Young people who had not boon able to progress
within the formal school system often tended to appear in
adult classes and this, on thu whole, woe not to bo encouraged.
Thorn woro, howovor$ sorious practical difficulties in romoving
such young poople from adult classes.

Work° i ntod f otiono term) d raoticol sub cots
wit' n t 0 gonoro educational ourr cu um

The Workshop oonsiderod the Ohandion oppr000h to 'Basic
Education,' with its special emphasis on practical activities%
and its possible parallels with work.orientod functional
litortoy. It was agreed, however, that the purpose of the
Ghondion approach was to countoract tho verbal ouphosis in
ocademio schooling by the inclusion of practical ootivitios
in the curriculum, This approach was essentially educational
in its purpose, not functional or workorientod, It did not
aim at providing a training for employment.

.

The process whereby Unesco had evolved the present concept
of workorientod functional literacy was traced from the earlier
concept of efundomentol education,' through o phase when the
eradication of mass illiteracy by moons of a World Compaign
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was insisted upon. The new approach formulated at the Teheran
Conference in 1965, emphasised the integration of literacy
teaching and vocational training end aimed at special groups
which might bo expected to make en important contribution to
the process of development. It was stressed that this
approach was new and complicated, and demanded a high degree
of co-operation between Government departments and many other
agencies, and required specialised materials to be prepared
for particular groups and was therefore costly. Because of
this high coat factor, attention had been drawn particularly
to tho need to evaluate work-oriented functional literacy in
cost/bonefit terms. It was expected, therefore, that the
Workshop would give particular attention to this problem.

Instructors for functional litorac ro ramwes

A major problem was discerned concerning the personnel
who would carry out functional literacy teaching. Many
programmes were dependent upon conventionally trained school
teachers who often knew less about the practical aspects of
the vocational subject taught than did the illiterates who
wore being taught. Throe possibilities were seen by which
this problem might be tackled:

teachers might be subjected to intensive training
courses in particular vocational subjects;

the extension workers and vocational instructors night
be ongagd in the functional literacy classes;

technical expertise night bo concentrated into tho
production of offoctivo oducationel medic; the
programme would then dopund heavily upon those mcdia
to get the technical message through to the participants.

These three possibilities were not, of course, mutually
exclusive and might often be combined in various ways in a
single programme.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIENOSS AND PROBLEMS IV EVALUATION -

STATEMEM BY PARTICIPANTS

In the original letter of invitation, Unesco asked each
participant to be prepared to give a short talk to the Work-
shop on his experience in evaluation and on the evaluation
activities which worn in progress in his country. Those
statements revealed a wide range of common problems, os well
ce a variety of expedients which had boon, or were being,
adopted in order to tackle them. This ohopter of the report
brings together the main points discussed and tho problems
outlined by the participants, together with a lengthier
account of one evaluation exercise described.

Data-gathsriag

Several participants expressed doubts as to whether in
practice it was possible for data to be gathered at the
earliest stages of the life of a project which would serve as
a baseline survey for scientific evaluation. Basic data
could, however, be gathered, with-MOingd limitations, on
particular problems within the project ores which night be
very useful in the planning of project operations.

Particular problems facing such preliminary work were
the scarcity or absence of documentary materials on develop-
ment problems, the lack of reliable census reports and the
physical problems of gathering information, due to the
inaccessibility of many parts of the project areas, the lack
of roads and the scattered nature of many settlements. There
was a particular problem with small farmers who were resistant
to the provision of information on their holdings, crops,
animals, returns, etc. They were suspicious of interviewers
and of government generally. A related problem wee found in
certain industrial situations where factory managers were
hesitant to provide information on productivity or on particu-
lar factory processes, which they regarded as potentially
valuable to competitors. On one instance cited, time and
motion studies, which could be of greet use in the evaluation
of functional literacy in a particular industry, were known to
exist but could not be made available to the evaluation team
because of the insistence of the factory management that this
information should remain secret.

11""1.."
Soma participants emphasised the need for research into

the problems of motivating people, of whoa literacy programmes
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wore aimed, towards active aupport for, and participation in,
thoso programmes. It was pointed out that in many rural areas
thore exists a powerful intoreet among adults in the formal
education of their children and that this motivation is ofton
strongor than that which thoy thomselves might howl towards
literacy. In certain rural oroas whore development had not
proceedod vory for, the older concretion, particularly in tho
instance cited the older men, wore very difficult to convinco
that literacy, whothor traditionol or functional, could give
thorn anything.

Examples woro cited whero interest in literacy was
particularly strong among women. Their motivation was,
howovor, not based on the dosiro to perform a particular teak
moro efficiently. Ofton tho formal education of women had
lagged behind thoir menfolk and in such simplo literacy was
regarded re a moons of componsating for tho earlier nogloct
of their education rolative to that of men. In another
instance quotod, the opportunity was being takon to introduce
functional Mornay in on industriol aotting oimod nt fomolo
workers with a subotential eloment of home economics as
supplemontnry motivating factor.

In certain cases, the aims established by governments
were too idealistic and inoluded elements which by their very
nature could not be objectively evaluated. Gains were often
claimed ea a result of literacy in termo such Se 'increased
self- confidence,' 'receptivity to new ideas,' 'ability to
solvo practical problems.' It was very doubtful whether
reelistio evaluation procedures could be establishod to
moesure such factors.

In cases whore it was clearly intended that a functional
literacy programme should contribute directly to development,
it was recorded as of tho greatest importanoe that the signs-
torios to the agreement betwAn Vnesoo and the country in
which the programme was to be established should inolude
reprosontetives of those ministries end agencies already
involved in devolopment work end upon whom tho programme
might subsequently depend for technical support. Many of
them might already posaess information and insights of crucial
importance to both tho operational and ovaluation activities
of the programme and ought therefore to bo enlisted in support
of the programme from tho boginning.

Particular problems for °volution arose in orison whores.
although it wra agreod that the literacy programae should be
aimed at ems of the economy scheduled within national
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development plans for accelerated development, the literacy
input went ahead in isolation and other development inputs
did not appear. Again the need was stressed for co-ordination
between the departments of government involved in development
work and those directly concerned with the literacy programme.

Personnel_Rroblems

Theie were located in three areas:

International professional evaluation personnel;

National professional personnel;

National supporting staff to the evaluation teams.

With regard to the international evaluation experts, it was
pointed out that these had in several oases arrived late, often
after the initiation of operational activities. This had
resulted in failure to carry out initial data. gathering before
the launching of operational activities end had led to the
adoption of operational plans which did not provide for
evaluation procedures.

Qualified national counterparts were very scarce, there
being little provision within established degree struotures
in moat universities in the countries concerned forthe kind
of composite training required of an evaluator. A plea was
made that Unesco should approach selected universities in
developing countries with a request that courses should be
established which would provide the kind of broad and prac-
tical training in the social sciences which was required. It
was also recommended that %Memo should involve national
counterparts as for es possible in international and other
conferences at which evaluation was discussed.

With regard to supporting staff, particular problems
arose whore the general level of formal education was compara-
tively low. For several evaluation exercises, interviewers
had had to be recruited who had little formal education and
therefore, despite preparatory training programmes, little
real understanding of the task that they were carrying out.
Various administrative problems arose from this situation.
The professional staff of the evaluation unit, already bearing
a heavy work-load, had to devote a substantial period of time
to providing a limited training for interviewers. In cases
where it was necessary to make use of secondary school students
as interviewers, this necessarily implied that interviews had
to be carried out at weekends, when the students had some
leisure time available, and not at times which might be more
appropriate in terms of the evaluation exercise itself.
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Language

A major problem was presented by language policy in
literacy programmes. It was already clear that there was a
potential conflict between national languages, which were
supported by the whole weight of Government, and locol
vernaculars, which, despite all pressures, remained strong
in many areas. The identification of literacy programmes
with languages which were little spoken and locally unpopular
could gravely prejudice the success of the programme; and,
related to this, the identification of evaluation staff,
particularly interviewers, with an unpopular language policy
could also gravely prejudice the work of evaluation.

Itps_andiadicelControlrottors in rural areas

In a number of countries there were now very few rural
areas which were not continuously subject to the widest
range of educational influences from outside. This was
particularly so with the rapid development of the media of
mass communication. Especially difficult problems were posed
when it was sought to isolate one particular educational
influence and to estimate the contribution of this influence
alone to the development process.

Crucial importance was seen in the selection of suitable
indicators directly relevant to the rural situation. In the
determination of such indicators, evaluation units should bo
able to draw upon the active co- operation of the social
science research specialists attached to looal universities.
The selection of those indicators should ideally be done well
before the launching of the first literacy classes.

Action-oriented research in su yort of. the merationel

1=a21.212° .

'Particular areas were defined whore action - oriented
research could have a constructive influence in programme
planning and be of direct and immediate aervico to the overall
activities of the programme:

the educational effectiveness of media, ranging from
flashcards to educational television;

the costs and benefits of particular media;

the selection and training of instructors;

the location of areas of society likely to be responsive
to functional literacy programmes;

the location of problems upon which the literacy prog-
ramme might focus.
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The timing of functional litorocy programmos and ovaluation
activities

Doubts wore oxproesod by several rarticipants os to whothor
Unesco was trying to go too fast in the launching of functional
literacy programmes and in their evaluation. It woe folt that
the stipulated period of ono year between the signing of the
Agroement between Unesco and the host country and the launching
of the first classes was unrealistic. This oproparatory yoer'
was supposed to include the rocruitment of evaluation personnel
(both international exports and national counterparts), the
carrying out of preparatory surveys, the proparotion and tooting
of educational materials. Two yoors was likoly to be a more
roosonable time for the completion of those activities but
doubt° wore expressed whether any precise time limit could bo
dotorminod, first, becauso each country was uniquo in its
nature, and secondly, because of tho known difficulties and
dolays in recruiting staff. It was noted that in one project
whore there had boon a full complomont of evaluation strff, it
had still not boon possible to complete the rocommonded
programme within a single year.

An exporimont in the ovaluction of the use of tolevision in
far_ mor training n the Delhi area of India

Many of the problems and questions discussed by partici-
pants were rovealed in on account of the evaluation by the
Indian National Council for Educational Research and Training
of the use of tolovision in tho training of farmors in the
Delhi arco in the techniquos required for tho introduction of
high-yielding varieties of crops. Dospito the fact that this
experiment was not concerned with functional litorocy as such,
the techniques omployod wero undoubtodly relevant and this
was the only example provided of a completed project evaluation.

Agricultural tolovision was set up in the Delhi area
in 1967 in order to disseminate information on improved for-
ming techniques. Eighty villagos within twenty-five miles
radius of the city were selected for the project, Various
interestod governmental agonoios combined to set up the
programme. Telovision sets woro provided to the selected
villages by the Department of Atomic Energy; the technical
content of programmes was provided by the Agricultural Research
Institute; All India Radio was rosponsible for tho production
of programmes; the Delhi local administration organised tolo-
vision clubs in twenty per cent of the villages, selected at
random, the purpose being to ensure that formors viewed agri-
cultural programmes on television regularly; the evaluation
of the impact of this programme was entrusted to a body not
committed to the programmo - the National Council for
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Eduootionol Rosoorch and Training.

Telecasts were mode to farmers twico weekly, the content
of the programmes being tail)rod to the ogrioulturol suosons,
cropping patterns and practices. For evaluation purposes, the
interest by in assessing impoot and obtaining feedbock for
tho modification of tho content of tho broodoosts. In the
first cosi), it was important to discover the knowledge gained
by formers; their attitudes to farm practices and how this had
changed, their adoption or otherwise of now procticos and tho
reasons for this. In tho second case, it was important to
discover their reactions to the broadcasts as they wore in
progress, isolating for oxamplo difficultios over language
and fouding back the suggestions of tho recipients to the
agencies rosponsiblo for production.

Ten villages were selected for each phase of the project,
carefully matched on levels of development. The social charac-
ter of the village was analysed and also the levels of literacy
in the village. A control group of villages was selected,
carefully matched to the television group. Care was also
taken that tio control villages should be as detached from
the television villages as possible.

Before the broadcasts began a baseline schedule was
prepared. Interviews were conducted with farmers listing
their personal characteristics, agricultural knowledge and
practices and attitudes to agricultural change. The results
indicated the agricultural knowledge of each individual and
provided a measurement of his likely attitude to tho television
broadcasts.

Evaluation of the rate and degree of adoption of changes
by participants was a longer process. Interviewers were
selected from holders of masters degrees in the behavioural
and social sciences. The investigators received spooial
training emphasising the social factors which might inhibit
effective interviewing. A programme assessment schedule was
then prepared and applied in the television villages. Infor-
mation which derived from the programme assessment schedule
was immediately sent to tho agencies responsible for producing
the programmes and used to modify content.

The measurement of the impact of the television programmes
was carried out by means of Vaseline and terminal surveys of
both the television group and the control group. Results
showed that those villages wnich received agricultural tele-
vision programmes had positive gains in terms of knowledge,
attitude and adoption of new practices.
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Tho Delhi exporiment seemed to show clearly that the

experimental factor, in this case farmers' training through
television produced significant differences in the attitudes
of farmers 1 agricultural change and in the application of

improved techniques, If the groups studied wore well matched
then these results would be valid. It was necessary, however,
to check whether there were other influences which might have

ountributed towards this difference in attainment, Tho inves
tigators, therefore, sought to isolate any extraneous
influences which might have produced exaggerated differences
by probe questions Booking to discover from respondents the
source of any new information which they claimed to have

received. In addition, investigators carried out participant
observations by means of overnight stays in the villages.
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CHAPTER 5

THE EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONAL LITERACY : AN ECONOMIST'S VIEW

by

PROFES,JOR N. BLAU°

Professor Blaug indicatod that ho would concorn himself
mainly with the probloms of evaluating functional literacy
programmes from tho oconomist's point of view and particulorly
with reforenco to tho suggestions put forward in tho Unosco
Manuel. Ho strossod that there had to dote, been no sorious
attempt to measure tho roturno of functional literacy pro-
grammos in toms of resultant increased productivity end that
this was a particulorly difficult oxerciso involving complox
techniquos which should not be ovor-simplified.. In particular,
ho expressed grave doubts whether it was possible for four
levels of affects to bo moasurod, as suggostod in tho Unesco
Manual. It was realistic to look for economic coneequencos
of functional litoracy at tho level of the participant end
possibly at tho Iowa of tho work unit. At the lovol of tho
community tho exorcise was dubious; at tho level of tho whole
economy, it had little practicality.

A particular feature of ovcluntion ottomitswhich hcd
boon made so for woe that those had bean conducted inwords.
Tho initial task hod boon to try and dotormino the affects of
programmes on tho community and thereaftor to work towards
the work unit and the participant. The revised Manual on
Evaluation sought to revers° this, starting with tho individual
Porticipent and working outwards. The notion, howovor, per-
sisted thrt neasuroblo cffvcts of o functional literacy
progrommo in isolation could bo traced on the community.
Since the community would be subjected to very many other
influences, the isolation of the impact of literacy in itself
Wes not likely to be a profitable exercise. It was proposed
that discussion should be concentrated primarily on measuring
the returns from functional literacy programmes to the new-
literate himself. Thereafter some consideration should be
given to whether there were spill-over effects into other
sectors. It could be expected that the work unit, consisting
of en aggregate of new literates, might be affected. If con-
clusive measurements of the impact of such a programme on
individual participants were achieved, plus some offects on
the work unit, then tho evaluation toam would havo a substan-
tial achievoment to its credit.

It was still an open question whether, when a worker was
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made literate, his produotivity was immediately increased, or
whether literacy alone made not much difference, since, essen-
tially, productivity was dependent upon capital equipment,
factory organisation, management, relationships with other
workers etc. If this latter postulate is true, scientific
measurement of the impact of functional literacy was not
possible - the process is too slow, diffuse end lengthy. Tho
reel impact of functional literacy would then lie in the
building up of a 'critical mess' of literates which, when
supplemented by other inputs - seeds, fertilizers, land reform,
roads, bridges - would accelerate development and affect produc-
tivity. Many functional literacy programmes do not actually
involve the other elements in this package, at least not as
the;; ware usually conceived. Therefore it seemed important
that those seeking to evaluate the economic effects of func-
tional literacy projects should boar in mind the possibility
that they did not achieve significant economic benefits. The
process of how development is initiated is one regarding which
there is little firm knowledge. Most economists would, how-
ever, argue that one factor, for example functional literacy,
cannot in itself start tho process; what is necessary is a
combined attack on many fronts. It was essential, therefore,
that evaluators of functional literacy should approach their
task sceptically, bearing in mind that there might be no
measurable economic effects.

How, therefore, should greater individual productivity bo
measured? In the case of the individual 4.ndustrial worker,
his employment setting involved machinery, management,
material, as well as tho human factor. The isolation of the
individual's contribution to output from other factors of
production was very difficult. Tho only possibility was
through an examination of the individual's earnings, each
employer defining the individual's financial worth to the
enterprise in terms of what he produces. Ideally, the
individual should be removed from tho enterprise and produc-
tivity scrutinised in his absence, This was, however, usually
impossible, although a similar exercise might bo possible when
a factory is in the proceas of increasing its recruitment.
An acceptable calculation is also only possible if a labour
market is perfectly competitive, meaning that on individual's
earnings are equal to has individual contribution to output.
In the case of developing countries, labour markets were far
from perfectly competitive and were usually either tradition
bound or hedged around with legislation governing wages. In
this situation it was very unlikely that individual earnings
would closely correspond to the individual's contribution to
output. The. first approach to measurement of individual
productivity was therefore to examine comings before and after
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tho application of functional litoraoy.

Thereafter, thuro were two possibilities:

to examine the working of tho lnbour market in o particu-
lar community to discovor whothor tho market workod
compotitivaly. This oxeroise Wes only posaiblo for an
export labour economist. Tho tochniques involvod
wero difficult, but it might be possiblo over a
lengthy period of timo to discover whothor competitivo
forces wore driving oarnings down to the level of
productivity. Saving clarifiod theso issues, it
might be possiblo, through comparing the individuals
ocrnings boforo and after participation in a program°
of functional literacy, to roach o valid ossossment
of tho oconomic impact of the programme on tho
individual;

anothor possiblo epprorch was through job onalysis.
This was almost vs difficult. It roquirod that tho
skill content of arch job porformod by the individuals
studiod should be (analysed. Consideration should be
given to tho means of ooquiring tho nocessary skills
for tho job and to whether this process crllod for
litoraoy or whothor it could be learned on-the-job.
In such situations it was likoly that tho offect of
litoraoy would bo to ourtail the training process.
Tho period of timo savod could bo coated in terms of
wages to trainor and trcinoo. An ovoroll calculation
could bo orrivod et in tho saving in tho cost of
training brought about by tho litorocy progremno.
Literacy therofore in itsolf would not, in this way,
raise productivity. It might save training time.
Literacy was not always nocossory for the improvoment
of industrial output. Industrial developmont was
possible with illitorcto workers. Literacy could,
howovur, bring about savings both in the cost of
training mid tho degreo of supervision nocossary. It
might also improvo tho quality of workmanship and
reduce tho rate of industrial accidents end break-
downs.

With referpnco to the Unosco Manurl (p.69) on the
Evnluation of Experimontel Literacy Projects, particularly in
those recommendations concorning the extont of the contribu-
tion of functional literacy progrommos to production, severol
criticisms wore offorod. It was not thought possible that
tho contribution of nn individual worker to the 'production
or other purposes' of an ontorpriso could be assessed in

. terms of three grodos. To carry out the exercise suggostod
would involve a complex stotistical computation estimating
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the relationship of all factors of production in the individual
enterprise end its output. It would require on observation
lasing possibly ton years. There would still be no valid way
of clarifying the individual's contribution on a graded scale..
All factors of produotion within an enterprise combine to
produce output. 14 was therefore meanirgless.

On page 70, item (b), it was agreed that the care and
maintenance of machinery was measureable. A method of
obtaining information frequently used was to ask the super-
visor of the job. The result was often a biased answer.
For a complete answer the evaluator would need to understand
both the details of the techniques of production plus the
technolou of the machine. In a long-term projeot confined
to a skilled industrial process involving relatively few
machines, on accurate measurement using expert evaluators
might bo possible. In a diverse project involving a variety
of processes and machines, it was very unlikely that a
machinery observation over a period or periods would give an
accurate view.

On page 70, item (0), doubts were expressed on tho
meaning of 'identification with the enterprise and degree of
discipline in work.' The experience of many industries
suggested that complete discipline of the workers irrindustry
would be arrived at if the management were free to dismiss.
In industries where the working force was organised, such a
situation was very unlikely. Without the power to diemies,
discipline of the typo suggested was unlikely to exist. The
fccility for obeying orders was not therefore likely to be
influenced by the presence or absence of literacy. 'Identifi-
cation with the enterprise,' was not regarded as measurable.
A 'productivity contribution test,' including all the factors
mentioned above, could not be regarded as reasonable or useful.

On page 72, item (b), with regard to self-employed parti-
cipants, it was pointed out that in all developing countries
there is a substantial sector of the labour force consisting
of craftsmen, artisans, service workers, between the small
body of wage earners in industry and the largo body of workers
in agriculture. They are a most diffuse categorAwith erratic
inoomo levels'end very traditional patterns of production.
It could not bo expected that a functional literacy programme
would hove an effect on their equipment or materials, which
again wore largely traditional. The impact of a programme
would perhaps be seen in the selling practices and on the
keeping of accounts. Gross income might therefore go up as a
consequence of a literacy programme and this should be regarded
forthis category, as a sufficient measure of the effect. of
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literaoy. It was suggested, however, that this sector was
not likely to produce large enrolments in functional lite.
racy programmes. It was a sector of the labour market which
wee, to a large degree, tradition bound, conservative, with
skills and crofts often passed down from father to son.

With reference to the impoot of functional literacy
programmes (pogo 60) on work competence of those engoged in
agriculture, the particular difficulties of bringing about
modernisation and change in agricultural practices wos
stressed. Yet this was regarded as of the greateat impor.
twice because of the large size of the egricultwal sector
of the labour forma in developing countries and because this
was the area where the need for progress wos most acute. The
root of the problem lay in the foot that the individual
worker performed so many different toake. In general,
management and labour coma from one and the some source.
Agricultural productivity was affected by tools, seeds,
fertilizers and the weather, of which the weather was probably
the single most important explanation of year-to-year varia-
tions in output. The entire process of agricultural
production wow many times more complicated than the industrial
process and the flow of technical information to the producer,
the individual farmer, was more critical in agriculture than
in indut,try. In the case of industry information was available
and could be used. In the case of agriculture, although infor-
mation on soils, :weds, fertilizers, cropping patterns, markets,
was becoming increasingly available, it was usually beyond the
resources of the individual !order either to understand or to
use. The purpose of the agricultural extension service. wos
to bring information to the farmer. Agricultural extension
was, next to the weather, the moot critical input. Literacy
should be seen in relation to agricultural extension - as a
means of facilitating its work. This was regarded as more
important than the direct effect of literacy on 'ogrioultural
production. Literacy among farmers increases the servicing
scope of extension workers and improves the quality of com-
munication between extension workers and the farmer.

In this way literacy could have an immediate impact on
the individual farmer and on the work unit. The measurement
of this process was, however, complicated. It might be more
readily meoeured in terms of crops grown if the farmer pro-
duced more of what he produced before. This was, however,
not the usual pattern. The effect of making the'former
literate might often be to involve him in the production of
new crops, in which case his income might rise and the money
.earned might be wood as a measure of his increased produc-
tivity. It should be'remembered, however, that in developing



countries many farmers were not entirely engaged in production

for the market. There remained c substantial subsistence els»

ment in their work. Their primary task was often to produce

the means of survival - food. Cash was earned through selling
the surplus. Where a subatantial subsistence element remained,

the effect of literacy might be to increase human consumption

quantitively and quslitively. This was not measurable in mone-

tary terms. There was, however, a need to assess ohangea in

home production, The evaluation of the effect of functional
literaoy on agricultural production was therefore concerned
with the measurement of a total mix, including the non-monetary

element. The situation was mode more complicated by the fact

that many small farmers in developing countries grew a very
wide range of crops, often in very small amounts. They wore

also subjected to a continuing series of influences which
might change their agricultural practices - new seeds, bettor

extension, alteration in world commodity prices. In the

latter case it might be possible for a farmer, through a
functional literacy programme, to be better informed, to grow
more but to earn less. There were great dangers in any effort
at evaluating the impact of functional literacy on agricultural

productivity in settling for superficial indicators of
increased productivity.

Professor Blaug concluded by assuring the Workshop that
there, was no precise formula on how functional literacy should

be evaluated. General guidelines could be offered. what was

important was that the evaluator should know exactly what to

look for and that in the evaluation effort there should be a

concentration on unambitious, realistic targets.



DISCUSSION ARISING FROM PROFESSOR BLAUG'S ADDRESS

An oxamplo was quoted of Western Nigerian tobacco farmers
who woro subject to tho activities of an existing extension
service related to tobacco growing. Tho service was provided
by the Nigerian Tobacco Company. A deoision had boon taken
by the Company to maintain the quantity of output at its
prosont levol but to work for the improvomont of the quality.
This was sought by first controlling the acreago which ouch
individual farmer could cultivate, and second by putting in
functional literacy directly related to tobacco cultivation
and processing. Tho projoo'; evaluation was boing carried
out by the Institute of African Adult Education et the
University of Ibadan; final results were not yet available.
The main problem revealed so for was to dotormino why femora
wore not adopting egrioultural innovations to a greator
degree and to isolate those factors which induce the farmer
to adopt such practices.

This experiment seamed to show that if functional
litoracy was to be fully offoctivo, it was nocossary to
onsure that it intorected with other factors, for example
oxtonsion, provision of fertilizers, equipment. Tho literacy
element in itself woe not rogarded as sufficiont to bring
about major incrooses in productivity.

A particular characteristic of this project, as for as
ovalu9tion was ooncernod, wos that the Nigerian Tobacco
Company provided a carofully graded system for the purchaso
of tobacco leaf. Prices paid to tho farmors varied with tho
quality of tho leaf sold. By scrutinising the amounts paid
to tobacco farmers within the =tiro tobacco aroa and within
the control area a price difforential in the earnings of
formers receiving functional literacy and those outside the
programmo might bo rovealed. Despite this favourablo situ°
tion, it woe not oxpooted that the Western Nigerian experiment
would produce dramatic results whon the data wore finally
analysed. It was believed that other factors wore inhibiting
tho full adoption of the innovations promoted by the tune-
tionol litorocy toaching. In particular, sinco each farmer's
area of tobacco was limited and his earnings thorofore from
'this crop nevor likely to be very high, tho farmers would
not fully identify with tho task of tobacco cultivation.

A particular feature of agricultural development was that
in the oxtension services thoro oxistod a large measuro of
practical expertise on thoso factors which made farmers recep-
tive to now ideas. Evoluators of functional literacy projects
in agricultural areas should, therefore, talk with the



technical officers of the agricultural extension service from
whom much useful practical information on the attitudes to
innovation of local farmers would be availoblo.

In industrial projects, the value of time and motion
studios in relation to individual jobs was discussed. Such
studies wore, however, rare, In the cope of Britain, for
example, it was estimated that only approximately 5% of fac-
tories had detailed time and motion studies available. In
developing countries the estimate was perhaps 1%. To provide
ouch studies in order to facilitate the evaluation of the
impact of functional literacy in industry, was a skilled,
difficult and expensive job requiring professional attention
for several months. It would be necessary to scrutinise the
operation of individual machines in detail. Each machine
might take two to three days. In a textile factory there
would be perhaps thirty to forty different types of machines.
This process having been completed, a measure of output per
job would be available which would be of value in assessing
the effect of literacy on the operatives. The process of
providing this data would, however, raise the coat of evalua-
tion to a very high level.

Where the industrial plant was imported end set up
entirely from an external source, it might be possible to take
into consideration data which applied to the equivalent machi-
nery in the country of origin. There were, however, many
dangers in this. For example, although in a steel mill,
whether in India or in Germany, the basic machine processes
took the same time and used the same skills, there were major
differences in the entire organisation of the factory, particu-
larly in bringing the materials to the workbench and taking
the finished products from the workbench. In India this would
be done by hand, in Germany by machine. In Germany this aspect
would perhaps involve 5% of the labour force, in India 60%
Comparability, therefore, from the viewpoint of job analysis
was not really practical.

The Unesco Manual did not pay much attention to the prob-
lem of job analysis. It was suggested that Unesco should
commission an expert in vocational education to prepare a hand-
book of job analysis, setting out what is involved in analysing
the skill component of jobs in industry. Such a handbook would
be of great importance to the evaluation of functional literacy
in industry.
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CHAPTER 6

COST ANALYSIS IN THE EVALU:.TION OF FUNUTION'iL LITERACY

by

DR. R. JOLLY

The problem considered was how the basic concepts of coat
analysis might be applied to functional literacy programmes.
There were some doubts whether comprehensive coat /benefit
analysis would be possible if, by thin, it was sought to
encompass all benefits in a single number and contract this
with all costs, again in a single number, giving a cost/
benefit ratio which would indicate clearly whether functional
literacy was a profitable pursuit in economic terms. Func-
tional literacy programmes were extremely complex, having
political as well as economic dimensions. The issues posed
could not be summarised in a single number.

Even when the exercise was confined to purely economic
benefits the margins of uncertainty remained very great and
the validity of a single number computation was still doubt-
ful. Rigorous cost analysis was however valuable about parts
of such programmes. The results of this could be fed into a
broader framework of decision-making which would act as a
guide in the more effective use of economic resources, or
produce whatever benefits accrued from functional literacy
programea at a cheaper price.

ThtmmILITIA91212142LIILL22122151Ala
To the layman, apparently this woe not o very complex

exorcise. It could be soon as a matter of accounting, i.e.
the costs would be equal to the sum of the expenditures on a
particular programme, For the economist this was a very
unsatisfactory approach. A clear definition should bo aeon
in terms of 'opportunity coat', defined in the Unosco Manual
as 'the value that would have been gained if the resources had
boon expended in tho next boat use.' This concept could be
illustrated with reference to the teachers, the students and
.the classrooms required for the operation of a functional
literacy programme.

With reference to the teachers, consideration should bo
given to the value of these teachers if they were not used in
the functional literacy programme, but were used elsolhoro.
In a situation where skilled manpower wee fully employed the
value of the teaohing force in terms of production might be
equal to their earnings elsewhere. This was, however, not
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always a useful exorcise. Where there was large-scale unemploy-
ment there might be no pkoductivo jobs available outside the
functional literacy programne. Moreovor, tho wago atructuro,
as 1 many developing countrios, might bo unrelated to produc-
tivity, for example whore the wage structure was inherited
from an earlier colonial ore.

With reforence to the students, those far outnumborod the
toaching body. They wore not usually paid for participating
in fuotional literacy programmes. The simple accounting pro-
cess thoroforo would tend. to underestimate the cost of their
use. In tho caso of primary school students, Chore was per-
haps not much potential value, although in, for example,
agricultural situations in Tropical Africa, oven email chil-
dren could make a valuable oconomio contribution. As for as
adults are concerned, to remove them from their everyday
work and put them in a classroom situation would moan a loss
of production and therefore on opportunity cost. In this
case, there might be a difference botwoon funotional literacy
programmes operating in the day time, involving tho extraotion
of participants from their work, and those which aro operated
in the evening; even this, however, did not always operate
neatly. Tobacco formers, for example, carried out fluo curing
at night. It was necessary to examine carefully what the par-
ticipant gave up in order to portioipato and cost it if
possible; even loisuro should be examined. Thor. was, for
oxomplo, a distinction between loisuro time ueod for home pro-
duction, as against how, consumption and recreation.

The difficulty of tho exercise underlined the basic
movninglossnoss of trying to put a single figure on all costs
or all benefits. It also underlined the valuo of units of
moosuromont other then monetary units. Several olemonts in a
cost analysis could be identified which might boat be expressed
in non - monotony terms. In oseence, it was very important not
to ignore manpower coats. To ignore opportunity cost of unpaid
students (or other manpower) was to assume they were soro
usually a worse estimate than to make a orudo calculation of
the loss of produotion from the withdrawal of labour for parti
oipation in functional literacy programme.

With rofuronce to classrooms, consideration should be
given to the estimation of the value of the use of buildings
in the hat alternate way. If classrooms romoined empty and
there was no competing use, thon the opportunity cost was soro.

AA illustration the Cuban Werra gpmpoimA

Those features wom illustrated with reference to the
Cuban literacy campaign. In 1961 the Cuban Government decided



upon a mass litorocy cempoign. Out of a population of opproxi-
matoly seven million, 22% of the odults (those ovor 15 years
of ego) were illitorete, e fairly low rato for Latin Amorico.
Illiteracy woe spread uniformly throughout oll ago groups.
The objective of the Cuban campaign woe to make ovoryone
literato within one year, o dooision based oosontially on
political factors. Ono million illitorotos took port in tho
compoign and it was oloimed that 700,000 woro made litoroto.
To marry out this bold pion, all formal schools wore closod
from April to Decomber, 1961. Fivo-sixths of tho taachore
woro used os orgonisors in the litorocy campaign. Toons of
IBrigedistost woro orgonieod to oporato in tho main in tho
rural arose, led by orgonisorkroprosentotive toachers, local
govornmont end the political party. Direct t000hing woe
mainly carried out by secondary school end university studonts,
although some upper primary aohool students wero oleo involved.
The teaching process wos based upon tho idoa of lorch ono,
teach one.' Enoh Brigadisto would livo and work with o family,
dovoto two hours per day to litoracy instruction end the
romoinder of tho time to °sainting tho family with its
everyday work. In the main, positivorosults waro ochiovod
within throo to five months.

Tho opportunity coot of this progromme is in port calcu-
lable in terms of the loss of eight months' formal schooling
although this is complicoted by tho foot thct tho following
school year wss extonded. In addition, it is necessary to
calculate how much production was lost whilo the illitoratoe
wore studying. Because classes woro orgrnieod out of working
hours, and etudonte helpod with tho normal doily work, this
possibly we not toe much. Howovort in c country which was
proporod to take such o bold atop, oe the Government of Cubo
in its litorooy campaign, ovon time oftor normal working
hours might hay, boon orgonieod for produotivo work, If not
for the litorocy compaign, then for oomothing oleo. Zvoning
hours thorofore eon hovo an opportunity cost.

Cost calculations eomo detailed points

The application of the concept of opportunity coat dooe
not provide any oimplo onewore. It is simply c way of looking
'at costs oomprehonsivoly. In ottompting to calculate the
volue of olternativo ootivitiee to functional literal)), olooses,
many unoortaintios ore posed involving politiool end sooiol
factors oe well ce toohniool :nd economic footors. The valuo
of alternative ootivities cannot bo moosured within o static
framework.

Tho question of who met tho costs woe also important.
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The students themselves might pay by aoorifioing earning oppo-
tunities. Or the factory owner might decide to bear the costs.
This still meant, however, that the student body was not pro-
ducing what they might otherwise hove produced.

Reference was made to o literacy experiment in a Brosilion
factory in which the workers, highly motivated towards their
employment because of a functional literacy programme, had
made up their production losses by harder work after the lite-
racy classes. Did this mean that the literacy class had no
opportunity cost? The answer depends on what would have
happened in the absence of the literacy classes. Perhaps any
exhibition of concern or interest in the working force might
have had such a positive effect and productivity would have
risen in any case.

Some consideration was given to the relative costs of
work-oriented functional literacy, in the sense of a complete
amalgam of literacy teaching and vocational training, as
against simple literacy followed by Apocific vocational
training programme. From the viewpoint of cost analysis, there
appeared to be definite benefits in simple literacy programmes.
Many more literates would thereby be available for particular
technical training programmes, Such an analysis did not take
into account, however, problems of motivation. It was apparent
that motivation towards literacy was greater in highly selec-
tive situations and leas, if literacy teaching was not related
to meaningful situations. Simple literacy therefore could be
expected to be highly wasteful. It was therefore clear that
there were no simple conclusions to be drawn, for example, from
consideration of co't effectiveness in isolation. It was one
approach which should be taken into account with others.

Particular problems were soon in how cost effectiveness
analyses were presented to governments. It was Astir that
such an anolysid should inolude aspects Which could not :woes-
eerily be presented in numerical terms. Even so there was .e
danger that decision-makers might be too readily attracted to
the precisely-quantified aspoots of euoh en analysis at the
cost of ignoring, the other °spots. A great deal was therefore
defendant on the way in whioh cost analyses were presented.
Juiicious weight should be given to unquentified elements.

It was felt that, in the presentation of cost analyses as
an aspect of evaluation, a need for a sense of order of magni-
tude was very valuable. Too much time should not be spent on
small items of detail. The large costs wore the sanpower costs -
the coats of the students and teachers involved in such pro-
gresses. Care should be taken to obtain as accurate a .



calculation Of manpower costs as possible. For the other
costs a rough approximation was probably enough. The man-
power items could be expected to amount to 70-906 of tho
total costs.

In considering manpower costs, the omployment situation
was basic to any analysis. In the first place, it was impor-
tant to consider whother the teachers would be elternativoly
employed. For tho students, although in many rural situations
in developing countries there was throughout the yoor a con-
aidorable degree of under-omploymont, this variod widely with
the seasons. At a particular time, there wes acute labour
scarcity. During these seasons the individual participant
might bo faced with considerable personal conflicts regarding
his adherence to tho functional literacy programme.

Conclusion

The opportunity cost concept was concerned with tho
detailed calculation of the value of resources used. The
main conclusions that it offered for the ovaluation of func-
tional literacy programmes were;

on the costing process itself, omphaeising the inadoquocy
of simplo accounting, although simple financial costs
wore also of importance to governments, particularly
during times of sovoro budgetary constraint;

that costs could be related to effectiveness. Mien
thorough neasuros for estimating groat; costs had boon
carried out it might thon be possible, for onmplo, to
consider how the some and could be produced with a
more economic use of resources. Applied to oducation,
this might mean variation in site of classes or alter-
natives to the timing of programmes, at particular
times of the day or at particular seasons. Those
adjustments could lead to significant roCuotions in
the opportunity cost of the programa°.

in planning cost analysis in relation to functional
literacy programmes 0 number of considerations must bo borno
in mind:

Cost calculations must take into account the entiro
eoonomio structure, in particular the nature of the
labour morkat and the wage situation.

Particular attention must be paid to the quantities of
manpower involved. The detailed timings of this
involvement should not be measured in monetary torus
until o late stage in the entire calculation. A final
estimate in monetary terms should be orrived at with
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the assistance of a labour economist using suoh devices
as tho shadow wage estimate.

Alternative estimates are often preferable to cost anal-
ysis giving a single simple answer. They could
illustrate the range of costs to a variety of agencies
at various levels.

It was essential in any analysis to hove accurate time
budgets as well as cost budgets, particularly with
reference to students and teachers.

Row data of this nature should be provided at an early
stage in the operation of the project, not at the end
of the project.

Discussion on the address by Dr. Jolly was deferred since
the subject of coat - benefit analysis was to be considered by
a working group.



CHAPTER 7

EXPERIENCES AND PROBLENS IN SVLLUATION - A SOCIOLOGIST'S VIEW

by

DR. K. NEYS

Dr. Noys roviowod tho structure of the functional
litorocy progrommos in Ecuador end in Venozueln, with parti-
cular emphasis on tho evoluntion procodures in these two
countries. A particular problem facing oll projects within
the World Experimental Progrommo woo that of comparability.
For evoluation purpoaos it woo nocessary that projects should
be similar. They could not, howevor, be idonticol because of
the difforing natures of the societies concerned. Similarity
could be errivod at in the indicators by which impact of the
literacy programme wrs measured, in the woy in which results
were prosontod and in tho techniquos of planning. Tho distinc-
tion between evoluntion and assessmont woe stressed, el/auction
roquiring the application of scientific meosuroment proceduros
basod upon objectivo dote posod particular probloms regarding
porsonnell time and finonco. The structuro of tho literacy
programme in Ecuador woe oxominod on o usoful illustrrtion of
this process. Although this progronmo was both functional
and oxperimentol moro emphasis has been placed on the func-
tional vapect so for.

Problems arising from this progromilo concorned the noed
to integrato support for tho programme from various ministries.
Th:ro woro also human and technical problems, porticularly in
this evaluation process end oleo motoriol probloms lnrgoly
concerned with equipment and tooching °ids. Moat progress
had boon mode in tho provision of oppropriote teaching aide.

In 6uodor the gonorrl emphasis for the litorooy progrommo
was in vocationol/technicel notivitiea, the immediato need
being to woke 0 contribution towards tho solution of the
prevalent problems of under.employnent and unemployment. In
contract, the Vonotuelsn progrnmme woo noro culturally
orionted, olthough the vocctiowl training of worsen and
oxperimonts in agricultural extension and co-operative
orgonisotion will recoive due °trona.

In this situation, what wan the role of ovaluntion? The

ovoluntors woro faced with two demands. The first of those
emanated from Unosool whioh, through its Evaluttion Ponol

.sought to apply to projects within the World Experimental
Program., intornotional norms for evaluation. Tho.
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Evaluation Panel was an indopendont unit, not itself part of
the Unosco etructuro and therefore fulfilling tho general
requirement of evaluation, i.e. to be directed by on outeido
organisation. Tho role of tho evaluation unit within the
locol projoct was to adopt theeo norms to the local situation.
The socond demand arose from tho oporotioncl activitios of
the programme which, hod sevoroal preoiso short torm requiro-
cents go rod to tho needs of tho programme, for examplo,
action-meonrch on torching aids. R000gnising'these pressures
it woe of tho grootodimportance that the evaluation unit, at
the oorliost possible atoge, establish first its general
objectives in accordonco with Unesco policy and secondly its
operational objoctivos in accordance with tho particular
orientation of tho local programme. At tho lost mooting of
the Evaluation Ponca in Pori°, groat stress had boon laid on
tho noed to define clearly operational objootivoa, as this
hod not boon done in many projects. Without this thorough
evaluation was not possible.

Internally the ovoluotion unit had diroot linkogos with
the directorate of tho litoracy progrommo ond with tho opera-
tional activities of the programme. Extornally it was
noceaeory for the unit to have working links with those organi-
sations which might bo of assistonco in its purposo, for
oxonple, univorsities, governmont stotistical °tacos, various
organientione involved in the devolopmont procoss. In particu-
lar orgonisatione such as thoao could satisfy short-4011a in
the profoasional staffing of the research and ovoluotion unit.
Moreover, onothor typo of difficulty night arise if porsonnel
wore used, from tho oporationol aido of the programme, to moko
good those short-falls. Such porsonnol could not be expected
to be complotoly unbiased in their approach to the projoct.

Particular problons faced by tho resoarch and ovoluotion
unit concerned (o) evaluation and planning; and (b) methods
and teohniquos. In tho first rasa problous of comparability
between projects wore related to the woy in which results were
presented, because of the need for some uniformity of struoturo.
In tho second ooso problems control on the selection of appro.
priote indicators for noasurenent in two dimansions, i.o, of
the impact of the litoraoy programme on the environment and
tho'onolysis of the organisation of the progronao, including
such footors oe cost/benefit , the phasing of the various pro.
cossos within tho project, Ao for the Ecuador ovoluation had
boon mainly concerned with impost - analysis ond hod not vonturod
in ony greet degroo into systons onolysis.

Particular probloms wore also soon rogarding tho provision
of basic dote. It was folt that projects should provide boeio
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dote for evaluation simultaneously with the starting of
operational octivitios. In many projects the work of the
evaluators was being outstripped by that of the operators.
It woo ossontiol, therefore, that evaluation bo built into
programmes from the very beginning and correlated with the
operational side.

Particular difficulties were foreseen over the isolation
within a given development process of the factor in this
process which was contributed only by functional literacy:
the independent variable. In many developing countries the
agricultural population, for example, were already subjected
to various influences which acted as an incentive towards
development. The need was stressed for well matched control
groups and the continual survey of these groups, as well as
for the use of certain techniques such as depth-interviews
and life histories of learners.

Particular attention was given to the problems of
selecting indicators. There was a need for a practical
structured list of indicators; for example in the Venezuela
project, 60 indicators had been determined upon, divided
into areas of economic, social and cultural activity.
Having determined upon these indicators, two sets of inatru.
meets were envisaged - one whioh would measure the immediate
basic effects of the functional literacy programme, the
other which would attempt to measure long-term changes which
could not entirely be identified with the programme. Some
doubts were expressed as to whether structural changes could
be measured within the five year span of the World Experi
mental Programme project. The particular value of a wide
range of indicators wee seen in its potentiality for measuring
the effects of the total range of activities of a Funotional
Literacy Project. Tho indicators should reach beyond the
specific purposes of the evaluation of the immediate impact
upon the living standard of the participants.

2NAUMULILIallaLlalItW225ELEtta
The initial teak was the establishment of a baseline

survey. This could be carried out in various ways; the
Ecuador experience contrasting to some degree to that of
Venezuela. In Ecuador a research programme lasting li years
hod been coried out to produce baseline dote on a fairly
scientific basis. In Venezuela it had been decided to short-
circuit this process ts for as possible' Throe phases wore
envisaged in the Venezuela bowline surveys
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initial stock-taking; (March - July, 1969)

planning; - Sept. 1969)

the benchmark survey. (Oct. - Dec., 1969)

The stocktaking phase, lasting for four months is aimed
at collooting data of local resources and problems with the
objective of isolating 'situations,' that is, complexes of
problems regarding which functional literacy might contribute
towards a solution. 'Situations' revealed fell initially into
three categories, social, economic and cultural, and gave rise
to throo problem charts of the area eelooted which should be
combined into one master chart of problem-situations to which
functional literacy activities should be attached. This pro-
cess was essentially a quick survey, and depended heavily on
local informants and was not fully scientific. Since, however,
a full survey would take more than a year, it was regarded as
on adequate means whereby problems upon which the programme
might focus could be located. The techniques used in carrying
out this phase were:

a series of intorviewe with seleotod informants;

documentary analysis of oconomic and 000iol data, to be
found An census data, epocialiaod studies, oto.;

a quostionnairo on social probloms mailed to local
informants selected institutionally;

observation visits by ovoluotion unit poraonnel.

In Ecuador apart from all this, lengthy field research
on levels of living, including somplo studies of local families
wee carried out by 100 part -time field personnel using on
intorviow sohodule.

Some doubts were expressed whothor questionnaires wore of
much voluo in largely illiterate areas, particularly if these
were moiled to the respondent. A difference was admitted if
the quostionnoiro was placed in the hands of a trained inter-
viewer. The relatively poor response to the questionnaire wee
regarded as on indication of this argument. Further doubts
were expressed on the selection of local 'loaders' based on
their institutions. This might lead to a biased view of
local social problems being fed into the planning of the
literacy programme. It woe felt that any suoh bias could be
corrected by observational visits.

Plennin In Venesuolo the evaluation unit hod partici.
petted n tho planning procose, whereas in Ecuador this had
been left to those in oporotioncl sotivitios. It was omphs.
aised that the evaluation unit ought to take a strong hand in
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the planning of the oporotionol side of the project.

Benchmark survoy. This phoso, lasting opproxinatoly
threo months, providod o moro specific olenont to the base-
line survory, producing doto which could be spocifically
quontifiod end upon which scientific poriodic evoluotion
could subsoquontly bo accurotoly basod:

samples of leornors coverod by an intorviow schodulo
providing doto on the levels of living of individual
families. It was recommondod that a largo initial
sample should be solectod in view of the high fall-out
expoLtation of learners for the duration of the
project;

samples of the communities. This would involvo rapid
survey-studies;

samples of organisations within tho region, such Os
trade unions, co-operatives, factorios.

Units of analysis

Tho units of analysis rocommonded in the Unosco monuol
for ovoluotion were national, regional oommunity/orgonisotion
and the individual family. In the Ecuador and Vonesuelo pro-
jocts, particular omphosis had boon ploced upon tho individual
fondly and to o lesser extent on the regional unit, Activities
impinging upon them) unite foll into two catogorios, (8) pilot
activitios; and (b) exporimontal activities. Pilot activities
mainly involved ossesmont without scientific controls. Experi-
mental units roprosonted a rotatively small proportion of tho
entire octivitioe of tho progranno, but were subjected to
rothor rigorous controls. It was suggested thc' o third onto-
gory existod which night bo clossifiod as 'incentive octivitios.'
Thoso woro nonsexporimontol, woro under some slight obsorvos
tion and hod tho purposo of obtaining the booking of tho locol
population for the progrommo genorally.
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CHAPTER 8

TECHNIQRES OF SOCIAL STUDY FOR EVALUATION

by

DR. R. WIENER

Since all the techniques that social scientists use are
relevant to evaluation, Dr. Wiener faced the problem of con-
densing a whole year's social science course on methodology
into the epaoe of one hour. He proposed to follow the outline
laid down by Dr. Nays for a base-line survey, with the three
stages . stocktaking, planning and benchmark studies and to
try to show the research methods which are rolovent to each
stage.

Semnling

Turning first to the stocktaking survey, the first
problem is one of sampling. Which regions, communities and
households are we going to sample in order to stock pile our
lilts of problems and basio data? It is important to first
define our terms. The term ' o ulotion, would be used in the
technical sense not to meontewoepopulation of the country
but all of the people to whom the study applied. For example,
in the evaluation of this Workshop the population consists of
oll the people who hove token part in it. Any one member or
group of members from the Workshop makes up e. sample of the
population. One draws samples because it is obviously cheaper
to be able to obtain the information one requires from part,
rather than oli,, of the population. In any sample that one
draws one must try to make sure that it is as representative
es possible of the population. The aim is to make the sample
as accurate o prediotor as possible of the population. The
aocuraoy of a sample depends on three footorss homogeneity,
rise and coat. By homogeneity, we mean similarity. Suppose
we consider this group as o group of people concerned with the
evaluation of functional literacy, then any single person will
be typical of the group as a whole, i.o. a sample of one w uld
provide a good estimate of the population. Suppose, howover,
wo consider this group in terms of the continents that people
come from. Now one eon coo that in this ease no single person
would be representativo of all of those oontinonts. Now in
the latter ease when we hove a heterogenoua group there ors
two things that we can do to make a sample more reprosentativae
the first of those is to Lacrosse the siso of the sample. For
example, if we draw five people from the group then there is
nor. chance that they will be representative of all the coati.
nents oonoerneds But obviously, the larger the sample becomes
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the more exponaive it becomes to interview all of the people
in it. To get round this problem we can stratify the sample.
That is to divide it into a number of different homogeneous
layers. For example, in thin core wo con divide the group
into Asia, Africa and Latin America; thus we would have pro-
duced three homogeneous strata and we can then drove from
random one member from each and this would obviously increase
the accuracy of the sample as en estimate of the population.
In all cases one should try to make sure that tho individual
people or units are selected on a random basic. By random
one moons that each person has an equal chance of boing
chosen. Thil is important not only because the majority of
statistical teats depend upon this randomness but because
otherwise one introduces a bins into the sample.

One should note that there is not necessarily r right or
n wrong means of drawing a sample, designing a questionnaire
and so on, there are various techniques that a person con use
and often only experimentation will show which techniques are
most appropriate.

Let us assume that our objectives and the tine available
do not enable us to draw r. complete and detailed random
sample at both this stage of the project and the next - the
benchmark stage. However, even if our sample at this stage
will not be as accurate a predictor of the population as tho
final sample wo still want to make suro that it is represon-
tativo of all the different sub-groups within the population
which might have different problems.' For example, we night
expect towns to have different problems from villages, inland
regions from coastal ones and so on, Tho bast way of nking
sure that the sample represents all of those sub-groups is to
stratify it. For example, we could divide the regions into
inland and coastal ones and select at random one from each.
Within each region we could divide the communities into indus-
trial sectors, villages and small towns and select at random
one from erect:. If at the household level we believe that
literate and illiterate people would have different problems
and that middle and lower class families would also, we can
then stratify the sample on this dimension and select one or
two families at random from each.

Interviewers: Selection and Training

The next step that one might have to do is to select
one's interviewers. It is advisable to select more inter-
viewers than one needs at this stage and for each interviewer
one should obtain information on: physical make-up; educational
attainment; general intelligoncel,special aptitudes; interests;
disposition; circumstances. During the training and the pilot
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survey some interviewers will not prove as good as others and
con then bo dropped from the interviewing panel. If one now
refers book to these seven points and then one compares how
the intorviewers who dropped out compared with those who did
best, scored on those points, one will then be able to use
the scores achieved by those who did beet as selection criteria
for any subsequent batch of interviewers required. In training
interviewers one needs to stress the following points:

Rapport: this refers to the relationship between the
interviewer and the respondent. It is important for
the interviewor to introduce himself in etch a way so
as to mako the respondent willing to co- operate.

Standardisation: the aim horo is to make surd that each
interviewer asks each question in exactly the same
manner.

gel's: always try to make sure that the interviewers
write down ovorything as the parson says it so that
the distortion effocts of time do not interfere with
his memory of the event.

Probing: a probe question is en additional question an
intorviower asks in order to get further information.
For example, if a question is, "Who comes to visit you
in your house?" and the answer is, "My sister," a probe
question could well be, "And anyone oleo?" A Trobe
question should novor suggest the answer. One should
not hove said, "But don't your grandparents come and
visit you?" It is always important to make sure that
the interviewers sword all the probe questions that
they use otherwise you will end up with a lot of
answers without knowing to which questions they refer.

Practice: there is no substituto for getting your inter-
--75;477.0 to practice not only on each othor but also on

the types of people that they will moot in the survey.

When finally choosing which interviewers ere going to
interview in what area ono must keep in mind a number of points.
Firstly, the content of the survey; if one is asking questions
about child weaning, it will obviously be better to hove female
interviewers. Secondly, if the respondonts perceive tho inter -
viewer to bo too Aifforont from them they might bocomo suspicious
and adjust thoir ahswors accordingly. As a goneral principle
it is boat if the intorviowor interviews people from tho same
social and °conceit, background as himself though ho should not
know tho respondents personally.
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Interview design,

We now move on to the design of the interviews that
we ore going to use to find out what the problems are. At
this stage we are likely to went to use unstructured inter-
views and open questions rather then structured interviews
and olosed questions. In en unstructured interview one
asks as few questions as possible and encourages the respon-
dent to talk os much as possible in the belief that if this
happens the person is more likely to provide a true picture
of what he believes. In a structured interview all the
questions ore asked in o very precise ordor.

An ()maple of on open question is "What do you do in
your spore time?" while c closed version of this question
would be "Which of tho following things do you do in your
spore time: church/books/listen to the radio, etc?" When we
design questions for benchmark moosurement we will be using
structured interviews end closed questions. The odvontage of
using these techniques is first of ell that they nro ersier
to code. In the open question the interviewer hop to write
down the whole answer and then ell of the answers hove to be
onolysild to find oomon patterns while in the closed question
all the interviewer hos to do is to place o tick in tho appro-
priate columns. We will come back to interview design when
we consider benchmark measurement.

Anclysis of documents

Lt this stage also one will have to onslyse documents
which will moinly be reports from ministries. In this cost
it is importnnt to check on the reliobility and validity of
the documents. Reliability reletes to the consistency of the
document. One has to make sure, for eltonple, that the docu-
ment does not say in one port that 20% of oil formers ere
illiterate and in enothor port that 40% of ell formers ore.
If such is the case the document is unreliable; one cannot
piece much faith in it and it will have little validity.
Validity sks tho question of whether something is meosuring
who it says it is. If the document soya that all literate
formers are self- confident one should osk: how ws this
stotement ascertained; what measuring techniques wore used to
measure self-confidence etc? We will .gain come beck to
those terms of reliability and validity 08 they ore two of
the more cruoiel concepts in measurement.

Observation

The next possible stage is to carry out observations of
communities to supplement the informetion one has goined from
the interviews. There are two stoges when one is likely to
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uso on observation (aometimos known os process study or parti-
cipant observation study). The first is appropriate at this,
stogo whon it will provide additional information about prob-
lems and tho socond in between the base lino, intorim and
final surveys. Observation studies enable us firstly to
supplement quantifiable ..nformation and s000ndly, enable us
to obtain more qualitative information which cannot be
obtained by quantifiablo techniques. In any observation there
are threo quostiona to bo asked:

what should be observed?

how should the &nervation be recorded?

what relationships should exist botwocn observer and
observed?

As rogards the stocktaking survey, one will be interested
in observing social, economic and cultural factors. As rogords
social factors, one will wont to noto information liko the
amount of drunkenness; in economic factors, the amount of
povcrty; in cultural, the amount of radios and books in use.
An obsorvor in this case ought to have a list of all those
different points and to write in opposite each one what he
seos. In tho stage otter the base line survey tho obsorvor
has to observo the intor-relationships between these indi-
cators. For oxamplo, suppose the final survey shows that
porticiponts drink loss than they did before tho campaign we
introducod, one would want to know whether this was due to
the foot that participants workod longer or duo to tho fact
that thoy road more, listened to the radio moro, that drink
cost moro, otc. The observation study will enable one to
gain some understanding of this on-going intor-oction between
indicators.

Thore oro two viers that on obsorvor can inter -act with a
community. Ho can eithor call occasionally or he can become
a full-time member of tho.community: there ore problems with
both approochos. Firstly, if the observer calls on only somo
occasions it is likely that he will obtain only a biased
sample of the community's bohaviour. One way to get round
this is to treat everything that the community does as tho
total population of events thot one is interested in and then
the bin) of tho observer is to sample this population and thus
one can coo the principloe of sampling come back in to make
sure that he obtoins as ecourato a samplo cs possible. The
observor should oomo as frequontly as possible, his visits
should be on a random basis and he could well stratify what he
observes for example, in terms of market place, household
activities. If the obeeryor lives in tho community on o full.
timo basis then he has the problem of how identified with tho
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community ho should bocomo. If ho romp ins very much on
observor thon the community is likely to romnin auspicious of
him and limit what ho is allowed to obsorvo. If, on tho
othor hond, he fully partakes of tho cowunity's rctivities
thorn is n danger that, firstly, ho will lose his importiolity,
and secondly, that he will find himsolf alliod to ono foction
within th6I'villoge end thoroby cut himsolf off from obsorving
others.

In observation one is still concerned with probloms of
validity and roliobility. To chock validity it will bo
possible, in some cases, to refor to othor findings. For
excmplo, if tho obsorver finds that there is o doclino in
drunkenness then it should bo possiblo to chock polico or
court figuros. As rogords reliability, one con Lawny° sond
a s000nd obsorvor along with idonticol instructions and thon
comporo the reports that both bring bock.

Planning tho ovoluation program°

Lot us now presume that we hove finishod the stock-
trking stgo; wo movo to the planning stogo. Our basic
problem is to ovolunto the offoct of tho indepondent vrirblo,
functional literacy, on a number of dopendont wrioblus or
indicators. An indepondent vcrioblo is that which tho cxpori-
mentor introduces into the situation; Tho dopendont vorinbles
or indicators oro thoso things that we oxpoot to change as o
result of tho introduction of the indopondont vcrioble. Tho
problem of rosonrch design is to make ouro that any chnngos
found in tho dopendont vorioblos arc due solely to tho
functional litorncy campaign and not to some other factor.

The defects of retro° ectivo evaluation

Suppose thrt wo hod introduced n onmpoign into one
village which aimed of functional literacy, improvement of
ogrioulturcl production, nutrition end sanitation. If we
measured the performance of tho participants in the villogo
at the end of three yerrs nnd found that they ochiovod
contain stondords, could we then say that the comprign hod
been o succors? The answer obviously is 'no' boonuse we do
not know how well the villagers would hove dono without
the functional literacy campaign. Supposo then we oxnuino
another villngo which has hod no functional literacy campaign
to see how woll the inhnbitrnts in that village do on tho
test. 3uppose that we found thct they achieved lower stom-
d:rds, could we then soy the functional litornoy onmpoign
hod boon v success? Again, the answer io 'no'. It might
woll hnve been the CM) that those difforoncos existed
before the compaign was introduced. Another possible
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oxplonotion of those difforonces night havo boon due to what
is coiled tho Hawthorn offoot. This refers to findings mode
in an industriol study in Amorica whoro oxporimentors intro-
ducod a numbor of plonned changes and found that production
incronsod. Thoy than found, muoh to thoir ostonishment, thot
irrospootivo of what ohongoe woro introducod production still
improved. The reason for this turned out to bo that tho
workers wore rosponding to the fact tact on intorost wys being
token in thorn. Thorofore, if ono finds inoroosed productivity
in c villogo one must make sure thnt this is due to tho func-
tioncl literacy oompoign and not to the fact that the villogors
have becomo moro intorostod bocouoo of tho orrivol of the
oporetors. This particular dosign, involving only retrospec-
tive evaluation, cannot isolate what is due to the functional
litorocy and what Light bo duo. to other efforts. Anothor
difficulty of this dosign is that °von if o difforonco is
found'ond is suspoctod to be due to the functional literacy
cempoign it does not permit one to work out why tho changes
occurred.

Tho nood for boforo -ond-nftor moouroment and for control groups

It therefore opporrs thot wo need to have o boforo -and
after measurement, i.o. o base line and final survoy. But
suppose we toko our ono village egoin and mocsuro pooplots
porformonco before the campaign is introduced and of tho ond
of three or fiYo yoors. If wo find on improvement non we soy
that this was due to the functional literacy, again the
nnswor is 'not. Firstly, wo'hnvo not accounted for any
Hawthorn effects; socondly, thcro is the problom that wo
cannot isolate what chonges nro duo to the functional literacy
compoign and Act ohonges to othor factors, like radio brood-
casts, being contributed. What wo roquira is n control group.
A control group 'enables you to soy: "This is whet would have
happened in the oxporimontol village if the functional litoracy
campaign had not boon introduced." That is wo have, on export-
mentol village and o control village and we moosuro both
villagos on the indicotors/dopendont variables boforo we
introduce tho functional literacy oemprign and wo meosuro tbom
both ogcin at the end of the ormpaign; thon wo onn soy that
any differences found botwoon their: era due to the functional
litorocy compeign. In fact it is not quito as simple os this
because wo have to mako suro that the control ond oxporimontol
villogos oro matched on all the appropriate variables. Qupposo,
for oxample, Wirexporimontol villogo was in tribe crop A and
the control villnge was in tribo oroo B, then even if one found
that the experimental villogo inoroosod their productivity it
would be possiblo to olive that this would have happened convoy
because tribo A was a moro hard-working tribe. Wo here to
match the experimental and the control villogo: on all the
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variables which might influence the funotionol literacy
cNapaign. A second point is thnt we must make sure that
during the campaign any faotor whioh is introduced into
either the control or the experimental village, for example,
television, is introduced into both of them otherwise someone
could always argue that it was the television rather then the
functional literacy which produced any changes. It in impor-
tant to select a control group at the community level of
analysis, and the participant level of analysis.

Comparative evaluation of different methods

The design we have sketched so far is a very simple
experimental design. Suppose, however, we want to compare
different types of functional literacy campaigns, for example,
a cepaign which used radio and one which used television.
%.a would then have to have en additional experimental group.
Now suppose that action research was going to be incorporated
into the radio campaign end wo wantod to evaluate its effect,
then we would need enother group so that when the feed-beck
from the action research was incorporated into the radio
programme in one group this did not effect the other one.
Thus wo would have to hove:

Experiments]. Radio Village Ono

Experimental Radio Village Two

Experimental Television Village

Control Village.

If the action research is fed back into the first village
then the second radio village functions as a control group
for the first one, boceuse it shows whet the effects of the
radio programme would have been if one hod not introduced the
results of the action reseerch. One also has to make sure
that all of these groups are matched.

Evoluotion of effects on different groups

If we are interested in comparing the effects of the
campaign on different groups of individuals we night use e
factorial design4 Suppose we wonted to compare the influence
of age, religion Snd social class on the fuhctionel literacy
cempeign. Let us sny thet we were interested in comparing
people who wore,$rged over 40 and those undor 40, people of
religion A and religion B end people of middle end lower
social class. We would now hove whet is celled e 2 x 2 x 2
design. That is we hove eight cells:

Coll 1 - People .god over 40
People of religion A
People of middle social class.
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Cell 2 - People under 40
People of religion A
People of lower social close

Cell 3 - People over 40
Poople\of religion B
Poople'of middle social class

Cell 4 - People under 40
People of religion B
People of lower social class

Cell 5 - People over 40
People of religion A
People of middle social close

Cell 6 - People under 40
People of religion A
People of middle social close

Cell Q . People over 40
People of religion B
People of lower social class

Cell 8 - People undor 40
People of religion B
People of middle social class

With such on analysis we can work out the effects of each of
the variables. Suppose that we had to;cen sample people aged
over 40 and people aged under 40 and uompnred them. Now in
this case it might well have boon that all the over 40s came
from religion A and all the under 40s from religion B and
thus even though one thought one was getting the effects of
age one might well have boon obtaining the effects of religion.
One can only separate out these effects by the use of a fac-
torial design. In a factorial design one must make sure that
one has sufficient people in each of the cells in order to be
able to carry out the analysis. There are two ways of doing
this. One can either make sure that the sample is stratified
along this particular dimension or one can draw a Quota sample
either as part of the main sample or in addition to it. In
quota sample one would simply toll intorviewurs to find 20
people to fit into cell 1 or cell 2. Obviously, this method
is not strictly random.

There are a number of other sampling techniques but one
of the most relevant ones is what is called area or cluster
sampling. Suppose that we were sampling households in a town,
one way would be to make a liat of all the households in the
town and then draw a number of them at random. This would
mean, however, that they would be scattered evorywholo. What
we con do is to put in on additional step where we divide the
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town into a number of props or clusters of households and
then craw n rcndom scmple of those. This moans that all tho
households will bo in tho one oroo.

Benchmark survem the use of intorviews

Now that we hovo plannod tho study, we are ot the stogo
of dosigning bonchmarks. Thorn aro o largo numbor of psycho
logical assessment toohniques that we can uao. Let us first
consider intorviows. We hove already said that what we wont
here are structured interviews and closed questions. To
design a closed question one normally asks it first oe an
open question, obtains all of the alternatives .7nd then
designs ectegories for them. If one simply sits in on office
and tries to make up olosed questions it might well be the
case that one leoves out options that are very populor in
some parts of the country. When one has designed a number
of opon questions one should then go cnd try them out or pre-
teet or pilot them.

Piloting is a very important stage. In ra pilot one takes
o small but representative somple of the populetion. The
pilot serves o numbor of functions:

c. to try out the sampling frame;
b. to discover the homogenity of tho samples;
c. to try out the open questions;
d. to get some ides of the typos of rnswors that one

will obtain and how useful they might be;
o. to test the efficiency of the interviewors;
f. to try out and design coding fromes;
g. to chock that all tho questions can be understood

by oil lovels of respondents in ell ports of the
sample.

When ono has the onswore to the opon questions one then
designs a coding frame for ecch question remembering:

i. thct any set of catogories should be exhaustive,
that is that all responses can be closeified;

that any set of cotegories should contain mutually
oxclusive items so that c given response cannot
be placed into more thin ono category.

Whon ono has closed all of the questions end, if there,is
time, on should again pilot these questions to make sure that
they work.

Thero ore many pitfalls in questionnoiro design into
which thero is no time to go. For examplo, ono should not
use words like 'often', i.e. the question "Do you ofton use
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the library?" is a meoningloes question.

Reliability and volidity

We must now consider concepto of rolicbility and volidity
in moro detail. To ;:oko relirbility first: os wo said betoro,
reliability rofors to tho consiatenoy of c me curing instrumont.
There cro two bcaio sorts of roliobility within e test, that
is aro nll tho items measuring tho samo thing and secondly,
reliability ovor time, does the somo toot produce tho sow
rosult when given to the some people on two different occasions?
Some cosos of unreliability ore poorly designod scales, tests
which do not oovor complotoly tho subjoct boing mocsured or
tests with ambiguous or unoloor items. To mocisuro roliobility
within a test one ccn use a split half reliability coefficient.
Hero one dividos the tost into two parts and corrolotos tho
ecoros obtoinod on each part. If the test is measuring the
some thing throughout then the two holveo should be highly
correlative. Ono way of making sure that a scale or test ie
doing this is to carry out on item analysis whoro one corm»
lotes the scorn on each item with the total score obtained by
the individuals and then one rotoine only thoeo items which
correlate highly with the total sooro. As for as test relia-
bility ovor time is concerned wo con administer tho test on
two aoporate occasions to tho some group of pooplo.

Lot us move now to volidity which asks the question of
whether the test moosures what it sets out to measure. Thoro
are o numbor of different ways of measuring validity.. Firstly,
thorn is what is coiled f000 validity - does the test look
like it is measuring whet it says it is? This is not o parti-
oulorly usyful test of vclidity as some tests, particularly
those of personality, ore so designed as not to nppeor to be
measuring what thuy mocsure. Another typo of validity is
content volidity - doos the test cover all of the area that
it is meant to be covering? This is useful, particulorly for
assossmont tosts, whore one con eoo whether a test of orith-
metic, for example, covers all the mothenotics taught on a
course. Anothor type is criterion or orairical validity. For
example, if we wish to validate o mathomotics test we might
well expect that people who did best would also be those who
did best tot mothomotics in schools. School porformonce would
thon bo tho external criterion. On factual questions, such
as whether anybody has boon in trouble with the police or not,
one can ofton rotor to records of police or courts os o crite.
rion. Then there is construct volidity, in this coso one
orguos that if the test is measuring what it says it is then
one would expect, for oxample, that it would correlate highly
with othor tests measuring the some thing, that pooplo who did
well on it would hovo a prior history of success in that field,



and so on, Finally, there is predictive validity. In this
coso, one predicts some future behaviour of a person on the
basis of his test score. One point in relation to attitude
scoles, evon though many puoplo use predictivo validity to
assess the validity of attitudo scales, this sooms to be
inappropriate because it presupposes that there is a one-to-
one correlation betwoon attitudos and behaviour.

Assessment Techniques

Lot us very briefly look at a numbor of different
ossossment techniques:

Achievement toots

On indicators, like productivity, literacy end su on, wo
need a test which con be applied both before and after
the campaign is introduced co that we cnn sue to what
extent performonco hoe increased. In dosigning such a
test one must keop in mind the content of the coursu
so that the test adoquatoly reflects what the course
terchos.

Attitude senior)
A lot ofisTifts mode about changing attitudes, but it is

important to remember that one is not ropily interestod
in changing attitudos but in changing behaviour end
that the relevance of moosuril4 attitudes is only pro-
portioual to the extent to which they serve as
predictors of behavioural changes.

There are many different types of attitude scales, the
oasiest to use probably being tho Likort scale. In

designing a Likort scale we obtain a wLole series of
things about n topic, give thorn to a ropmsentativo
somplo of the population, coloulato a sooru for each
person, then toko the top 25% :Ind thu lowest 2554, see
which of tho items difforonticto boat between thoso
two groups end inoludo thom in the final scoro.

Bociometrio techniques are useful for finding ti .
pattern of social inter - action in a community*. A
sooiometrio question normally asks one to select two
or three other people on some criteria, for examples
',Which two people in the village are your olosegt
friends?1, By giving this question to all of the people
within a community at the beginning and end of a cam-
paign one could then see if there were any differences
in the pattern of inter-sotion within the community.
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Interest scales

We might want to measure interests either as a predictor
of success or to see if a person's interests changed as
a result of a functional literacy campaign. There are

two different typos of interest questions. Ono, which
establishes the areas in which a person is interested
and a second one which is concerned with the amount of
interest a person has in a particular area. This, of
°ours°, loads straight on to the whole problem of

Motivation

Motivation is not a simple concept. Firstly ono wants to
know how much a person wants to do something but if you
know the quantity of motivation this dons not moan that
you know the causes of it. That is, a man might want
to produce more because:

a. he wants to earn moro money;
b. because everyone else is;
o. because his wife wants him to;
d. bocauso he wants to please tho funotionol

literacy operators, and so on.

It is important to possess this additionol information,
firstly so that ono can adjust the appeal of the campaign to
the various needs of different sections of the community,
socondly, so that wo can differentially adjust the pattern of
rowards within tho campaign and thirdly, su that we con gain
some insight into why people drop out of the campaign.
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DISCUSSION ARISING FROM DR. WEINER'S ADDRESS

Reliability/validity of interview schedules

If structured interviews were reliable a consistent
pattern or answers ought to be produced, despite time lags in
application, provided that the units sampled were matched.
If interviewors in different districts produced widely diffe-
rent roturne the explanation may be eithor that thore oro reel
differences betweon the groups sampled or personal differences
in tho interviewors themselves. It WOE rogorded as important
that chocking procedures on the interviewers should be built
into questionnaires. Alternatively follow-up interviews might
be cerried out by other interviewors. Particular probloms
arise regarding supplemontory probe questions. Coro should
be token by interviewers to write in to the questionnaires
all oupplomentory questions.

Motivation analysis

Doubts were oxprossod over the various monnincs of this
phrosp, the usos of which ronged from ran individual's internal
psychological state to the matorial incentives driving indivi-
duals or groups, for example tho need for litoracy. In

attempting ran analysis of such c concept it was retarded as
important that motivotion should be broken down into individual
compartments, for oxrmple financial motivation, social moti-
vation, etc. Somo doubts were also expressed on the usefulness
of motivation study in connection with the evaluation of
functional literacy progromAos, although it was pointed out
thct on oxplonction of drop-out from many echomos was that
iotivotion on the part of the participon*s had boon resumed
rother then proved. Motivation was rogorded as C resear-
chablo problem and could be tackled by tho caroful study of
differences in attitudoe betwoen drop-outs from schemos and
thoso who remained in them. In oddition, motivation study
might be useful in selling tho project to particular partici-
pants if tho factors which would ottroot participants to tho
schemo worn clearly isolatod end publicised. In oddition,
such studios hod o veluo in undorlining tho fact that oll
problems tiara multi-dimensionni. To isoleto
singlo factor and rttributo to it sole responsibility for
'solving' o problem was on out-doted notion.

The need for ototisticel skills

With the occeptonco of the contribution of many factors
to, soy, dovolopmont, the importance in t 1%1/march and
vveluotion toe of compotont statisticians was underlinod.
Stctisticirns wore neceootry to isoltte predominant factors
in perticultr problems
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Socio-motric tochni ues

Similar problems were seen with regard to the analysis of
attitudes and beh.riour. Thoro.woro socio.metric techniques
which would analyse intor-personal relationships within a
group. The role for such techniques in the evaluation of
functional literacy might be to prove a hypothesis that thoso
who progress in functional liternoy progrnmmos will change in
their social rolationships within their group. Similarly, in
tho plonning of a functional literacy programme, such tech-
niques might bo useful in locating structures and factors
within a particular group or groups at which a functional
literacy programme might be nimod. Within an intenaive and
selective strategy it was important to locate the innovators
within a group and oim the programme at these. The value of
these tochniquos in planning lcy in the fact that they pro-
duced quantifiable results fairly quickly, more quickly than
anthropological studies of communities in depth.

Anthrono1.201221221aglal

Ideolly much wine was soon, however, in anthropologicol
studios which gave o more intimate understanding of the local
community and oulturo. The problom was that such studios wero
exponsivo and time-consuming. Socio-metric tochniques had
thcreforo a particular voluo in short-circuiting such proce-
dures, although some concern we folt that theso tochniquos
might produce, in a projoct plynnod sololy os a result of
those, a look of sensitivity to tho totality of a oulturo.
Considoration might be given to tho building in to the propara-
tory resoarch phaso of a proposed functional litortoy programme
of an elomont of anthropological studies. Doubts, howevor,
were expressod cs to the practicability of thew) mensuros,
howevor voluoble, both from the point of view of tho shortage
of personnel and of funds.
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CIL 9

THE EV,LUATION OF RURAL EXTENSION PROGRA;aiES

by

DR. J. DI FRANCO

The role of extension and the contribution of literacy

Extension is a part of the general educational process.
Most of the bosic,concepts of education ore fundamental to
the work of extension. The main differences between extension
and formal education contre on the fact thct participation in
extension programmes is easentially voluntory. Pyrticiponts
ore, in the main, adults with a wide range of needs and
interosts. Curriculo are flexible and in the moin problem-
oriented.

The role of extension is, therefore, to tackle, through
out-of-school education programmes, particular educotional
problems centring lorgely on the motivation of adults in
rural ones towards greater agricultural productivity and tho
provision of tho nocessory technictl skills. The problem of
widosprood adult illiteracy in many countries is n fundomon-
tol obstacle inhibiting the :Atoinment of this general end.
Tho torching of literacy, enobling tho reading process to
begin, opens thoir horizon and devolops o quostioning atti-
tude on the, port of now literates, producing o dissatisfaction
with their conditions of living. It is this dissatisfaction
that extension programmes should exploit; holping the rural
population through educational means to improve their skills
and knowledgo.

Nistrust of evolurtiotin.it
One of the main problems facing educators generclly and

particularly those involved in extension programmes is the
fact that their objectives ore often not fully understood by
those responsible for the overall administration and super-
vision of ouch programmes. Evaluation of extension is a
porticulorly uncertain area. Many extensionists ore reluctant
to expose their programmes to evaluation for fear of incurring
criticism which night reflect upon themselves. There ie o
need to popularise the ides of evaluation as a device oveil-
able to those engaged in extension which will indicate the
att.:to of their progrommase Evaluation procedures °noble
those engaged in programmes to measure the capability of
their own orgonisotion and of the group with which they ore
concerned. If constructive extension progronnes ore to be
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devised, regular evaluation must be a fundamental element.

The traditional view of extension programmes envisages a
sequential arrangement, the organisation of the programme being
followed by the operational stage which in turn is followed by
evaluation. This is on over-simplified and unrealistic view
of the contribution that evoluotion can mike to an extension
programme. ::valuation procedures detached from the programme
as a whole are merely academic exercises. Only when the pur-
pose of evaluation is to bring nbout practical improvements in
the programme is it of real importance. The aim oi evoluotion
should be to make the programme more meaningful. It is
important to maintain a distinction between regular evaluation
arrangements within a programme and evaluation studies designed
to assess the overoll impact of a programme. The requiremer.t
to assess impact is often politically motivated. The near
certainty thtt operational programmes would not be able to
prove impact to the delve° suggested in progranue objoctives
(which are in cny case often detorained by political as
opposod to technical reasons) mean that operational extension-
ists often fight Oy of the need to evaluate.

This general situation is apparent in the ceeo of the
various extension sorvicos which wore launched in Latin
American countries during the early 1950s. After approximately
ten yoars of operation, that is ist the early 1960s, it was
decided that a corioe of evaluations should be carried out.
The original intention hod boon to set up a series of studies
which would analyse impact. It was, however, docidod oven-
tually that such studios would only provo tho obvious, that
the impact of oxtonsion progremmos ovor the decodo of oporatior
had not livod up to expectations. Such studios would, thore.
fore, only contribute to the ourtoilmont of extonsion programmes.
It was instead decided to institute evaluation orrangoments
which would Book to locate why programmes hsd not boon ablo to
achievo tho originol expectations and which would suggost how
these programmes might be improvod. The role of ovaluotion,
thorsfore, was to strongthon, not to undormine, oxtonsion.

no evaluation of orgAgkeational aspects of oxtonsion

In thoso orrangomonts partioulor ottontion woe givon to
detailed analysis of the vrganiaational aspects of oxtonaion

programmes. One fetturo in ii particular country, which was
diaaovered over the ten yoar period of oporctione, was that
the average time of oxtoneion officora serving in ono particu-
lar location was 13 months. It was quite clear that although
tho organisation wee 10 yore old tho prograumt VD8 one year
old. No one officor hod complotod o full oyole of work at any
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one location. Another organisational feature which
emerged in this analysis, which contributed towards the
failuro of theso progromm3 to achieve their targets, wcs the
locction of extension offices, scattered throughout the
country at varying distances from the centre, and tho policy
of the deportment of using favourable postings as o system of
rowards for long or efficient service. This meant inovitobly
that the more experienced rind offective oxtension officors
tondod to be posted floor the capitol city to the neglect of
outlying oroos. These 'beat' officers in effect receivod
diroct supervision; tho poorer or newest officers roceived
littlo or no suporvision. A solution which was svggostod by
this evaluation was that outlying offices should be closed
rind that the progrommo should rim at achieving successos in
limited situations, proving tho offectiveness of the gonornl
extension formula, and thereafter bringing the scope of exten-
sion programmes outwards cs the organisation devoloped tho
capncity to expand. Anothor alternative woe to hovo o highor
pay scale for distant posts to ottroct the bettor qualified
officora who nocded loss supervision.

This oxporionco undorlined the nood for continuous
evcluotion. Zvaluation should be on nativity built into the
total programmo, affeoting the organisational side as woll as
tho operational lido of the progrommo. Zvoluotion should riot
cs a mewls for strengthening tho hand of thoso in chorgo of
programmes end not o thrust from outaido.

On the oporotional side, it woe importont to reoliso
thnt if the quality of instructors was low, than high quality
results could not bo expected. This is particularly importont
in functional litorocy progrommes, many of which use olomon-
tory schfrol terchora with low coodemio qurlificotione.
Regular ovoluation would bring to the attention of administro-
tors that they could not oxpaot high lovels of litereoy os a
rosult.

Other features revealed, by continuing ovoluotion
illuetrotod, for exomplo, the attitudes of exports. Mon,
oxports, whothor notional or international, or not oblo to
oporpto suocossfully of tho project luvol boonuso of thoir
foiluro to doscond to tho lovol of the participonts thom-
solves. It W48 important to rooliso that the effective
functioning of tho program= is fundamontol and thrt thoro is
nothing dograding, ca far pa oxports oro concornod, in gotting
down to partioipant loyal if, by doing so, tho programmo works
more offectivoly. If communication botwoon portioipanto and

,exports is not achiovod, thon tho impact of on oxtension
progromao could not bo expooted to be good. Individuals with
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high levels of academic trnining should be able to communicate
with oll levols of participants. Unfortunotoly too often
profossors tond to talk for other profossors, but in oxtonsion
programmes it is imporltivo that the rural community level bo
kept in mind.

Whother programme objectives woro imposed on the oporators
for political or social reasons, the inportnnce of evaluation
orrongemonts os o mechanism for defending tho operators was
further underlinod. If objoctivos aro unroalistic, (or too
idealistic), it is important that the extonsionists thomsolvos
should clorify the objectivos in realistic toms boforo attemp-
ting to ovaluoto tho rosults. Extonsioniets should toko tho
initintivo in ovaluntion exorcises. They should not wait
until they ore told to do so. Evaluation is o fundamental and
continuing port of extension progrommos. Its role is to
determine tho dogree of out:moss of programmes but more so, it
should bo to °noble immodicto location and oonsoquont roctifi7
cation of faults and wooknossos which would roeult in
constructivo changos in organisation and programming, so that
ultimetoly thoro would bo no doubt that o positive impact
might bo ochiovode As for os costs and bonofits pro concernod,
providod thilt it could be provod thnt on oxtonsion progrommo
was having n positivo impact, questions of costs and bonefits
would be loss likoly to °Aso. Such questions only tended to
arise whon o positive impact could not bo provod.

Evaluation should bo aeon oe tho progrommo oporctor'e
controlling dovico, used for the improvomont of his progrnmmo
and a defence moohoniem for his progromme agninst ovor-
ombitious oxpeotations from outeidos Socondly, for tho
extonsionist, evaluation should be o mottor of porsonol boliof
in a device which was immodiotoly useful. It should not be
an uncomfortoble procodure which hod to bo tolornted bocouso
thoory enid so. The educational procoas collod oxtonsion
includes a continuous and built in ovoluttion procedure,
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CHAPTER 10

VISITS TO THE OVERSEAS VISUAL AIDS CENTRE(LOVAC) AND THE

CENTRE FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION OVERSEAS (CETO) AND

ADDRESS BY MR. J. B. BOWERS ON ACTION REJEARCH IN THE

PRODUCTION OF IMDIA FOR FUNCTIONAL LITERACY

Tho importenco of active media. for functional literacy
was a recurrent theme of tho Workshop. Accordingly, the
Workshop programme provided tbu opportunity for participants
to pay working visits to two Organisations which are directly
concOrnod with training in the proparztion and use of various
educational media in 011 areas of education.

At OV.4, a joint session was organised with participants
in OVAC's current course for senior students from overseas to
hear and discuss a lecture by Mr. J. B. Bowers on Lotion
Ropoorch in the Production of Nadia for Functional Literacy.
Participants were also able to look at OVACIs exhibition of
audio-visual aids and to discuss with OVA staff the uses of
audio-visual media in functional literacy progrommos. Tho
CIMO visit was similar in purpose; the work of this orgoniso-
tion was discussed with particular raforonco to the use of
tolovision in functional literacy and the role of action
research and ovoluation. Participants wore given a livo
demonstration of the production of an educational tvlovision
progromme in a studio eapeciolly equippod with lowcost
apparatus.

LOTION RE4EaCH IN THE PRODUCTION OF MIL FOR

FUECTIONa LITERACY.

by

Hr. J. B. bowers

Definition of terms

It may bo usotul to distinguish between three types of
resoorch activity, which should not, however, bo sharply
difforentiatodl

'fundamental' or 'basics' research, intended to test
hypothesos and to estoblish general principles,
(e.g. research into perception of imagos by illitorate



adults);

- 'potion reseorphl (or 'action-oriented rosearchl) -
systematic study and invostigotion corriod out as
port of 'a oporationol programme, eithor by the
oporetional staff or by rosoorch workers, in the
latter ccso the rosults being fed bock immediately
to the oporationni staff to holp thorn to improvo
their day-to-cloy work;

- loveluationl or measurement of the offootivonoss of a
programme or of mothods or media usod in it.

It is with tho socond of these that this talk is concerned.
The term 'media' will be used in o general sense to moon oll
kinds of instrumonts Ohcrdwaro' and 'software') used for tho
communication of ideas, informntion and skills to !target
audioncesl. This will include books and other writton end
printed motorials, audio- visual olds cnd educational radio end
telovision programmes.

loimortanceefriftTtinctionallitorao

Media pro particularly important in funotionol litorooy
for c numbor of racoons. In formal eduontion in tho schools,
the curriculum is gonerally well ostablishod, roinforcod by
wolf triod textbooks and visual Aida and roleted to on oXamin-
ation systom; in Adult education, howovor, tho oontont is
potontiolly unlimitod and floods to bo dofinod. To borrow a
motaphor from tho food industry tho row matorial must bo pro-
cossed and pock:Aged bofore it con be dolivorod to the consumors.
'Pr000ssingl involves action resoorch to investigate tho noods,
problems, wishes cnd capaoitios of tho consumors and to selcot
tho 'message' accoreingly; spockaging, involvos embodying tho
message in opproprioto modio. Some media will bo more appro-
priate to convey the skill° of reading and writing and calcu-
lation, othors to communicate useful knowledge or to assist
in devoloping skills. In oil (moos, howovor, funotionol modia
must bo adapted to the needs of ooh portioulor cultural,
linguistic end ocoupational group.

Production

Media for informal adult oducation and extension hove
boon, and ore boing, produced in many ports of tho world by o
varioty of tom, units and individuols Proceduros vary
widely, Sometimos tho teacher, oxtonsion workor or instructor
is expootod, and perhaps trained, to produce his own visual
aids; sometimes a spooiolist is commissioned to writ* monuols,
cod on artist or photogrophor to illustrate then; somotimas a
Lila unit or eamoraman is sent into the form, factory or
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training centre to produce an instructional film. Some
preparatory planning and investigation inevitably takes place;
specialists are consulted, projocts visited, books studied,
but in most case; production relies largely on the experience
and intuition of the modia makers. It is essentially 'one-
way' communication. Writers sit in o:fices and write; artists
sit in studios and draw; broadcastors sit behind microphones
and talk; and the results are projected upon the 'target
audience'. Attempts are sometimes made to pre -tort media, or
to improve radio progra=es by 'feedback' from listening groups,
but these procedures are seldom scientifioally planned as an
integral part of the production programno. No wonder the
messages ore so often confused or misleading and the media
dofoctivo in communicating them. Tho ahlation is naturally
worse where thero is a multiplicity of languages and a high
level of illiteracy.

Moro professional production mothods1A2Lelifor action research

The movement to functional literacy is beginning to change
this situation, for it demands funotional modia and these
cannot bo provided by haphazard and intuitivo production
methods. In many functional litorccy projects modio are now
being plonnod by combinod tote of 'contont specialists' (in
agriculture, crofts and industriol procossos, nutrition,
hoalth and other fiolds) ond loducotors' or Icolmunicgtoral.
In somo ca000 a sorious ottompt is modo to involvo th4 illitor-
otes thomselvus in tho process, by various mothods of ensuring
'food-book', but this is still not vory ayetomatic. Tho
objeot of this talk, thoroforcf, is to put tho case for more
profossionsl production bpsod on ',lore systomatic action
rosoarch. How con this bo achieved? first, ony important
functional litornoy or informal adult education or oxtonsion
progrommo should be supported by a professionol modia pro-
duotion sorvioo, with ono or more production tooms oporoting
from an adequotoly equippod contra. Socondly, tho vorioue
media from books to visual ado' from films to recordod radio
progrommosl should bo regcrdod as intor.dopondont - os compo-
nents in a learning systom and should' as for as procticablo
bo plonnod end produced togothor, by co-ordinated toom work,
in tho somo centre). Thirdly, tho modie produotion cervioo
should incorporate potion research into its oporrtiona.

KIIAJOAPACSAMPAtootion resooroh?

Aotion rosorroh con, of COU1401 bo done on a modest Boole
by the ordinory staff oducotora, writors,' ortiats . in the
medie term, ospooially if they can obtain soma training ond
guidomoo in cooiol survoy methods, and ovon this will cortoinly
help thou to improve tho quality of thoir production. If,
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however, it is to be really serious and systematic, and to make
a major contribution to the improvement of media, it is a full-
time job for a full-time member of the media production service.
An action research worker should, then, take his place in the
teem with the educators, writers, artists, radio programme and
film producers. He should be either an educe:or with some
training in the social sciences and experience, of social sur-
vey methods, or a social scientist with some experience in
education. Unfortunately such people are not easy to find in
a developing country. One way of securing their services may
be to appeal to a University to assign to the media production
staff one or more adaptable graduate students, with supervision
from the University Social Science Department. Another
possibility may be to seek international technical assistance
to send in the right person. In a major functional literacy
project he mig',:t be assigned part-time or full-time from the
evaluation and research unit to the media teem. However, in
view of the heavy task of evaluation felling on thil unit, it
amore- unlikely that a qualified person woad bo liberated for
duty with the media service. Hence, in view of the importance
attached to systematic and continuous action research in media
production and the fact that it differs in its aims and tech..
niques from programme evaluation, a strong plea is made for
the inclusion of a full-timo action research worker in tho
media service. Ho should be responsible entirely to the head
of the media service but have good working relations with the
evaluation unit.

Although this may soom an extravagant suggestion, it is
less extravagant in cost/benefit terms to employ an action
research worker than to produco media which fail to communicate
their message or, worse still, communicate invalid or inapplic-
able messages. It is also less extravagant to employ a trained
research worker than to engage the time of writers, artists
and other production spooielists in potion research, for whioh
they ore not fully qualified.

How then should action research operate in the production
of media for functional literacy and what will be the task of
the potion research worker in the production team?

probleamagx

In functional literacy programmes the communication of
ideesi useful knowledge and skills is a major aim and litorooy
is a moons to it. But what ideas, knowledge and ski s? This
soy bo drtereined by a survey of tho society and onvir m^ntl
sometimes celled a Iproblet survey', sinoo it is lorgol
designed to discover the problems whioh handicap development
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in the area. This problem survey is a form of action research,
since it feeds back information to the programme planners. It

is part of the basic-survey-stocktaking process, It will help
the 'planners' to determine the aims of the programme and
amongst other things to decide what media they require and for
what purposes. Incidentally it is to be hoped that the head
of the media service is included in the project planning group.
This initial problem survey will not, however, bo carried out
by the action research workor in the media teem, since the
media team, or teams, will not come into eotion until their
service receives a request for media.

When such a request is made, discussions betwo(Al the
project staff and the media team should take place to deter-
mine: what 'messages' or to be communicated (i.e. what content)
by what media, to what target audiences.

Whore the content or 'topic' to bo covered is of e tech-
nical nature, whi,Jh is usually the cos°, the project staff
should assign to the media teem one or more 'topic specialists'
to provide technical advice. These specialists may be univer-
sity people, members of government technical services, skilled
workers in industry, craftsmen or experienced field workers.
As specialists in their subjects they generally have a higher
academic education sad, sad to say, are often out of touch
with the population of less educated and even illiterate
adults, who are likely to be the target audience for the edu-
cational media. These oritioal remarks my not, of course,
be true where the media team is working with the staff of an
extension service or with field workers with real local
experience. Even sot the production of media generally
involves adapting the ideas of the specialists to the abilities
of the target audience to understand, absorb and apply them.
It is for this reason, and at the preliminary planning stage,
that action researoh intervenes in the production process with
a systematic study of the subject matter, which may be con-
veniently called 'Content Study' or 'Topic Study'. (1)

(1) It is sometimes celled a 'Problem Study' which should be
distinguished from a 'Problem Survey'. The latter is
a survey to discover and identify problems, the former
is a study of one single problem in depth.
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Topic Study

The purpose of topic study, in jargon terms, is to
date the message' before it is inoorporatod in the modia - to
make sure that:

- any facts stated ore correct;
- any ideas put across are sound;
- any action proposod:

- can bo carried out by the torgot audiencol
- with the skills they possess or can aoquiro,
- in the conditions in which they livo (e.g.

climato, communications, housing, working
conditions),

- with the funds and oquipmont, capitol and
resources, that they havo or can obtain:

will nave tho dosirod results in tho given situttion;
- does not seriously conflict with social customs or

taboos or porsonal boliofs and attitudes;
does not tell people what they already know.

It is the task of the modia team to assomblo t)v relevant
knowlodgo about the topics, to translate it into langAage and
visual symbols that can be understood and accepted by the tar-
got audience and appMiod to their doily livos. Topic study is
a technique of action research which helps them to do this
more efficiently. It involves, on the onu hand, extracting
knowlodgo from the topic specialists, from books and other
documentation, end from direct observation, and, on tho other
hand, finding out what the torgot audience do, know, think
and boliovo about the topic.

How then does this diffor from the ordinary preparation
and planning that goes into traditional media production? In
the first place, it is more systematic and aims to discover
valid and objective dote rather thou rolying on general
experience, subjective opinions and intuition. In the second
place, it involves 'feedback' from the target audienco, even
boforo production begins.

Topic Study involves a series of procodurea:

- interviews, corrospondonco and discussions with the
topic specialists;

- study of documents (reports, plans, projects, books
on the topic, media, including those produced in
othor countrios and other programmes, films, rocor-
dod broadcasts, and any material which will provide
useful information and knowledge);
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- field study (visits to projects, for example, fac-

tories, firms, farms etc. where activities relevant
to the topic are going on and can be inspected);

- 'opinion study'; - by interview;,- by discussion
groups.

Opinion study is a vital element that is seldom included
in the production of media. Its purpose is to determine what
the target audience do, know, think and believe about the
topio, before telling then what they should do end know.

These procedures are not necessarily carried out in the
order stated and may overlap or interlock. For example, it
may be necessary to have further interviews and discussions
with topic specialists after the opinion study has revealed
the current practices and opinions of the target audience.
Again field studies may have to be undertaken at several
points, as the team needs to inform itself more fully on
what is being done.

If these procedures are systematically and seriously
carried out they involve full-time work for a competent action-
research worker. The planning and execution of opinion
studies for example, requires some knowledge of social survey
techniques, sampling procedures, interviewing and the selection
and briefing of interviewers and the analysis and presentation
of data, which only a trained person can be expected to
possess.

Job analysis and.arformance analysis

If the production team is preparing training media for
a vocational training project, action research to validate
content may take a rather different form. Instead of the
topio study described above, research may rather be needed:

- to analyse the skills required in specific jobs (both
manual skills and other skills, such as speaking and
understanding the working language, reading, writing
and calculation, the interpretation of drawings and
diagrams);

- to discover the skills and abilities already possessed
by the trainees and their lwel of performance, if
they are already on the job.

Eventually the training programme must bridge the gap
between the second and the first.
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Pre - testing

The next point at which notion research enters the pro.
duotion programme is after the media have been drafted, the
texts written end the first sketches or photographs made for
illustrations or visual media. This is the point at which the
draft media should be pro-tested. Pre-testing is designed to
ensure that the meWa will communicate their message an effec-
tively an possible to the people for whom they are intended -
the 'target audience'. Too often pre - testing has consisted of
asking a few people to rend the text or look at the picture
and tell the writer or artist what they think of it. Even
this slapdash procedure may discover faults and deficiences
which can be remedied before the text is made final or the
pictures reproduced, but how much more effective is syatematic
pre-testing conducted by the more scientific procedures of
action research.

The aims of pre-testing must be olearly defined in advance.
At the simplest they are to detect and remedy any defects in
the draft media and to improve their communication; but it may
also be desired - and will certainly be useful - to pinpoint
defects, for example to discover:

- what pictures or parts of a picture cannot be identified
and understood or are misunderstood;

- why people find them defective;
- how serious are the defects (e.g. what percentage of

people make wrong responses), what are the reasons
for failures (e.g. a sick child looks well end happy).

The techniques of pre-testing naturally vary with the
different media. The testing of written material can be done
in at least three ways. The first is to ask individual
members of the 'test audience' (the sample of typical readers)
to read the text aloud; this often reveals words on which they
stumble or which they do not.understand, sentences that are
too long or too difficult. The interviewer carrying out the
test can then mark the points at which the reader twsitates
or makes mistakes. The seCond prooedura is to give the com-
plete text to a number of readers, asking them to reiurn r'
soon as they have road it, at which point they aro given a
simple test or prepared examination to detect how far they
have understood it. The third is to give it to a wimple of
people to read and then to bring them together to discuss it.
If the discussion is recorded on tape the resulting dialogue
nay suggest changes in style and vocabulary and oven provide
'live' phrases and local words that can be incorporated into
the text. All' three methods yield valuable results and may
be applied to the same text. Attempts to discover whether



the reedero like the text (e.g. the story, or the ideas con-
veyed) are interesting but by no means easy to carry out
objectively. Merely asking the questions "Do you like this?"
generally produces the answer that seews likely to please the
questioner.

The testing of visual aids (such es flannelgraphs, flip
charts, film-strips) involves essentially using the visual
aid, with its accompanying talk, lecture or commentary, on
the test audience and then questioning individual members of
the audience on their comprehension of each pieture. Motion
picture films. are difficult to pre-test. Until a film is
complete it does not really convey its message. Once it is
complete it is difficult' and expensive to make changes, if the
results of a pre-test are negative. It ray, however, be
worth making a film-strip on the theme of the film and pre-
testing this. Radio programmes, if recorded on type, can be
played to test audiences, who are then interviewed or tested
individually to discover how far they understood the programme,

1240ASE12E1211STReaearoh
Naturally the difficulty and complexity of pre-testing,

as also of topic study, will differ greatly with the nature of
the target audience. Where this is large and heterogeneous,
more complex sampling is needed to ensure tha the 'test audience'
(the sample of persons involved in tho test) i6 representative
of all the component elements of the target audience. Fortu-
nately the selective strategy for functional literacy embodies
the idea that programmes (and media) should be specific to
particular cultural and occupational groups - homogeneous,
target audiences, so that sampling for test audiences should
be much simpler than for more general and extensive adult
education programmes.

Interviewing

Opinion study (as a component of topic study) and pre-
testing will make extensive use of interviewing and the action.
research worker may need to engage and train a number of part-
time interviewers and to have some funds for their travel when
they come in for training, briefing or reporting to the media
centre. Eveh if he empllOys trained teachers or extension
workers, they must be retrained as interviewers, above all
they must learn to reverse their role as teachers to listen to
end record other people's ideas and not to inject their own.

'Feedback' pacil
The term 'feedback' signifies a response from the receiver



of a message to the communicator or sender, But it involves
more than this; and the added element is called 'control',
meaning that the rosponse from the receiving end actually
controls or shapes the sender's behaviour. It is this
elomont of control which makes feedback so important in com-
munication and it is the function of the action rosoaroh
workor to ensure not only that the idoas and responses of the
target audience roach the production staff, but that they do
so in time and in digestablo form, so that the production
staff can mako use of the knowledgo thoy obtain to modify and
improvo the modia during production - or - but this is rare -
to confirm that the media are faultless and can be finalisod,
reproduced in quantity and used as they aro.

If speed end promptness are necossary to the action
research worker (oven at the cost of rigorous rosoarch design),
so is toot. The writers, artists and photographers who may
have worked devotedly to produce texts and pictures are not
likely to accopt very easily reports of failure to communicate
or negative responses from the target audience. So to action
research worker must explain and support his findings, try not
to appear as a censorious critic, and where possible take the
writers and artists with him occasionally to observe the
opinion study and testing sessions in the field and listen to
the responses thomsolvos.

Evaluation or ' ost-testing! 4 media

The evaluation of completed media is a procedure which
doos not entirely fit the dofinition of action research since
the feedback from this type of evaluation can hordly modify or
control the production process. Once the modio aro published
and distributod in quantity a nogativo evaluation can do littlo
more than (muse disappointment and possibly provide somo data
for the improvement of similar media in the futuro. Whilst
therefore the evaluation of complotod media may help the users
of the media to select and employ thom more offieiently, it is
loss valuable than pre - testing to the producers.

A plea for action rosoarch in media roduotion

The integration of action research with tho production of
educational media is a comparatively new and difficult enter.
prise. The techniques have seldom boon systematically appliod
by a media production team. They undoubtedly involve now
expertise,' additional time and additional cost, but the limited
experience so for gained indicates that the bon4fits and
improvements will greatly outweigh the costa and difficulties.
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CHAPTER 11

VISITS TO THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE THE NATIONAL

COAL BOARD AND PR2S5LD STEEL FISHER LTD.

The Workshop made three visits to organisations concerned
either with research into evaluation and testing in the indus-
trial training field or in the application of evaluation
procedures to particular industrial training situations.

In the first category, the City and Guilds of London
Institute was visited. The Workshop was addressed by Mr. D.
Wheatley of the City and Guilds who outlined the work of hie
organisation and emphasised particular developments in which
the City and Guilds is involved in the preparation of trade
tests for operatives an craftsmen within particular industries.
An opportunity was also provided for an open disoussion
between Workshop participants and various City and Guilds
personnel engaged in this work.

At the National Coal Board, tho Workshop was addressed
by Mr. A. Mitchell on the evaluation of training programmes
for mineworkers of varying levels of skill and of programmes
for instructor training within the mining industry.

At Pressed Steel Fisher, the Workshop woe addressed by
Mr. G. Smith, Chief Training Superintendent with that gani.
potion, who outlined an experiment in tho evaluation of
operativo training in the motor industry which had brought
about o completo reorganisation of this levol of training.

EMUATION AND TESTING WITHIN BRITISH INDU:ARY

Address by Mr. D. Wheatley
City and Guilds of London Institute

Tho work of the City end Guilds of London Institute, on
orgeniaation which had many working contacts with countries
outside Britain, was doeoribed. City and Guilds was founded
by private initiative over 90 years ago to provide education
for those working iu industry. Its activitios riorkod tho
real beginnings of tochnical education in Britain. Originally,
this woe achieved by building eohools and collogos. This sido
of its activities hod lapsed dine to tho high coast and to the
involvement of the Central Governmont in this area of education.
Ono of the City and originol activities was to set
oxaminations in vocational skills. This aspect of its work
had grown steadily over the years since its foundation. The
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Institute itself published syllabi to which closes° organised
by a variety of other agencies chose to work. With the growth
of State education, City end Guilds woe absorbed into the
formal structure of technical education although it was not
nationalised and remained an autonomous body. New 4ourses
were being continuallybunohed in order to meet the advertised
needs of commerce and industry.

Initially, a large proportion of the Institute's courses
were concerned with educating people to become craftsmen. Sub-
sequently, a category of semi-skilled workers emerged for
which training courses hod to be devised. It woe generally
felt that technical training for this category, the operatives,
was still logging behind that of craftsmen. There was a
particular need for appropriate courses and nominations. At
this level problems of literacy arise. The type of person
trained at operative level was not copoble of lengthy essay -
type answers to formal examination questions. In many cases
they do not enter emAoyment through apprenticeship schemes.
In addition, employers were often reluctant to send them to
technical colleges. This woo particularly the apse with girls
for whom employers did not foresee a lengthy working life. A
wide range of *nominations hod therefore emerged under the
Institute's aegis, covering almost all industries and involving
approximately half a million students in its courses. In each
group of subjeots on advisory committee existed comprised of
representatives of industry, of tho technical teachers and of
various Departments of Education in the United Kingdom.

The types of examination varied widely according to the
particular industries and the levels of the students. In form,
they varied from the traditionol esso?-typo to the most
modern multiple-choice typo. In addition, practical oral tests
on the job were common. Those were very valuable at operative
level. Through tho determination of examination content, the
Institute was able to influence teaching methods and, particu-
larly with the introduction of practical examinations foe,. 1

on special industrial needs, was increasingly able to secure
the support of employers.

Examination techniques for persons with low levels of
literacy were reviewed. It was important to make it clear to
the trainees exactly what the examination was seeking of them.
Questions should therefore be highly structured and require
the minimum verbal contribution by the student. Great use
should be made of sketches and drawings. Recently there had
been particular developments in practical tasting, requiring
an actual.performance on the part of the student within the
particular area of skills for which he was being trained.-
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There were disadventegea in this. If it occurred in a techni-
cal college, then the facilities of the college would necessa-
rily limit what might be done. For example, practical tests
in mining were not feasible. Also, despite the fact that such
tests, at the end of practical training, might be fairly
lengthy, it was impossible to give a comprehensive coverage
of all the work in all the skills which a trained person must
be able to offer. /End tests/ were necessarily therefore a
sampling of the skills sought. To tackle this problem 'phase
tests' were being inoreasingly developed. Training programmes
were organised in set compartments. Tests were conducted
upon the completion of each of the components of the training
programme, enabling a comprehensive assessment of the skills
of the student in all aspects of the programme to be achieved.
In addition, such 'phase tests/ revealed deficiencies in the
programme to the teacher during the course and allowed him to
take steps to remedy defects in the programme.

A further trend was the increasing involvement of in-
structors themselves in evaluation. Traditionally the United
Kingdom was wedded to external assessment. Teacher involve-
ment wee, however, growing with tho increasing professional
skills on the part of teachers. There wore now many more
profeosionally trained teachers in technical education than
had been the case a decade ago. Those teachers had already
had a training in assessment techniques and it was important
that an outlet for these assessment skills should bo provided.
A further development was the use of specific work projects
within industry. Trainees would bo required to carry out
projects which had the approval of both their technical
colleges and the industry to which they were attached, thus
providing a course exactly suited to tho interests of the
trainee, end providing an indication of his real capacity in
a specialised area of his training.

The experience of the Institute had shown that all or
somo of these elements can be built into an examination for-
mula composed of varying components, so that the right things
could bo tested for a particular vocational purpose and so
that both students and teachers throughout the training pro-
gramme would be aiming in the most rewarding directions.

In Britain the pattern of industry was being greatly
altered by tho increasing involvement of Industrial Training
Boards, which the various industries worn now, by law, required
to set up. In particular, several of those' industries put.
substontial effort into the detailed analysis of the skills
required for certain jobs, and this detailed job analysis was
becoming increasingly used as the basis for tho phasing of
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instruction and testing. A clear distinction had emerged
between educational knowledge and industrial skill and yroce
duros wore being devised which would test each of these items
separately. It was important to be absolutely clear on what
was being tested and what were the aims of training. Tho
questions to which a training programme should bo subject wore;

a. whether tho trainee, on completion of the programme,
could do a task;

b. whether he could do it to the standard of skill
expected of tho industry;

c. whether he, could do it within a time which was
economic' for the industry and with on economic
use of materials.

The opaonce of modern training programmes ws speed and
effoctiy45nera.

DISCUSSION ARISING FROM MR. WHEATLEY'S ADDRESS

Curriculum development

In answer to a question on the influence of 'feed back'
on curriculum development, Mr. Wheatley reported that curricula
were being subjected to intensive pressures towards change.
There was, however, a fooling in many quarters that over-
frequent change was dangerous. Tho Institute's established
arrangement was that every three years a syllabus should be
reprinted and might, at this stage, be amended, whilst every
five years there was a major inspection of the syllabus.
Problems and queries worn fed into the advisory committees on
on each subject by the teachers, the technical colleges and
the Industrial Training Boards, so that a continual reformula-
tion of syllabi, in accordance with modern demands, was possible.

Tests in longuaLes other than English

In genorcl, tho Institute confined its ootiyities to the
English language, although a small pilot project had been '
completed in Hong Kong for training plumbers. Whilst the
Xnatitutels syllabi wore copyright, its policy was the promotion
of technical education generally and the reproduction of tho
Institute's syllabi in other languages would normally be
approved. There were, however, dangers of aver faithful repro-
duction of syllabi which wore designed essentially for United.
Kingdom conditions.

Agricultural courses
. *

, The Institute provided courses in response to demand in
Tropical Agriculture and in Tropical Agricultural Engineering.
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This area weal however, one in which there was a maximum
necessity for flexibility in view of the diversity of condi-
tions within the dt7eloping countries. Adaptation of syllabi,
particularly in this area, was very necessary, if it were not
as yet possible for syllabi to be developed within the parti-
cular countries to meet local requirements as specifically as
possible.

Assistance with technical education outside Britain

The Institute had a lengthy record of such activities
and was willing to make its services available to those con-
cerned in the work of evaluation and examination in developing
countries. Already the Institute was actively co-operating
with the West and East African Examinations Council, particu-
larly in the training of examiners.

Level of entrant for courses for operatives

The Institute itself imposed no minimum levels of educa-
tion or attainment for entry to training courses for operatives.
Admission to courses was dealt with by technical colleges
themselves. In many cases it had to be recognised that
industry must recruit personnel whose academic level was low .

for certain categories of employment. At times this might
verge on illiteracy. Whilst the Institute sought to
accommodate trainees of such academic levels by maximising
practical aspects of training and minimising the need for
verbal skills, in practice minimum literacy was required.
The Institute had had requests for persons taking tests to be
allowed the assistance of persons who would write on behalf
of the person examined, at his dictation. This had not,
however, been accepted. In general the Institute's aim was
to test a person on job performance. At the lowest level,
certificates were being devised which would indicate not
whether a person had pealed or failed, but simply that ho had
taken a certain course of training and that he had achieved
certain standards on this course.

Follow-up

The Institute itself was not able to conduct follow-up
procedures. Tho specialist subject committee provided pro-
fessional feedback on training programmes. In addition, the
various Industrial Training Boards were setting up their own

-research programmes and the Department of Employment and
'Productivity had now established its own manpower and research
unit. For the present, therefore, follow-up to training
programmes was on an informal basis. In tho future it could
be expected to become much more formalised and rigorous although
follow-up would not be.carrio.d out by the Cit$ and Guilds itself.
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THE VALUATION OF TRAINING PROGI21141.38 FOR IiINEI1ORKERS ADD

MINING INSTRUCTORS IN THE COAL INDUSTRY IN BRITAIN

Address by Mr. A. Mitchell
National Coal Board

The National Coal Board has a total of ifool000 employees
and a training budget of £7 million per annum, a massive indus-
trial training operation. Training within the National Coal
Board was divided into two categories:

a. staff training for administrative and management
positions;

b. industrial training of craftsmen and operatives.

Attention would be concentrated on the second of these, where
the major effort in the evaluation of training programmes was
being made.

Despite the admitted difficulties surrounding the evalua-
tion of industrial training, the National Coal Board accepted
the necessity for this. Evaluation was focused at two levels:

a. youth training through a dual system of awrenticeship
aimed at producing both 'craftsmen' for the coal
industry, mainly' electrical and mechanical engineers,
and 'operatives', fully trained mine workers. Pro-
grammes lasted for 33 to 4 years. At each stage in
the training programmes, practicalLtests of know-
ledge and skill were carried out. There were two
principal intermediate tests leading to a final
test. To become a fully qualified craftsman or
mine worker every entrant in the industry must pass
his final test. Because of statutory requirements,
the coal industry now employed only fully trained
personnel;

b. instructor training - carried out in the main by
persons who had themselves worked at the specialised
tasks which they now sought to communicate. Again
training programmes were compartmentalised and a
rigorous test was applied at each interval in tho
training programme.

Evaluation wee a constant aspect of the training programmes
both for the benefit of the trainee himself and for the guidance
of the instructor.

. The .evaluation of the overall effect of training on the
;industry was especially difficult. Programmes reached across
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many levels of skill ond attoinmont and the industry itself
was vory large. For several yeers' however, the coal industry
had shown productivity gains of 8 - 9% per annum. During
this time the technological basis of the extraction of coal
had changed substantially and training programmes hod boon
devised to moot those now tochnological requirements. Whilst'
theroforo, tho rocont history of tho industry revooled sub-
stential productivity gains, it would be very difficult to
isolate tho contribution which training modo to these gains.
Some research had boon carried out within tho industry at the
level of tho work unit - the colliory. -A typical colliory
had boon soloctod with overage productivity results. A com-
ploto modorn system of troining hod boon applied from monogo-
ment lovol to workor levol. Tho offocts wore not os yet
procisoly known. Howovor, since Hovombor 1968, improvoment
in output of over 30% had boon rocorded. In cddition, thoro
had boen o substantial reduction of labour turnovor and n
change in the attitudes of the minors towards now tochniquo6
and mothods of working. Again, howoler, thoso results could
not bo cotogoricolly attributed to troining alone, although
training hud made on obvious contribution.

With rogord to the troining of instructors, ovoluotion
procoures wore diroctod at the ion on tho job, tho individual
instructor, and the offoctivonoso of hie work. Training wts
cornea out both in purposo-built training Jentron fully
supported by the Hotional Cool Bocrd, ond dirootly on the job.
Instructors divided into two typos:

s. craft instructors who woro fully qualified within
tho pyrticulor craft involved;

b. oporotivo instructors who had thomselvos nosterod
particular skills at tho coal face and who oorriod
out at loost part of tho training diroctly on the
job.

As for os tho training of oporativo instructors was concornodi
the troining progroumo was ossentiolly involved with knowledge
cbout tho particular function of the oporotivol his skill in
porforming his took ond hie nttitudo towords his teak.

Laval of troinoos

Thoro woro somo oompnrisons posoiblo with the oducotional
loyal of the labour forco in dovoloping countrios. Conon:11y'
ontronts into the cool industry could bo expoctod to hnvo had
ct locet education. Soma ontrnnts woro still illitor-
cto, although this hod born roducod to opproximatoly 194.' Whon
a pro&pootivo troinoo ontore tho industry, ho is givon
simple test of his condomio ability bosod on multiplo.ohoico
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questions. The main purpose of this test was to select
potential craft apprentices for whom a minimal academic

standard was required.

In training programmes for craftsmen, it was possible to

apply a national standard test. With regard to operative
training, such a test was not practical, since collieries
differed in their nature, one from the other, and even within
collieries there might be substantial differences in mining
conditions. No standard test could be devised which would
successfully evaluate the training of an individual operative.
It had, therefore, been found necessary to tailor-make tests.
These had to be devised locally by the local instructors,
using their intimate knowledge of actual working conditions.
It was therefore necessary to train potential instructors
in testing techniques.

In instructor training, the first priority was placed
upon the clearest definition of the objoctives of training,
the instructors, having themselves a detailed knowledge of
tho components of the various jobs, were required to have en
absolute understanding of

a. what a trained oporctive must be able to do;
b. how well he must be able to perform his task;
c. under what working conditions he would be required

to perform it.

Having achieved clarity of objectives, training schemes for
instructors could be devised to moot those objectives. In

those schemes the widest range of audio-visual techniques
were usod, from the conventional blackboard to closed- circuit

television.

Testing methods

It was important to regard testing procedures not as
unpleasant hurdles. Thoy were essentially

a. devices by which progress could bo measured within a
particular training programme;

b. devices fur measuring the effect of the training
experience at the level of the work unit.

They could and were oleo used an a measure of tchAevomont.
The trainee operative or craftsman could complete his course
within 3i years, depending upon his capacity for succeeding in
the final qualifying teat. It viu important, however, to
disrogord the traditional concept of pre-testing and post-
tooting. Within training programmes in the coal industry
testing was a moans of measuring gradual progress all along
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tho lino, providing on onswor to the fundamental questions

a. whother the trainee is learning what is sought of him;
b. whother the instructor is porforming his tosk proporly.

Tho shaping :Aid reshaping of training progrommos, theroforo,
would depend on evaluation of the woys in which those questions
wore onsworod. At o time of rapidly changing mining technology,
and at o timo when tho noturo of the industry could be affected
by now legislation, training programmes hod to bo floxiblo.
The continued use of tooting procedures within training moant
that traineos - instructors, orTftemon, oporativos - beonmo
very used to testing techniques. Testing becomes a normal
and essential part of the training process.

The increasing use of programmed learning within training
was in turn having an impact on evaluation, The National
Coal Board had set up a project at Fordell, based on providing
a four-year programmed training for craftsmen. Entrants to
the programme were sohool leavers starting from the same
academic level. They were programmed carefully through the
oractioal use of porticuler tools and techniques. The pro-
gramme was self-pacing and self-testing. The troineo could
only proceed once he Achieved the required standards of skill
and knowledge in the particular techniques with the particular
tools. Again the trainee works to oxplicit standards with
explicit objectives. Throughout his training programme ho
keeps a log which providos o rocord of his achievomonts and
providos an evaluation, at cny atoge, both of his own perfor-
mance and that of the group os a whole.

Waist no precise doto wero available which would indicate
the impact of training on produotivity, some indicotione wero
emerging particularly with rogard to recont experiments in
the dovolopment of teem training of adult miners, which was
rolevant to the productivity issuo. The teem approach woo
ossontially concerned with groups of adults on tho job, alliod
to discussions and oonforencos away from tho Tho Coal
Board was suffioiontly confident in tho value of this approach
thot it woe preporod to extroot tooma from tho cool face, and
accept oompleto loss of productivity for this team, in order
thot training conforenoes could bo hold in which tho miners
thomadvos would discuss with tho troinors and the mining
executivos their probloms and thoir obsorvations on this now
approach. Some ovoluotion of thoso tooms, on thoir roturn to
work, hod shown thot tho trained and fully functioning toom
could coke up, within '7-10 days, tho output boat by boing
obsont from tho coal f000 for conforonco purposos for ono day.
This, how/oval,' was o now fiold regarding which prociso data
woro not yot fully availtblo.
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AN EXPERIMENT IN EVALUATION AND OPERATIVE TRAINING IN

THE BRITISH MOTOR INDUSTRY

Address by Mt. U. Smith
Chiof Trainin Suporintondent Prossod Stool Fishor Ltd,

Following a conducted tour of the Prossod Stool Vohiclo
Body Assembly Plant and training facilities, participants
were oddrossod by Mr. 0, Smith, Chiof Training Suporintondent
of Prossod Stool Fishor Ltd., on Prossod Stool's training
progrommo and on the evolution and modification of this pro-
gramma, particularly as rogards oporativo training', following
a major evaluation oxorciso serried out et the Prossod Stool
factory at Linwood in Scotland.

In this instanco, Prossod Stool had established a now
factory in on area whore the traditional industries wore of a
different naturo os for cs the working habits of tho omployoos
wore concernod. It was nocossory to accustom workers to tho
discipline of working on a moving production lino and to a
pattorn of work which, olthough ropotitious, roquirod a con-
sistent love of skill. Bocauso of tho /act that thorn woe
previously no eetabliehod motor industry in the prop, it was
not possible to use traditional training methods to build up
the numbers of somi-skillod oporatives neodod to got the
plant quickly into production. The traditional training
mothod to ploco tho trninoo on tho shop floor alongside c
trainod mon over a longthy poric0 and gradually to allow him
to follow the techniques that he had observed - could be
applied, because of shortage of trainers, only on one of the
two daily shifts. To train operatives for the second shift
it was necessary to set up for the first time a formal opera-
tive training programme. Systematic analysis of the skills
end techniques required of en operativ,. was carried out and
a training programme worked out, based on the transference of
these skills, to workers who were drawn from a wide range of
previous employment.

At the same ti!Ie the opportunity was taken to carry out
en evaluation of the formal and the informal methods of
training. The results of this evaluation, carried out over
several weeks aftor the nowly trained operatives began to
work independently, indicated that those operatives who had
gone through tho formal training programme showed consistently
better results in terms of productivity and in attitude towards
their Job. The formor had been measured in torms of units
produced., the latter in terms of lateness, absenteoism,
wastage, eta.
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As a result of this evaluation, operative training had

boon organisod on o formal basis in ell other Pressed Steel
plants throughout the country. Other branches of the motor
industry in Britain had oxpressed a particular interest in
these developments and in sovorol cases had gone over to
similar training arrongoments. Whilst it was felt that this
experiment showed without question tho value of formal as
against informal operative training, it was not maintained
that all of the benefits roveoled hod arisen from the particu
lar training progrommo itself. It was concodod that in this
instance a Hawthorn offoct might be discerned, particularly
as the labour force had problems centring on attitudes to
alien ways of working. Any programme, theroforo, which
disployod o speciol concern with the workors and o willingness
to try and understand their problems might hove boon oxpocted
to yield some boneficiol results. Tho training programme in
itself, theroforo, should not be viewed in too optimistic
lirht.

Consideration was givon to the possibility of broader
schemos which would study tho sooioty carefully end locoto
tho particular social problems boforo n particular training
program° was lounchod. Although tho voluo of such broodor
roseorch work was not to be dismissed lightly, it was felt
that in tho portioulor industrial context faced by Pressed
Stool when sotting up tho Linwood factory, with tho govern-
ment pressing for immdiste action to roliovo particular
cmploymont problems, such activities woro likoly to be
rogardod es rothor luxurious. Thoro was as yet no conviction
on tho port of govornment and industry of tho value of suoh
gonorol proparatory work, dospito efforts that wore boing
redo to increcso undorstonding of such mottors.
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CHAPTER 12

REPORTS OF WORKING GROUPS AND DISCUSSION

In order to study particular aspects of evaluation in
greater depth, the Workshop divided into three working groups
and visiting specialists and full-time staff wore assigned to

them. The themes chosen for consideration were:

Group A - Policy, Planning and Organisation in the
Evaluation of Functional Literacy;

Group B Hothods and Techniques Used in the Evaluation
of Functional Literacy;

Group C - Cost Benefit Analysis in the Evaluation of
Functional Literacy.

Tho reports of tho working groups follow, together with
lists of the membors who participated in oach of them.

An opportunity was subsoquontly provided for the rappor-
tours elected by tho three working groups to present their

reports verbally to a full session of the Workshop. An
account of the discussion of (pooh report follows the toxt.

Lls2sLtsritunaLA

Policy. Planning and or Evaluation it

runotisa Litorau

Hombors: Dr. J. di Franco
Prof. Aurisoln Alvoros Hodina
Mrs. Omaino Ahmod al Nnhry
Dr. Karol Noye
Forol Sitonggong
Abdulkadir Suloiman
Dr. Copal S. Vidyorthy

Tho mooning of evaluation

In any oxporimantol literacy project, ovaluotion should
be a natural phase of the projoot, becouso oxporimontotion
cannot bo done without evaluation.

Evolution implies testing, examining the methods, tootle
niques and approaches used, the organisotionol pattern applied
and the planning involved to measure the quantity and quality

ITO
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of the schievemonts of projects so as to produce scientific
data about the usefulness of money spent, offorts usod, time
allocated, hypotheses tosted, otc.

Tho Group distinguished botweons

- Evaluation: measurement activities carried out scien-
tifically,

- Assossment: a more estimative form of evaluation, not
necessarily realized in a scientific
way throughout.

- Action Research: systomatic study and investigation
carried out as port of the opora-
tional program:moo either by the
operational staff or by tho &valu-
ational unit. In tho latter case
the results are fed bock immediately
to the operational staff to help
thom to improve their day-to-day
work.

Basic differences botweon evaluation and assossment might
oriso from the prosenoo of controls in evaluation and the
absence of thom in assossmont, rigorously scientific sampling
in evaluation and a less rigorous method in assossment etc.

Evaluation is dofined in the Unosco Manual (p.3) as
follows:

"Evaluation aims ct measuring, wherovor possible in quan-
titotivo terms, and recording to well defined criteria, tho
major direct and indiroot effects of a cortein activity, taking
into account its objectives as ostablished before its incep-
tion, The purpose is not only to dotormino the nature of this
activity in its social, eoonomical or oultural context, but
also to derive guide lines for its future planning, as well as
that of now projects of a similar nature, Evaluation is on
on-going activity which should bo planned together with the
projoot itself, comparing thu situation before the projoot is
started with that at different straos of its implementation
and on its completion, endoovouring to oxpllin its effects
and implications from boginning to omit"

Arising from the foregoing definition the Group would
stress the following objootivost

X. Tho longterm purpose of evaluation should bo to col.
.loot data and analyse real situations and the



possibilities and obstnelos they offor os regards
functional literacy, so as to facilitate the
efforts of many institutions, agencies, government
organisations and individuals all over the world
concernod with tho planning end implimentotion of
of functional literacy projocts, particularly in
the ninetoon sevonties.

2. To moasuro-as scientifically as possiblo the oconomi-
cal, oducational and social impact of projects,
both on en individual end at group level.

Tho study of the offoctivenoss of podogogieal methods,
techniques, teaching aids and modial altornative
approaches in administrative and organicational
struoturos.

4. To study tho cost/bonofit ratio of functional
litoracy projocts.

Plan of work end calendar of ovrluntion

The Group feels that structuring octivitios in time-
soquonco is ossontial to the rooliontion of the evaluation
Casks.

The three general phaaos, i.o. a base-lino survoy, inter-
mittont moosuromonts during the operational phoso end a tor-
minol survey aro well suitod to divide the teaks according to
the spooific roquiroments of all the work conooruod.

In some projects tho operational phoso will be divided
into n first stago when operations are established and a
socond ono whon functional litorcoy programme aro oxtondod
to other crops or to tho existing national literacy programmes.

Evaluation activities should be structured accordingly.
For instance, evaluation in tho first operational stage should
aim of having concrete results with a practical demonstrable
value ready boforo the second stngo of oporations starts.

Tho bnsoaline survey should be completed during the
preparatory phase of tho projoct, though thorn might occur
some overlapping with the first stage of tho oporetionol phase
with regard to studios which aro intended to provide bench-
mark dote.

In the bass-lino survey, omphosis should be given to
collecting those bonch-nark dote at the participant and
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con unity levels; some work units should be included; but
organisations such as factories, co-operatives or trade unions
might prove to be a difficult field of study because of reluc-
tance to contribute facts by the leaders or memlrs of these
organisations. A possible structure of :valuation activities
of the base-line type during the preparatory phase might con-
sist of:

- an initial phase for establishing the evaluation unit
and gathering background data;

- regional problem surveys;

- a national survey at data a stage in which the opera-
tional team engaged in the functional literacy project
should plan with the evaluation unit activities of the
operational phase in general and of its first year in
particular;

technical feasibility surveys, coupling specific pro-
gramme activities to socio-economic problem situations;
(for instance, in a certain area a number of typical
problem situations should be identified and briefly
described according to their chareotoristics. In some
of them different functional litoreoy activities should
bo ostablished, coupling, for instance, pattern No.1
of functional literacy with situation 'A', pottorn
No.2 of functional literacy with situation 'B' etc.
A general hypothosis would bo to test whether the
operational activities would make a significant con-
tribution to the solution of the problems in the
environment in which they Are placed.)

- a stage, portly overlapping with tho beginning of
operational activities, during which bench-mark
studies aro being carried on.

Due time should bo given to the drafting of the reacorch
roports after data hove boon gathered and procosood. It should
be stressed that the ootual writing of scientific roports
involvos considerable effort and timo.

As regards the six types of evaluation activities related
to tho oporational phase (ref. Unosco Manual p.53), the Group
accepts the importance given to follow-up studios of portioi.
pants and to process studies, particularly of small rural
communities. The Group fools, howovor, that coot/bonefit
analysis, although impoWnt, should only form port of widor
studios on organisotion and administration; orgoniaational
analysis and continuing obsorvttion of the project should bo
made, particularly with regard to such aspects as the structure
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of authority both internally and in relation to co-operating
institutions, the supervision of activities and training and
and the professionalisetion of personnel. The Group believes
that cost/benefit analysis will be extremely difficult to
carry out and that some model of this type of research should
be pre-tested before establishing general rules on this point.

Operational researdh in educational methods and media is
of tho highest practical importance, particularly for the
benefit of existing national literacy organisations.

The Group feels that it might be wise to make sample
studies of each of several cohorts of learners in view of the
often high rate of drop-out, of probable changes in programmes
and of the relatively short duration of functional literacy
projects.

Organisational arrangements for the evaluation of functional
literaoy

In order to implement successfully the strategy of experi.
mental functional literaoy projects in member countries, the
Group felt that some specific measuros should bo taken to pro-
vide a sound administrative and organisational struoturo for
evaluation.

The National Evaluation Unit

Administrative structuros for evaluation will be
required at the national and sub-preject lovol.

At the notional level a unit noods to bo not up, com-
prised of tho international and national oxports assigned
under the project. This unit may be cellod tho National
Evaluation Unit. It should ideally have the following
personnel struoturot

1. Direotor, or officer in charge of ovaluation (full-
time)

2. Professional staffs
a. Economist
b. Sociologist
c. Psychologist
d. Statistioian

The Unit should have odequate support from short -term
consultants in specialised areas and have at its disposal for
field work sufficiont supporting personnel according to
activities end needs.

04,
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In order to establish tho unit the member countries will
make the nocossory financial orrongoments as regards salaries,
honoraria, transportation and other expenses while international
aid should provide the nocessary oquipmont, followships and
international experts.

Tho Group considorod this matter in dotoil. Apart from
various roseorch activities, tho Evaluation Unit should
actively concorn itself with the practical training of oll
personnol involved, particularly port-time sub - project level
personnel. It should also make adoquato arrongemonts for the
training of its staff in other institutions.

The Unit may function as on integral part of the wholo
project. Exporioncos in some oxporimontol projocts woro tokon
into account and it woe folt that though the Unit may be a
port of tho project, a spociol direct link should bo ostob-
lished with on outsido organisation which would lay down the
norms for and oxomino the rosults of ovoluotion. A university
or a rosoorch orconisation may bo identified to provide exter-
nal guidonco ond suporvision in ovoluntion.

Alternctivoly tho National Evaluation Unit may bo loco+ed
outside tho project and bo complotely independont. However,
for o successful working of the ovoluation programme, o
working committoo consisting of mombors of tho oporotionoI
staff as wP11 as of tho ovoluotion unit nay be net up for
mutual ccnsultction and communication of feed back.

Tho Group stressed that whorever a Notional Evaluation
Unit moy bo erected, it would to essential that it should
work very closoly with the oporotionol staff in o relationship
choractorisod by town spirit and mutual ossistanco.

As ovoluntion is of on intor-disciplinory noturo, it is
esstntiol that tho mombore of tho Notional Evoluntion Unit
hove speoiolized oxporionco and compotonce in rolatod fields
of reseorch, for instance agriculturA economics, tho economics
of oducation, tho study of love's of living, group dynoAics,
°to.

solo of univorsitlowmulresonrch institutions

Evon though tho Notional Evaluation Unit should bo steffod
with quslifiod and exporioncod spoaialists, yot it will bo of
more significance if tho ovailablo rosourcos of the univorsitios
and othor public ond private resaerch institutions could be
involvod in its activities.
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This could be done by paying honoraria to consultants
from these institutions, or by assigning parts ^f the evalua-
tion activities directly to them and making pre-,sion for
this in the budget of the project.

The university link can offer valuable services, for
instance in framing research designs, preparing tools, re-
writing investigation date, etc. The universities should be
encouraged to assign postgraduate theses on subjects related
to functional literacy. Universities could also help in fact-
finding and dote - processing, particularly coding and
tabulation.

Vhenever arrangements for such activities are still
ineequate, the member-country should explore the possibilities
of receiving technical assistance from foreign source&, both
international and bilateral. Member countries should also
identify suitable national personnel and provide specialised
training for them possibly under internetie..al programmes.

These arrangements should be made be:ore a programme
enters into its operational phase. In those countries where
activities have started already, those arrangements should be
strengthened.

Action research

As regards the place of action research, when the
National Evaluation Unit is completely independent of the
project, a separate action research unit should form port of
the project. Whore the Evaluation Unit is part of the project
some of its members may be.assigned to do this typo of research
in particular.

Sub - project evaluation units

The Group felt that in order to carry out evaluation at
sub - project level, a full-time staff should be created in
each geographical area of operation of the project, or in a
group of sub.projeots. These units should consist of one
full-timo evaluator, supported by a few full-time assistants
and adequate numbers of part-timo field workers. These should
function under the direct control of the Notional Evaluation
Unit which should specify their functions suoh ass

a. Identifying the personnel resources in the sub-project
erealerevaluation work.

b. Arrangements for their selection, training and
placement.
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c. Implementing guidelines provided by the National
Evaluation Unit and adapting the research instrur.
ments to regional and local conditions.

Adequate and timely budget provision should be made to
ensure an effective working of these regional units.

Arran ements for institutional co-o eration and co-ordination

The Group suggested setting up a National Evaluation
Committee, whiCt may consist of the Director of the National
Evaluation Unit, representatives of the operational unite and
other related institutions, suoh as universities, government
departments, private industry and private foundations, to per-
form the following functions:

a. To develop en integrated inter-disciplinary approach
to evaluation and research by offering advice and
guidance on related aspects; of evaluation.

b. To ensure active and timely assistance from special
iats at national/sub-projeot level, for any of the
aspects of evaluation.

o. To chock periodically the progress ond problems
isolated to evaluation.

d. To secure inter-organisational and inter-national
co-operation for future tusks in evaluation.

For tho effective functioning of the National Evaluation
Committeel.it is necessary that it should consist of members
of high standing, having various areas of expertise.. This
Committee should meet regularly, at least once a month in the
preparatory phase and once every three months in the opera-
tional stage.

In most projects the organisation of a separate national-
level evaluation committee may not be necessary in view of
existing national co-ordination committees. If so the fune-
tions of the National Evaluation Committee could be performed
by the co-ordination committee in which case the latter
committee may co-opt certvin additional members in order to
form a sub-committee for evaluation.
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Diecuesion Arising from Report of Group

Staffing

Whilst it was agreed thatt if evaluation of a fully scien-
tific nature was to be carried out of functional literacy
programmes within the life of the project, a wide range of
professional expertise would have to be present within the
evaluation unit, the particular difficulties faced by many
developing countries in obtaining specialists with the skills
and experience stipulated in the report of Group A would mean
that comprehensive staffing of the scale suggested was un-
likely to be obtained. In one particular programme, despite
the foot that a full professional staff had been provided for
the evaluation unit, all the activities stipulated in the
Unesoo Manual could not be oc.rried out. Whilst universities
might be able to assist the work of evaluation with certain
services, this could not always be relied upon and in particu-
lar it would be necessary to pay for such services. Project
budgets were not always sufficiently large to permit the
recruitment of assistance of this nature from outside. In
view of the limited availability of specialist evaluation
staff in many countries, it might be necessary to cut book on
the work allocated to evaluation units in the Unesco Manual
and that in particular this work was unlikely to be achieved
within the time put forward in tho Manual.

The application of cost-effectiveness principles, to the
work of an evaluation unit, would imply that a full-time team
of experts in all disciplines required for evaluation was
unlikely to be available. It could be expected that various
specialities would be combined. The Group report had indi-
cated an ideal staffing. In foot whet was more likely was
that a smaller ovoluotion unit would be maintained, consisting
of the minimum numbor necessary for useful evaluation activi-
ties, although not necessarily on the Boole suggested in the
Unesco Manual. Tho method with which the work was approached
was perhaps more important than tho particular staffing.

Training.

Three levels of staff would be directly involved in
evaluation activities, that is, graduates directing tho
evaluation programme, supervisors of field activities and
interviewers. In addition, the evaluation unit should bo
involved in the orientation of project personnel so as to
create a general consciousness in the project of the signifi-
cance of evaluation and of the possible assistance which
evaluation could provide for the operational aspects of the
programme.
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With regard to the training of evaluation specialists at
the graduate level, it was admitted that Unesco, whilst
anxious to provide fellowships which would enable suitably
qualified personnel to reoeive a particular training for
evaluation, had as yet limited success in this. Universities
throughout the world offered courses in a variety of
specialised fields of concern to evaluation. In particular,
courses in social research methodology would be of substantial
value. The specific requirements of graduate evaluators were,
however, for integrated courses drawing upon a variety of
specialists. Such courses wore unlikely to be provided in
universities as at present organised. It was therefore
recommended that Unesco should appronch selected universities,
in particular those in countries where functional literacy
projects were in progress, with a request that integrated
courses suitable for tho training of evaluators should be
provided. Such courses might be available to personnel from
many countries who wore interested in working within evalua-
tion units at the professional level.

In view of tho difficulty of providing specinlisod
training for professional evaluation personnel, it was sugges-
ted that Unesco should give coneidoration to the involvement
of professional evaluators in high -level conferences at vhich
the specialised aspects of evaluation might be discussed.

prgrnisation of functional litor.am

Tho suggestions of the working group were again regarded
as ideal. It was felt that tho organisational side should be
kopt as simple as possible.

The possibility of the ovnluntion unit being located
entirely outside the operation of the project was discussed.
The report of the working group took up no particular position
on the "(notion of the evaluation unit, merely mentioning the
possibility of its location either inside or outsido the
overall project. Whet was regarded os of supreme importance
was that the evaluation unit should be able to present a
completely independent view. It was agreed, however, that if
the unit was externally organised its activities should be
co- ordinated with the operational programme.
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Re ort of Grou B

Methods and Teohnives Used in the Evaluation of

Funotional Literacy

Members: Hassanin Abd. el Monty Hessanin
Khalafalla Mohed. Idris
Emmanuel P. R. Mbakile
Kamol Sudaprasert
Mrs. Beatriz Lidia yaneuos Fuller
Dr. R. Wiener

Research design

In the first working session the group decided to
concentrate on problems of research design and to take as
an example a problem that existed in one of their countries -
how to evaluato radio functional literacy broadcasts. The
problem centred on the fact that there wore three radio
stations in the country that people could listen to, only one
of which, radio B, carried functional literacy broadcasts.
specifically aimed at people attending functional litorocy
closses and were, in fact, part of the class progromme. Tho
progrommo was on the air two hours a day only two days a week.
One suggestion was that one could take a random sample of the
population in any one area and compare those listening during
the times of the functional litoraoy broadcasts to radio B,
to those listening to radios A and C. An objection that was
raised to this plan was that the sample might not include any-
body who actually listened to radio B. A second objoction was
Mull; there was no need to have pooplo who both listened to
radios A and C as ono was really concerned only with comparing
those who listened to radio B with those who listened to
other radio programmes. A much tighter research design was
suggested. This involved taking a random selection of func-
tional litorccy anemia which listened to the radio programme -
these wore tho experimental groups. Thoro also was a need for
a number of control groups. One of these would consist of
people who ottonded functional literacy classes which did not
have the radio broadcasts and this would show the effect of
the radio broadcasts on the functional literacy programme. A
second control group would consist of a matched group of
people who listened to radio B but did not attend functional
literacy classes, which would show the effect of radio B on
its own. A third control group would consist of a matched
group of people not attending classes who listened oithor to
radio A or C which would assess their effect in relation to
radio B and finally one could have a matched control group of
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people who did not listen to any rado programmes. This would
enable one to assess the effect of ether radios A or C or
radio B. In all cases one would need a base line study.

A further complexity is that one would also hove to cen-
tral the standard of teaching. In matching teachers one
cannot only consider qualifications and years of experience
because good teaching depends primarily on the relationship
between the teacher and the pupils and that is what one ought
to be measuring.

As a general point on evaluating teaching, it was agreed
that one must carefully define the aims of teaching. The
results of teaching could be measured in terms of academic
success, individual maturity, sodialisation, political aware-
ness etc. and that success in any one sphere was not necessarily
related to success in any other.

Collecting base lino data

Tho second session ooncentroted on different techniques
for collecting base lino information. Even though the effects
of the functional litoraoy campaign wero unlikely to be
directly observable at national level, there was still n need
to look at documents at this level 80 thot one could obtain
relevant information for sample design. When looking et docu-
ments it is essential that ono should check not only their
internal consistency but else that any two documents about
the acme oroa or topic report the same findings.

At community, household and to some extent regional level,
interviews and obsorvetion techniques ere most useful. The
Group agreed that one ought to be very flexible in the use of
techniques and that different creels of study such as literacy,
productivity, political and social relations end so on, needed
different types of in7estigation. The group also agreed that
it was possible to measure the some indicator by a number of
different techniques. It considered, as on example, the prob-
lem of how one measured a change in the amount of fertilizer
that farmers in a community used. It was pointed out that one
could get figures from tho local store showing how many begs
of fertilizer hod been sold; this would involve interview and
document analysis. However, the number of bogs sold would
not indicate how many of them were aotuolly used or which wont
to farmers taking pert in the functional literacy compoign.
A second technique would be to sample the farmers who wore
taking port in the functional literacy programme and those who
were not and to interview them. Again, one member of the Group
pointed out that formers sometimes used fertilizer for purposes
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other than that for which it was intendud. A third technique
was then suggested - that of observing a sample of farmers at
the time they ought to be using the fertiliser to see if
they actually were. The different methods obviously have
different degrees of precision but the one chosen will depend
on the time, cost and quality of the staff available.

The Group then considered observational techniques and
argued that the aim in observation ought to be to devise as
many objective measurement techniques as possible. This was
for four reasons:

1. ao that one can quantifiably and statiotically com-
pare differences found at base line, interim and
final survey stages;

2. so that observations carried out in Sifferent com-
munities are comparable;

3. so that a now observer coming in at either the
interim or final survey stages could carry out
the some analysis as that done at the base line
stage;

4. so that ono can check the reliability of the data
,gathered.

There are a number of such objective techniques that an
observer can use:

a. A chock lists by the use of a properly designed and
a piloted chock list an observer can quantify
such things as:

1. amount of fertilizer sold;
2. number of books road in a family;
3. amount of money a family spends on drink,

and so on.

b. Socio-metric techniques.

c. A map of the area showing location of schools,
churches, functional literacy households, etc.

d. Charts showing the pattern of interaction between a
sample of functional literacy households and a
sample of non-functional literacy control house-
holds. This, for example, would be useful if one
had hypothesised that households taking part in
tho functional literacy programme would increase
tho amount of intorcotion they had with each other
and decrease the amount they had with non-
participant families.

4
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If an observer only comes on an occasional basis then he
should consider the population to be studied as the total
activities carried out by the community he is observing. As

this is a very heterogeneous population it should then be
stratified along the main dimensions that the observer hypo-
thesises would influence the indicators he is measuring, for
example, the dry versus the rainy season; the market day
versus the day of rests versus the rest of the week; day
versus night time activities, etc. Thus the observer might
visit a community at both day and night for three days
covering a market day, day of rest and another day in both
the dry and rainy seasons. He could also randomly sample
the households taking part in the functional literacy cam-
paign and only observe a small number of these and compare
them to a matched group of control households. To test the
reliability of these findings there should be a subsequent
visit, ideally carried out by another observer.

At the participant level many instruments can be used to
collect relevant information. These include: attitude scales,
achievement tests, questionnaires, motivation tests, opinion
questions and others.

Attitude scales

One might define an attitude as e degree of positive or
negative effect associated with psychological objects. By a
psychological object one means any symbol, phrase, slogan,
person, institution, ideal or idea toward which people can
differ with respect to positive or negative feeling. In

looking at attitude scales the Group concentrated on Likert
scales. The difficulty of constructing such a scale was
gone into. It was pointed out that one first has to find a
large number of representative statements and questions about
the erea to be studied. Those then hove to be designed as
specific attitude scale items and tried out on a 8=11 sample
representative of the final population to which the final
scale is to bo given. An item analysis then has to be
carried out in which the items which discriminate best betweon
the high scorers and low scorers are retained. Many members
of the Group argued that not only was this a rather long and
costly procedure but also that it required a qualified social
scientist to construct such a scale. One suggested alter-
notive was simply to use only one question instead of a whole
scale. This, of course, strictly means that one is measuring
rather unreliably an opinion rather than a more basic atti-
tude. For example, instead of a multi-question scale about
literacy ono could hove one question such as:
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"How important is it to be literate?"

Very
Important

Important
Not Not
Sure Important

Not
Important
at all

Another scmplo technique is a pairod choice of question, for
oxomplo:

"Is it moro important to bo litercto or corn money?"

Motivational tests

One momber of the Group reportod his oxporiencos in
using an adaptation of the Atkinson McClelland Neod Achieve.
mint Pictorial Tcst. Anothor somber suggosted that there
wore serious doubts about the reliability and validity of
such a measuroment. It was suggostod that this was bocauso
firstly there wos a difficulty as rogards both unreliability
and the design of a comprohensivo and mmingful coding frame
in analysing responsos to projected pictures. A second
difficulty was in being able to design a series of pictures
which would adequately roprosent a total ongo of options
open to tho subjects. A third reason was thot the ability
to identify with figures in the pictures is.dependent on the
past oxperiencos of subjocts which uight well vary from prop
to aro°. A fourth difficulty is that they ore difficult
tosts to administer and need highly trainod interviewers. A
fifth reason is that the answers are, to some oxtcnt, doper.-
dent upon literacy and that any chaugee found in botween base
line and intorim moosuroments might well be due to differences
in literacy rathQr than to a chango in the needs of the sub-
jects through their participation in the program:).

It was then suggestvd that one could use more obSoctive
questions to got at motivation. One could, for example, ask
farmers to estimato how much they would like to produce per
acre, e.g.

"How many tons would you like to produco per acre?"

20 tons 4o tons 60 tons 80 tone omminim

Why?

Such a question followed by a "why" question would enable ono
to obtein some oasily quantifiablo measurement of motivation
and some idea of the explanation behiad it,.

Interviewing

The Group briefly looked at the problem of interview
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design and one member pointed out that in his country one of
the main diffioultiea was that the peopI0 in the rural dis-
tricts spoke a different vernacular to that of the university
students used as interviewers. The problem of finding good
interviewers was difficult because the majority of university
students did not want to leave the urban areas to go into the
rural districts. An alternative auggeated was to use inter-
viewers from other ministries but these did not seem to be
available in this case. Another suggestion to get round the
language problem was to use the teachers in the rural areas.
There were two problems here, however, the first of these
was that as they were directly involved in tho situation one
mould not guarantee their objectivity. A further suggestion
wee that then one ought to build in a large number of rolim
bility checks. It was pointed out that if one used the
interviewers from the town and was thus forced to use inter-
preters then there were two additional potential sources of
unreliability; during translation of the question and during
the translation of the answer.

- Another point made about the ordering .of questions within
an interview schedule was that questions subjects might be
reluctant to answer should be placed at tho end,

Sampling, matching and research dosi n

The Group then went on to discuas further problems of
sampling, matching and research design. Two members presented
problems that they had had. In the first country the problem
arose from the fact that the evaluation team consisted of only
the Unosco expert end ode national. The functional literacy
campaign was introduced into throe areas in the country and
within each area to all of the villages. The problem was how
to produce an evaluation scheme which would be manageable for
such a small unit?

Through discussion it turned out that two areas were very
similar, e.g. the people came from the same tribe and lived in
agricultural oommunitiee. It was therefore suggested that
one should evaluatecanly one of these areas and for convenience
should select the one closest to the evaluation unit.

This left two areas. Both of these areas were homogeneous
areas with the main difference in one being that some villages
were close to a main road and some further away. It was then
suggested that in one area one should select one village on a
random basis and in the second area one should stratify the
villages in terms of those next to the main road and those not,
and select at random one from each. For each of the villages
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oh000n it was necessary to inolude a control community from
outside the area as similar as possible to each of the experi-
mental villages.

Finally, as regards individual participants, it was
argued that within each functional litoracy class one could
draw a random sample of participants and match these with the
people in tho villages not taking part in the campaign.

In tho second study, the member was comparing two
villages. In one of these the experimental village, a func-
tional litoraoy programme was being carried out and in the
other, the control village, a traditional literacy campaign
was in operation. It thus become theoretically possible to
compare people in tho experimental village who took part in
tho functional litoraoy progremmo (Group 1) with a control
croup of people in tho experimental village who did not
(Group 2). One could also compare these with people in the
control village who took port in the traditional literacy
campaign (Group 3) and those who did not (Group 4). Ideally
this would have enable one to find out:

a. the effect of the functional literacy programme by
comparing Groups 1 and 2;

b. the Hawthorn effects of the functional litoraoy
programme by comparing Groups 2 and 4;

c. functional literacy versus traditional litoracy by
comparing Groups 1 and 3.

However, in the study, the families choson in each of the four
groups had not boon matched and thus such comparisons %/Oro
not possible. Another difficulty was that only three families
had been chosen in each group and this meant that if any
family withdrew from the campaign than it would bo impossible
to obtain any results. Irrespective of this, the numbers
involved were too small for any statistically significant
analysis and any results could only bo usod as being indicative
of trends and thus used to design hypotheses for future testing.

It was pointed out that when choosing control families
to be matched with experimental families this could In dono
either:

a. by choosing a family from the control village such
that it matched the experimental family on a
number of important dimensions, or

b. by selecting at random as many control as experimen-
tal families from the control population of families.
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Whereas the first method would obviously produoe a much
tighter matching, it did mean that the control group was not
neoesearily representative of all families in that population
who had not participated in the functional literacy campaign,
As sometimes one wanted to be able to treat the control
sample as being a representative sample of the control popu-
lation, in some instances it might be necessary to havo two
control groups, ono of whom would be matched on precise
variables with the experimental group and a second one °oleo:.
ted at random.

Another difficulty reported by at least two members of
the Group and mentioned in tho Manual, was the problem of
control communities or households feeling deprived at not
being given the same opportunities as tho oxporimentol group.
In ono case the control village threatened to maroh ovor to
the eNporimental village and take away all the functional
litorecy materials. A number of suggestions wore mode as to
how to got over this problem:

1. to choose a control village that was some distance
away. Many difficulties would rosult if one did
this, however. Firstly, the control village would
holm to bo for enough away so that the inhabitanta
of tho two oommunitios did not moot oven at the
morkot piece; s000ndly, thore would hay° to be no
publioity about the campaign in the moss modia;
and thirdly, if the control village was too for
away it would probably lose in comparability with
the oxporimentol villago.

2. A socond solution was to giver the control village a
traditional literacy campaign so thrt they did not
feel thoy wore being neglected. Again, this would
only work as long as tho inhabitents of tho control
village did not porcoivo that the oxperimental
villago was receiving additional roturns from its
campaign.

3. Anothor suggestion put forward was that the control
villago should bo promised that the functional
litoracy programme would be introduced next into
their area onco it hrd provod to be successful.
It w:s, however, pointod out that tho control
villago was unlikely to wait fivo yearn if it saw
that the campaign was boing successful.

4. A fourth suggestion is outlined,on tho noxt page.
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As can bo seen, tho plan requires thot at the brae lino
study there is one oxperimentol village and ono control
villago, that after tho end of the first year the control
village becomes o second experimentcl village :nd t+.-t
new control villago is introduced. This has two advc,ntages:

a. Firstly, tho results of my rction research that is
being carried out during the first yerr can bo fed
back into the design of the campaign which can then
start afresh in the second experimental village.
This, therefore, means that experimental village
1 then serves as a control group for experimental
village 2 saying, in fact, this is what would have
happened if one had not fed back in the 13
of the action research. It also means, v, ,,uurse,
that the action research does not interfere with
the evaluation.

b. The second advantago is that no oontrol village
ever remains a control village for longer than one
year bocause at the end of that year it becomes
the next experimental villago. This process can
obviously be ropoatod through the five yoars of a
project as long as all tho control groups aro
matchod beforohand.

Anothor membor of the group wantod to know how it was
possible to match individuals on intolligonce. It was
buggeated by other members that intelligonco was a very
vague and at least a mulAt-factorial concept whioh was
diffioult enough to measure with refined techniques on highly
litorate eubjeote but virtually impossible to measure in
totality with illitorate onea. Ono suggestion was that one
should isolato salient factors of intelligence which might
be mosauroable, such as mechanical aptitude. Overall, how-
ever, the Group considered that intelligence was too complex
to be considerod as a aetohing variable.

It woe also suggostod that thero ought to be floxibility
in the timing of the interim study, for example, if it was
suspected that a new government was about to be eleotod which
might cut book on tho funds for evaluation, or if oporatora
were about to pollute tho rosoarch by introducing the results
of action research studies thon intorim studios should bo
timed to tako p1000 boforo this contamination occurred,

Tho Manuel suggestod that exporimonte should be carried
out to toot difforont aspects of a functional literacy pro-
gramme. One membor wanted a list of au'h experiments but it
was pointed out the! any single part of suoh a programme was
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open to experimentation. It was then suggested that oven
though the Menual seemed to be recommending that the some
experiments ought to bo carried out in all the projects, thii
might well be a waste of time. If only a limited number of
experiments could be carried out then it might be hotter to
have each evaluation unit carrying out a different images of
experiments. In order to check that the results of these
experiments were 'culture free', one would then only have to
teat the results out in one other country with' a markedly
different cultural orientation, If this programme were to bo
adopted then ideally Unesco ought to draw up a list of all
the experiments that it would like to see done and then to
suggest to different unite that they might like to carry these
experiments out within their projects, dependent upon the
sine of their projects and the range of specialist staff they
hod available.

The Group briefly considered the follow-up study which
they defined as being something which was carried out after
the five year evaluation period had ended. It was suggested
that such a study would have two main justifications. The
first of these is that literacy, to be an enduring character-
istic, needs to be practised and that even though 80% of the
participants might have achieved a certain standard in func-
tional literacy after five years this might not last once the
campaign has ended. A second reason is that some productivity
changes will not be expected to show up for some years after
a campaign has finished. Thirdly, only with follow -up proce-
dures can one isolate what was due to the Hawthorn effect of
the experimental condition.

Finally the Group discussed data processing and analysis.
The first thing to do when data is received at a processing
centre is to check its reliability and consistency. The next
step will be to design coding frames for the querstions which
have not as yet been closed. A reliability check on the
coders ought also to be built in here. The next step is to
tabulate the results. This can be done either manually or by
machine. Members of the Group felt that not enough attention
was paid to training people in data processing and that more
time, personnel and money should be put into this pert of a
programme.

A lot of the date at this stage will be in terms of
froquenoioa and as such groups can be compered either in terms
of percentages (not if the numbers are too smell) using a teat
such as Zubin's noaographs (see.A. N. Oppenbeim) to measure
significance, or by the use of the x2. When the individual
participants have been rated or scored in some quantifiable
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terms it will then be possible to use some form of non-
parametric statistic (see SeiglIs book on non-parametric
statistics).

For more complex statistical analysis such as multivariate
or factor-analytical a statistician needs to be employed.

One member pointed out that in a study in which he wee
involved five out of thirty people had changed their reading
habits after a year and he wanted to know what to do with
this data. It was pointed out firstly that there were non-
parametric tests which one could use even on data as simple
as this but that a ohnnge in ouch a small number would be
unlikely to be significant and that any differences found
would only be a source of hypothesis at this stage. He indi-
cated that he wrs looking at these five cases to see if there
was anything that all five had in common and it was pointed
out by another member that the results would be more meaning-
ful if one also took five matched subjects where no change
had taken place.

Finally, the difficulty was pointed out of writing o
report which was both statistically complex enough for social
scientists but simple enough for non-social scientists in the
various ministries to understand. Two solution were suggestedi
firstly, that separate reports should bo written and secondly
that the statistical toblecould ba added as appendices. The
Group as a whole agreed that the second alternative woe
preferable.

In conclusion, the Group agreed to oak Unosco for:

a. moro cloar-cut objootivos concerning methodology in
functional literacy projeotel

b. a priority list of experiments that Unosco wished to
be done in functional literacy projects;

o. the systematic training of evaluation teams at either
international level or through the evaluation expert
appointed by Unesoo;

d. distribution of a bulletin on functional literacy
which includes evaluation toohniquesi

e. some recommendations on evaluation research to the
member countries.
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Discussion Arisin: from Re ort f Orou.

Research design

Doubts were expressed on the practicability of a simul-
taneous design for experimental and control groups,
particularly in rural areas. In these areas there were
special problems of matching. The before and after design
might be more appropriate in assessing the impaot of func-
tional literacy.

80DIEllag

The selection of the sample within the experimental
groups was considered in the model put forward by the working
group. Samples had been selected by using demographic data,
particularly on the occupation of the family, on the size of
the family etc. This amounted to a stratified sample.
Matching problems were again :oreeeen, with particular diffi-
culty in matching families. In this connection the choice of
an appropriate method was seen as dependent on the particular
social situation, especially whore the culture studied was
homogeneous or otherwise.

Dependent variables for measurement

It was regarded as important that if, in the report of
Group B, a model was to be laid down of evaluation techniques
and their application, then it should be made absolutely
clear what wore the dependent variables which were sought to
be measured in order that it should be oloarly realised
what were intended to be evaluated.

Social soionoo toohni uos and the objectives of the
Liamen a or programme

Tho Group considered how testing and measurement tech.
niques used in technical Ind vocational training, fitted into
the overall process of meesuritg the impact of funotionel
literacy on development, development in this instance being
soon in both torus of the individual human being and in terms
of the society of which he wee part. In the first place, it
wee felt that the aims of evaluation would have to be ex-
pressed in realistic) terms before any useful evaluation
exoroiseo could be carried out. The problem would hove to be
broken into reaearohable components and evaluation activities
dirootsd at those separate arses. Ultimately, however,
total assessment of all of those activities would have to be
errived at which might vindicate the general hypotheses that
funotionol literacy was n positive factor in development.
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Whilst it was agreed that this was the general purpose of the
Experimental World Programme, it was at the same time canten.
ded that functional literacy, ea a causal factor, can best be
isolated at the individual and the family level. Tests
existed which would indicate, as far as participants in func-
tional literacy programmes were concerned, gains in knowledge,
changes in attitude, disposition towards the adoption of new
technique° and the skills attained through exposure to func-
tional literacy progrommea. A variety of such tests might be
necessary,, their application might hove to be adapted to
various situations, for example the v)rk place or the home.
The principle, however, wee the some, thot iu the isolation
of the effect of functional literacy on the participants,
Such teohniquee might give positive results in measuring
simple concrete gains at the level of the individual and the
local community.

When, however, the objective was to capitalise the
effect of functional literacy on national development, then
the exercise was transformed. It was suggested that at this
level functional literacy was not a factor which might be
validly isolated, bins should be seec. os part of a compre-
hensive exercise in social engineering. The. Workshop agreed
that the techniques discussed by Group B would enable the
impact of the omalgam of literacy and technical and vocational
training (functional literacy) to be satisfactorily evaluated
at tho individual level and at the level of the work unit.
Beyond this level, that is at regionol and notional level,
the exercise was not regarded as a serious possibility within
the limited time euggeated in the Unesco Mnnual and with the
limited °toff and funds at the disposal of most projects
within the Experimental World Programme.
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Report of Group C

Cost Benefit Analysis in the Evaluation of

Functional Literacy

Members: Mohammad Mehdi Bohkish
Abraha Ghermasion
Dr. Mrs. Bumati Mulay
Michael Oatey
Prof. Ayo Ogunsheye

The need for cost benefit analysis

The projects for functional literacy require substantial
amounts of funds. International assistance has been provided
for those projects by UNDP and UNESCO. In countries where the
projects aro being undertaken, national governments have had
to mako substantial provision in their budgets for them.
Moreover, sometimes groups, such as industrialists, trade
unions, farmers organisations etc., and the participants them-
selves are contributing financially or otherwise.

This.poses a question - when and whore there is a problem
of scarcity of resources, which might bo used in several
different ways for achieving the objective of economic growth,
how should cost benefit anolysis be epplied to provide sound
evidence for arriving at decisions concerning allocation of
scarce resources and funds? In particular, how should such
an exercise be applied in the evaluation of functional literacy
programmes?

Before we proceed further towards the problem of oast
benefit analysis it would be useful to explain the concepts
involved in such a study.

Definition and to ce t of functional liters

Funotional literaoy is defined as a training programme in
which the literacy component is built in to enable a person to
acquire through a literacy programme essential knowledge end
skill to increase his working efficiency and productivity.

According to this concept vocational and technical training
whether in industry or agriculture, is linked up with literacy.
This entoila a new approach to almost every aspect of literacy
work.
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Costs

There ore two concepts of coats:

e. Accountancy Cost - the actual monetary expenditure
incurred in the programme;

b. Opportunity Coat - the value which would have been
gained if the resources were expended for the next
beat use. For example, the opportunity cost of
time given for the literacy project is the amount
of money that would hove been earned if tho time
was used in some other way considered next beat.

The Committee decided to emphasise the second concept
of cost. It oleo stressed that in comparing literacy pro-
jects it is essential that the some concept of cost should
be used.

Benefits

The benefit of a porticulor projoot moons the changes
it produced. In c cost benefit analysis study, the took is
to establish the results of old end aew training programmes
or thu situation before and after o new training programme
to cost the two different programmes or tho new programme
ond then to quantify ond evaluate the change in results.

Andni.3tiasoet benefit

For the study of cost benefit analysis it is essential
to study the components of costs and of benefits. However,
it must be stressed here that there is no suggestion that the
list of item, included in each category is exhaustive, or
that the lists will necessorily apply without modification
in sway country.

Cost awleonents be measured

1. float of initictinkAt4121,2finall

Tr) Initiation of training programmes involves cost.
The following ore some of the most important cost items which
ore to be measured while initiating the programme.

o. Fees of consultant who is not the member of the
staff.

b. Opportunity cost of the services of members of
stoff who ora engngod in the programme.

o. Cost of travelling, etntionery, subsistence, etc.



2. Cost of administering

This,:cenel.s66 of the steff'outleye on the training pro..
gramme.

a. Salary of training officers.
b. Opportunity coat of voluntary workers.
c. Salary of secretarial staff.
d. Office equipment such as desks, typewriters . here

the market price of new equipment is measured and
the opportunity coat of the old is to be considered.

3. Cost of recruiting trainees

Just as the initiation of the programme needs expenditure,
the teak of recruiting trainees else involves some cost

Elements in this process aret

a. Publicity.
b. Search and selection.
o. Radio announcements.
d. Visits and travelling of personnel.
e. Subsistence.
f. Aptitude tests . if used.

4. Cost of fixed training capital

This cost is concerned witht

a. Tho buildings.
b. Training schools.
o. Looture halls.

In the caso of now buildings the opportunity cost could
be quite large end this may be much more than the actual coat

of the building. The rental is included. Opportunity ooat
should be considoted if the programme is carried on in
existing accommodation.

5. The cost of working training as:vital

The mein reason for distinguishing this item from the
above cost is that it is a variable cost. However, the line
between fixed and variable costs is not always easy to draw.
It includes:

a. Coat of supplied and materials.
b. Cost of Iodise

The opportunity cost of the above applies if existing
supplies are used but where new supplies are purchased the
market price applies.
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6. Cost of providing instruction

This cost concerns the training of instructors.

7. Cost of giving Instruction

This is a variab-- cost and therefore distinguishable
from cost 6.

a. The salary of the instructors or
b. Part-time instructor's fees.
c. The opportunity coat of the part-time instructor who

is already on the staff.
d. Opportunity cost of the instructor who is honorary.

8. Cost of the wastes of trainees - not coat of trainee
output value.

This involves the loss value of produotivo work done by
the trainee during the training period. Of course this cost
doom not normally arise in the situation whore the trainees
participate in the programme during their spare, or leisure
time.

Methods of measuring benefits

1. Value of 000nomio obleotivos - the bonefits are moosurod
in torms of the various objectives of tho programa°. Certain
ohorecterietics pro to bo observod for sotting up the
economic ob3ootivos in terms of benefits.

a. Thoy should be decided in advanco before the
projoct is launchod.

b. They should bo immediately ovnluable in economic
terms.

o. The benofits to bo monsurod should be roplisable
within tho lifo of the project.

d. Tho level of achiovomor'' it be low enough to be
cloarly attributable o training procoss.

Examples of those oconomio
follows:

a. Higher yields in a crop such as whoat, paddy,
tobacco.

b. Reduction of crop damage duo to a given post.
o. Reduction of wastage on a givon produotion lino.
d. Reduction of stock hold in c production process.
o. Reduction of man-power of a given agricultural

operation.

rives con bo given as
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The following will often not be appropriate tb be
measured:

a. Total output of the firm, factory or mill.
b. Total agricultural production.

2. Value of economic spillover benefits

This includes the value of any increased productivity
that was not planned for in the given project. In other
words, the side effects coming out of the project - they aros

a. Value of any general increase in production.
b. Reduction of labour turnover.

3. Behavioural objectivos

The behavioural objectives are to be considered in
absence of or in. eddition to eoonomic objectivos.

a. Increase in knowledge.
b. Acquiaition of new skill.
o. Adoption of now technology.

4. Non - monetary objootivoe

Thoso pro tho bonofits which are not immodintoly or
directly measurable in 000nomic toms.

a. Changes in attitude.
b. Changes in motivation.
o. Changes in veluos.
d. Changes in social systoms, e.g.

i. in communications patterns.
ii. in person to person and group relations.

iii. in stratifications.
iv. in social participation.
v. in media participation.

5. Experience gained is also ono of the main bonofits.

Methodology used for measuring tho cost benefits analysis

In cost benefit analysis wo are confronted with difforont
training situations as well as with training versus non-
training situations. Hence tho analysis must necessarily
seek to quantify the before and after situation.

The cost classification diecueeod above facilitates a .

systematic monitoring of changes in training costs brought
about by the introduction of a now training schome. The
costs involved would be measured against the various bonefit
variables disoussod above. Tho difference between the before
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and after measurement of costs and benefits may indicate tho
cost benefit ratio.

Conclusion

We return finally to tho original question how to
proceed with cost benefit analyses? Cost benefit analysis
raises several problems. The most difficult problem is to
sot objectives which are realisable and measurable within
the period of a functional literacy project..

The valuation of certain non-monetary items of benefits
may present a difficult problem. Hero the valuation may not
be perfect, but certainly may indicate the orders of magni-
tude. Moreover the inadequate records of many projects make
it extremely difficult to measure the cost. Hany times it
may become a problem of deciding the opportunity cost. But
as the cost benefit analysis is of groat importance, it may
bo suggested hero that adequate procedures for budgeting and
bookkoeping should bo established from the beginning with
view to facilitating cost analysis.

Consideration may also be given to action research. In
action research the cost of the projects communicable bene-
fits can bo measured and checked from time to time which will
give the picture of cost involved and the benefits attained.

The objeotives having boon sot the next task is to achieve
a level of coats which aro sufficiently low to make the
projoot worthwhile.
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Discussion Arising from Report of Group C

In considering the utility of cost benefit analysis
applied to functional literacy programmes, the need was
stressed for the establishment of measurable objectives. Tho
essential utility of such techniques was seen in the ability
which they had to indicate through a close analysis of coats
related to benefits, whether a project was worth while.

Costs of experimental phase

Regarding projects within the Experimental World Pro-
gramme, it was agreed that thoro was a need to distinguish
between the costs incurred by the oxporimontal nature of
projects, (e.g. costs of research activities; comparative.
experiments in using different media) and costs which would
be incurrodetArr-the experimental phase when the programme
was generalised. Experimental projects ncoessarily incurred
higher costs. Higher spending might be justLfiod at this
stage in order to discover how to do something more cheaply
in future. Severel components of cost in the experimental
phase would not recur. In addition, on the benefits side at
tho post.oxporimental photo, since much larger numbers would
be involved, unit costs could be expected to to reduced.
Some concern, however, was felt that many Experimental World
Programme projects were of such sizo as to raise doubts as to
their exporimontel notura.

Systems analysis

The possibility was considered of analysing the efficiency
of different types of organisations in carrying out functional
literacy programmes. For example, governments might not be
the moat effective means of promoting such programmes. The
need was seen for the application of systems analysis end
management study to various forms of organisations; this
could be en important feotor in the reduction of costs.

CC/6"1........EAUSS14.11EULL°1-1"118

Particular problems centred on the costing of residual
changes as a result of functional literacy programmes. Long.
term changes in the attitude, fox example of s rural population,
towards improved egrieulturtl practices could not be readiby
expressed in monetary terms, although there could be expected
to be a direct affect on productivity. With regard to &true-
tures and capital investment, established in the operation of
a functional literacy project, the need woe seen to consider
that many of these structures could be expected to have a life
extending beyond that of the project itself and should be
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coated at tho and of the project period and the oosts
deducted from that of tho project. Particular bonofits
for women wore soon arising from functional literacy
projeots. Whilst it was agreed that no special methodology
could be applied to any particular section of sooioty, it
was agreed that specialisod spill-ovor offocts could be
detooted in ,particular parts of the social structure.

The basic prinoiplos of Elation research applied also
to coat bonefit studios. Tho interim cost benofit study
within a programme dosignod to improvo the operation of
tho progrommo could bo soon in torms of action research.

Comments by

Mr. Oatoy, who worked with Group C as technical
advisor, could not be present at the discussion of the
Groulls report in tho full sossion, ho was thorofore invitod
to send writton comments which ore reproduced below.

Measurement of economic bonofits

"The most difficult problem is to sot objoctivos which
are roelisablo and mot:lour:able within tho period of c func-
tional literacy project."

This problem, ;oisod in tho report of Group C, will bo
discussed with particular referenco to evaluation at. the
'work unit' lovol, which is considerod to be the most
fossible. The practical usefulness of tho approach hes yet
to be tested, since oven in advanced countrioa the oconomic
evaluation of industrial training with rospoot to the firm
is virtually non-oxistant.

Explicit and implicit bonofits

The oxplicit-implicit distinction is c continuum. The
extent to which any benefit deviates from the following four
rules, tho less explicit and the moro implicit it becomes.

Rule 1 : It should bo specifiable ox ante (both qualitatively
and quantitatively), to an a cceptablo level of
uncertainty.

oxplicit exomplo: on increase in overage operator
production from 75 - 80 piecos a day:

implicit exemple: a possible reduction in labour
turnover (unless previous studios holm
shown the 'extent to which this con be
expoctod to occur).
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Tho 'acceptable lovol of uncertainty' should oorrospond with
the uncertainty associated with any businoss activities and
invostmont decisions, and will vary with attitudes to risk,
capitol available, local practice, oto. It should bo empha-
sised that common businoas ventures sometimes htvo surprisingly
high lovols of uncortointy (e.g. ndvortioing, launching n now
product, ostimoting the costs of o now production process,
research and dovolopmont).

Rule 2 : It should bo directly oveluable in oconomio terms.

explicit example: a 4% reduction in tobacco lea
wostago in the production of agoras

implicit oxcmplo: a 90% score on a given Work Moti-
vation Scale (unless provioun controlled
exporiments have shown how much, if anything,
production rises following such n motivation
ocoro).

The motivation bonofit may comply with Rule 1, but can bo vory
difficult to translate into immodiato oconomic toms. On the
other :hand, tho reduction in wattage con bo immodiately
evaluated in terms of the reduction in look used to mike n
given number of cigars.

Rule 3 $ It should be rooliscblo within an accoptable time
horizon.

explicit examplo: the ability to select and use for-
tilizers and insooticides appropriate to
givon crops (following a 3 year port-timo
troining courso):

implicit example: the effect on o traineds.dhildren,
wheroby they will be bottor educated and
more productivo in 12 years time.

Those oxamplos essumo e project of 5 years.

As will be omphasisod below, an implicit.bonefit is not
necosserily unimportant . just Lore difficult to dool with.

Rule 4 The bonofit should be set et a low onough loyal such
that it can be clonrly cttributoblo to the training.

.oxplicit exrmple: incrorse in output of one produc-
tion line over one week:

implicit example: increase in output (or profit) of
a whole factory over one year.
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The point here is to reduce as far as possible the number of
variables that can influence the realisation of a particular
benefit. The ideal is a stable situation where records have
been kept for some time before training, thus making a 'before
and after' comparison relatively simple.

Cherooteristics of ExElicit and Implicit 3enefita

1. Implicit benefits can, in principle, be rendered explicit
by appropriate field studies and controlled experiments.
Sometimes this will be relatively easy, other times quite
impossible - at least within the time available. Experience
will play a great part in rendering benefits more explicit.
(Controlled experiments, though valuable in appropriate cir-
cumstances, can be complex, time-consuming, unreliable and
non-generalisable, and should be embarked on with great
caution')

2. Implicit benefits are not necessarily small or unimpmr-
tent. If they are considr9d to be significant, consideration
should be given to rendering them explicit (see 1 above).
Alternatively they may be measured or estimated with due
weight to the uncertainty associated with them (see Rule 1).
In any case they will rightly enter the subjective component
of the final decision on thu undortvking of a project.

3. Explicit benefits aro obviously preferable to implicit
ones because of case of measurement. A positive scorch should
be mode of projects that ore likely to give rise to important
explicit benefits. If none con be found, a decision must be
taken as to whether the time and resources aro available to
deal with the more implicit benefits, or whether cost haafit
onolyses should be attempted of all.

4. A project must be evaluated to confirm that the explicit
benefits hove been realised (unless there is o very high level
of certainty-)r, and to identify end measure as many implicit
benefits that hove occurred os possible.

5. To justify a project economically, all the benefits do not
have to be accounted for, but only so many os will show that
the benefits will (or could) exceed the costs. One should
therefore start with the most explicit benefits, and only
attempt to account for tho more implicit ones if tho necessity
orieee ( or if the timo and resources to do so are ovoileblo).
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Application to Literacy Projeots

The economic benefit's of simple literacy will tend to be
rather implicit. However, functional literacy, because of the
involvement of vocational and industrial training, is in prin-
ciple capable of providing projects with reasonable explicit
benefits. These will tend to be at the work-unit level:
increasing output or decreasing costs within the firm or agri-
cultural unit (see examples of explicit benefits given earlier).
Benefits to the community and the economy will be mainly impli-
cit - because techniques of measurement are not available, or
because time and resources cannot cope with the complexities
of the problem.

In any one country, a positive search must be made for
projects with explicit benefits, or with important implicit
benefits that could be made more explioit by field studies or
by experience. There must be a willingnosc to recognise that
some projects will not be amenable to cost benefit analyses,
and possibly that no really suitable ones can be found in a
certain country.

It is not easy to see to whet extent, if any, the results
of projects at tho work-unit level will be generalisable to
other projeots within, or between countries. This could be a
second major factor in the selection of projects, and warrants
further investigation. However, projects should at least give
en indication of the ordeits of magnitude of the economic bone -
fits that might be expected. This of itself would be very
useful, since typically industrial training hes not been subb
jected to economic analysis (even in developed countries), and
it is not unreasonable to believe that very aubstantial returns
to initial investments in training can be realised.

"Benefits which may be measured"

1. EconDmic objectives. Group C clecrly advocates the selec-
tion of projects with explicit benefits. But of course more
implicit ones may hove to be included if they ore considered
significant enough.

2. Economic spill-over.benefits. This is an attempt to use
relatively explicit benefits to capture and reflect the more
implicit ones. Thus any general increase in productivity or
reduction of labour turnover (other than that specifically
designed for) might reflect implicit benefits such as increases
in motivation, morale, attitudes to work, safety standards
and efficiency of communications.
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Initially, at leapt, benefits suoh as general increases
in produotivity will tend to be somewhat implicit in the sense
that they cannot be predicted and can only be determined ex
gall ( see Rule 1 ). However, field studies end/or
experience may render them more predictable.

3. Behavioural objectives. These can be useful when (a) it
is difficult to measure the final economic outcome, and (b)
when the final coonomic outcome depends on many other factors
as well as the training input. For example, the effect of
the correct use of fertilizers on crop production: the
behavioural objective would be the adoption of the correct
methods, while the economic objeotive would be an increase in
the value of the crops produced. The behavioural objeotive
will often be much °osier to deal with.

The applicability of the approach will depend on the
technological knowledge in the field concerned, i.e. the
relationship between the adoption of a technique and its sub-
sequent effects on output under various conditions: for
example, that under certain climatic and soil conditions, the
correct use of.eftttilizer will increase o certain crop pro-
duction by x%. Given that the behavioural objeotives have
been achieved, the uncertainty now depends on the other
conditions (e.g. weather) and again t decision must be made
as to the acceptable level of risk. The opprooch does seem
to be applicoble to agriculture, if the technology exists.

4. Non-monetary objectives. These ore olearly implicit,
though not necessarily small or unimportant. In passing, it
con be noted that almost an possible effect of on educational
project could conceivably have some (implicit) economic bene-
fit - care must be token not to get bogged down in attempting
to account for too mony.

5. Experience of course is on invaluable method of rendering
benefits more explicit.

Cost-effeativeness analysis

When the objectives of o project hove been specified,
the next exorcise is to determine the most economic method of
achieving them. This is cost-effectiveness analysis: the
determination of the least cost combination of instructional
methods and media that con attain tho given educational
objective. In a literacy project there will be mony possible
combinations: television, films, radio + slide projectors,
radio + correspondence courses, slide-tope presentations,
tape recorders + workbooks, live instructors + handouts, or
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any combination of these.

It is not immediately obvious, for exomple, how the live
instructor compares with other media. To too sure the super-
ficially trained 12th grodor may be the cheapest, but perhaps
At the expense of not fully nohioving !..he anticipoted benefits
on which the whole economic justification of the projeot
rests. And the extra training the instructor may require to
bring him up to the required level of effectiveness may
render him less economic than other media systems.

The design for efficient instructional systems demands a
knowledge of educational psyschology, medio technology
(including relative costs) and a fairly intimate knowledge :

of: the characteristics of the population being taught. It
cannot be expected that the same system will be appropriate
for different populations or countries.

Cost-effectiveness analysis con be used to investigate
one important explicit benefit of the (simple) literacy oom-
ponont of functional literacy - that the simple literacy will
reduce the costs of vocational training. Literate persolls
may tend to learn quicker, or require less expensive instruc-
tionol systems; for example chopper written expositions
(manuals, workbooks, pamphlets) may replace more expensive
aural expositions by radio, tope recorder or live human
instructor.

Coat benefit analyses and decision makinK

Analyses are only concerned with the economic component
of a decision - the return on the investment compared to other
investments open to the government department, firm, community
or country. However, most educational decisions will hove
non-economic, social and political components, and the decision
maker must decide on the weights to be given te these various
components. Presumably there,are worthwhile social benefits
of literacy that will hove costs without explicit economic
benefits.

If projects con be found where the explicit economic
benefits exceed the costs, there is no problem. If, however,
there is o 'deficit' tho decision molter must determine if it
can be compensated for by his subjective assessment of the
worth of tho non-economic benefits plus his, Again subjective,
assessment of the value of the implicit economic benefits. In.

any event, he will hove more information on which to base his
decisions than ho did before.
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Suggested action

1. An inquiry, as a preliminary to possible cost benefit
analyses, to determine:

a. whet projects can be found thrt could have explicit
benefits, or benefits that could be rendered
explicit.

b. what generalisable results might be expected from
such projects.

2. An inquiry, es p preliminary to possible cost-
effeotiveness analyses, to determine what instruc-
tional medic systems might be used, and to give an
indication of the relative costs.
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CHAPTER 13

THE UNESCO MANUAL ON THE EVALUATION OF

EXPERIMUTALAITERLOY PROJECTS

The Workshop devoted a full day to consideration of the
Unesco Manual on the Evaluation of Experimental Literacy
Projects, This was greatly assieted by an introductory
address on the Manual given by Dr. Saksena of the Unesco
Department of out-of-school Education.

ADDRESS BY DR. SAKSEVA

The evaluation exeroiae in the field of functional
literacy drew upon lengthy experience in two broad areas of
educational activity » the school system with its long tradi-
tion of testing and measurement: and agricultural extension
which had also evolved its own procedures aimed at primarily
measuring the amount of new agricultural knowledge absorbed
by farmers, and subsequently at measuring social and behav-
ioural patterns related to the attitudes of rural dwellers
to change. As the areas with which those procedures were
concerned widened, so measurement techniques became more
sophisticated and the exorcise itself more difficult.

The aim of the Unosco Mahual on tho Evaluation of
Experimental Litorcoy was to Desist those operating in the
field to prepare their own local evaluation design. It
would be necessary for manuals to be devised to moot every
particular local situation. Tho Unosoo Manual aimed to
present ideas which might assist in preparing o local manual
and to suggest areas whore thinking should bo applied in the
preparation of such a manual.

The Manual was not to be regarded os a job description
for an evaluation specialist. It sought to supply ideas for
the entire sphere of evaluation activities throughout a pro-
ject as well as providing practical guidelines for the
specialist.

The distinction between action-oriented research and
evaluation was admitted. In an developing countries there
was an understandable frustration with long-term measurement
procedures which necessarily had a delayed usefulness. The
new view of continuing evaluation linked to feed-back which
would modify a programme was attractive. There had, however,
been some doubts on the part of purist professional evaluators
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who felt that the effect of this type of research would be to
distort the strictly soientific exeroise of evaluation. At
the other extreme, there was a view that scientific evaluation
was on unnecessary luxury which could well be dispensed with
and might be usefully replaced by an potion research unit
which would feed in relevant data arrived at through fairly
scientific procedures which would have the immediate effect
of bringing about improvements in the operation of programmes.
The Manuel takes up an intermediate position, suggesting that
it was necessary:

a. initially for background data to be colleoted syste-
matically for subsequent evaluation purposes and
for programme planning;

b. to apply techniques of social research in order to
locate those areas in societies where change
through functional literacy could be expected;

o. to evolve measurement tools in order to locate where
and how changes were occurring.

These techniques might usefully serve both for overall evalua-
tion and for action-oriented research.

It was hoped that the Workshop would give a guide to
Unesco on the role of evaluation within functional literacy
programmes. Having decided on the role, then the final
decisions on design could be taken in the light of the situa-
tion within a particular country.

DISCUSSION ARISING FROM DR. SAKSENA'S ADDRESS

The Workshop distinguished between three areas of
activity that were dealt with in the Manual:

1. the evaluation of the effect of functional literacy
on development;

2. special studies, such as tho evaluation of specific
methods and the compfirative evaluation of alter-
native methods and media;

3. action-oriented research to provide data for project
planning and to improve on-going programmes: e.g.
feasibility studies, pre-toding media etc.

It was agreed that the first of these should have tho
highest priority but that all were important. This priority
was justified by tho requirements of the financial sponsors
of projects, whether within the Experimental World Programme
or outside it. The financiers, bankers and administrators,
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who had provided the funds which enablod the projects to be
launched, wore understandably interested in receiving infor-
mation on whether their investment was achieving its ends.
In this case it hod to bo provod whether functional literacy
was indeed n positive factor in development.' This proof
could only be obtained through the application of systemetia
social research methodology. Secondly, there was growing
disentinfaction with the personal cnd impressionistic nssess-
monts which hod hitherto often posed as evcluction. The
techniques of soCial science resecroh could obviate the use
of such imprecise methods.

The Workshop endorsed the Manual's definition of the
term tevaluWent as distinct from 'inspectionl,fassessmentl
or'appraisall. It was suggested, however, that a clearer
distinction might be mode between evaluation and action
researchi(action-oriented research), the former aiming "to
measure the major direct and indirect effects of a certain
activity," the latter to feed back data to the operational
staff to help them to improve their day-to-day operations.

There was then an interesting discussion es to whether
action-oriented research should be entrusted to,a separate
small action research unit within the operational staff or
should bo a function of the evaluation unit. This ended in
agreement that, olthough the aims of action research and
evaluation might bo recognisably different, both activities
should generally be entrusted to a single unit, which might
more appropriately be called the Research and Evaluation Unit
of the project.

It was agreed that evaluation might most usefully focus
upon the individual participant and the wcrk unit. The Work-
shop expressed doubts about the possibility of evaluating the
effects of functional literacy on a community of any consider-
able size and ruled out the possibility of evaluation at the
national level, The need for background socio-economic
studies at the national level was, therefore, called in
question. It was explained that this particular exercise was
not of high priority, thee its use was merely to provide an
understanding of the background to the project and that it
would be done in the beginning when pressures on the evalua-
tion unit might be expected to be less. It was pointed out
that in many cases the kind of information required in such
a study was already likely to be available in other documents.
The exercise had no value for measurement.
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The Workshop then discussed the work load of
evaluation unit, as described in the manual. There was a
strong feeling that if evaluators, working in small teams
with tight budgets, were required to tackle all recommended
activities, then disillusion might result. The main criti-
cism of the manual was that, in setting out such a compre,
hensive view of evaluation, special studies and action
research, its suggestions might appear to be over-ambitious
and difficult to carry out with the staff and budget normally
available to a functional literacy project. It seemed
desirable, therefore, to distinguish more clearly what were
the absolute essentials for effective evaluation of func-
tional literacy at the levels of the individual participant
and the work unit or small local community. In particular
it was considered unrealistic to expect that within the
'preparatory period' - a year from the signing of the
Agreement for the project - the following procedures could
be completed: the recruitment and placement of evaluation
staff, background studies, problem surveys, project planning,
technical feasibility studies, the definition of objectives
in oeasurable terms, the selection of indicators, the de',:or-
mination of samples and controls and the bole -line surveys.
It woe exploined that in fact the base-line survey could not
be started until partilipanta were selected, that is until
the operational. period had begun. It woe agreed that this
.should be clarified in the Manual end, in particular, that
the diagram on page 5(b) of the Manual noodeo, to be redrawn
accordingly.

In recognition of whet was even so on overwhelming
workload, it wee suggested that more time should bs demanded
for these preparatory activities, despite external pressures
for quick results to be realised end demonstrated; otherwkse
project operations would begin before the completion of these
procedures with resultant adverse effects on the work of
evaluation.

It was exploined that the one year preparatory period
had been laid down by asTeeuent between Unesco and UNDP but
that the activities for the evaluation unit enut.wrated for
the first year were not to be regarded as definitive. Many
of these activities were designed to enable evaluation
personn.l to collect background data whilst gathering
experience and understanding of the project area. It should
be noted that the evaluation specialist was generally one of
the earliest appointments in any project term, In any ease,
firm decisions on what should be the actual activities of
the evaluation unit would be taken at the level of the
project.
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With regard to cost benefit onolysis, it was considered
doubtful whether such prooeduree could be applied rigoronsly
in a functional literacy project. Governments, however,
wanted to know the kinds of economic returns they were receiv-
ing from their investment in functional literacy. It was,
therefore, suggested that a simplified approach to cost benefit
analysis should be tried which would give a descriptive account
of costs and known benefits. In particular, it was important
to try to compare the costs ond benefits of integrated func-
tional literacy programmes with those of traditional literacy
programmes.

In conclusion, it was recognised that whatever detailed
criticisms were made of the Manual, these were due, in large
part to the fact, in itself a merit, that it was so comprehen-
sive ond adoptable. Th2re was indeed general approval of its
content and full ogreement as to its outstanding value os a
generr.1 guide to those concerned with evoluotion and reseoroh
in funotional literpoy.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PARTIOIP,TTS AHD STAFF

Partici ants

Name: MOHAMMAD MEHDX BEHKISH

Home Address: Vaziri Hotel,
Isfahan,
Iran,
Tel. 2992

Official Address: P.O. Box 103,
Isfahan,
Iran.
Tel. 5745

Present Post: Evaluation Specialist - Work Oriented
Adult Literacy Pilot Projeot.

Functions: Research and evaluations.

Specialisation: Economics.

Name: ABRAHA OHERMAZION

Home Address: Unesco Functional Literacy Project,
Box 60006,
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
Tel. 45081 or 45553

Present Post: Evaluation Counterpart.

Functions: Plan, organise and administer functions
relevant to evaluation with the aid
and co-operation of Dr. B. N. Singh.

Specialisation: Psychology and Elementary Education.



Name:

Home Address:

Official Address:

Present Post:

Functions:

Opeoiolisotion:

HASSANIN ABD. EL HOATY HASSANIN

2 Mohamed Talet Street,
Agouza,
Cairo,
U.A.R.

Ministry of Education,
Adult Viducation Department,
Cairo,
U.A.R.
Tel. Cairo 24722

Member of Project and Foreign Affairs
Section.

External Relations for the Project in
the Field.

Audio-Visual Aids.

Names KHALAFALLA NOHED. IDRIS

Home Address: Wane,
Khartoum,
Sudan.

Official Address: Work Oriente Adult Literacy Project,
Ministry of Education,
Khartoum,
Sudan.

Present Post: Counterpart of ;Mew Evaluation
Specialist.

Functions: Taking part in the Evaluation in Work
Oriented Adult Literacy Projects.

Specialisation: Economics and Social Studies.



Name:

Home Address:

Official Address:

Present Post/
Functions:
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EMMANUEL P.R. MBAKILE

Institute of Adult Education,
University College Dar es Saloom,
P.O. Box 20679,
Dar es Saloom,
Tanzania.
Tel. Dor es Seloom 2037?

UNESCO/UNDP Work Oriented Adult Literecy
Pilet Project,

Lake Regions,
P.O. Box 1141,
Mwanzo,
Tanzania.
Tel. Mwenzo 2004

Assistont Resecrch Fellow et the Insti-
tute of Adult Education, Dar es
Saloom University College and Notional
Counterpart to Unesco Evaluation
Specialist. Work Oriented Adult
Literecy Pilot Project, Lake Regions,
Tcnzania.

Speoiclisction: Sociology.

Names PROF. AURISELA ALVAREZ MEDINA

Nome Address: Residencies Temonaco No.18,
Avenida Principal B1 Llonito,
Potare,
Careens,
Venezuela.
Tel. 34118?

Official ...ddresss (EdupLan) Ofioina de Pia:loam/onto
Integral do la Education,

Ministerio de Educacion,
Carrots,
Venezuela.
Tel. 5159I? 515926 ext. 55

Present Posts Head of the Department of Documentation
end Information (Edupinn)

Functions: Study of documonts establishment of
planning priorities participation
on projects, etc.

Specialisation' Philosophy end Science bf Education
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Name: DR. MRS. SUMATI IOLA!

Home Address: 1 Mahader Road,
New Delhi 1,
India.
Tel. 386470

Official Address: Department of Adult Education,
National Council of Educational Research

and Training,
37 Friends Colony,
Mathura Road,
New Delhi 14.
Tel. 74511

Present Post: Reader (AseistInt Director)

Functions: Social Research and Teaching

Specialisetiont Sociology and Social Research

Name: MRS. MAMA AHMED AL N.F.HRY'

Home Address: 188 El-Mil Street,
Agousa,
Cairo,
U.A.R.
Tel. Cairo 801337, Llexondria 22406 (Summer)

Official Address: Ministry of Education,
ault Education Department,
Cairo,
U.A.R.
Tel. Cairo 24722

Present Poets Chief of Projects and Foreign Affairs Section

Funotions: External Relations for the Project in the
Field.

Specialisation: Primary Education Adult Education
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Name: PROFESSOR AY0 OGUNSHEYE

Home Address: University of Ibadan,
Ibadon,
Nigeria.
Tel. Ibadan 21051 Ext. 432

Official ;iddress: Deportment of Adult Education,
University of Ibadan.
Ibadon,
Nigeria.
Tel. Ibadan 21051 Ext. 548

Present Posts Professor of Adult Education, Head of
Department and Direotor, Institute of
Adult Education, University of Ibodon.

Functions: Professing adult education, heading the
Deportment and Institute, teaching
international trade. Research.

Specialisation: Adult Vocation - International Trade.

Name:

Home ddross:

Of fioiol Adreset

Present Post:

Functions:

Specialiaationt

FARELSIV.NO0A1I0

Djl. Rawabilal III no.6 (,persodjo)
Tebet-Barvt,
Jakarta,
Indonesia.

Diroktorot Pendidiken Hasjarokot,
Dep. P. don K.,
Djl. Solombo Raya No.18,
Djakarta,
Indoneatb.
Tol. 81483

Chief, Educational Planning and
Development Sootion, Dirootoroto of
Community Education, The Ministry of
Education and Culture.

Planning work on Adult Education.
:Ault Education Dovolopment and
Improvement.

Publio Administration . Publication.
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Name: KAMOL SUDAPRAS3RT

Home Address: 40/9 Soi Swasdi,
Preshasongkroh Road,
Payathai District,
Bangkok 10,
Thailand.

Official Address: Department of Elementary and Adult Education,
Ministry of Education,
Bangkok,
Thailand.
Tel. 816400

Present Post: Educational Supervisor: Head of Educa-
tional Measurement and Evaluation
Service.

Functions: Evaluation and Research concerning el,.
mentary and adult education.

Specialisation: Research and Measurement.

Nape: ABDULKADIR SULAIMAN

Home Address: 11/6/20 Al-Mansour,
Baghdad,
Irak.
Tel. 510264

Official Address: Specialist Inspector,
Ministry of Education,
Baghdad,
Irak.
Tel, 25010

Present Post: Specialist Inspector

Functions: Supervising and inspeoting Teachers'
Training Colleges and Institutes.

Specialisation: Eduoation and Psychology



Name:

Roue Address:
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MRS. BEATRIZ LIDIA VAZQUES FULLER

Cant, Venezuela No. 24-48,
Quito,
Ecuador.
Tel. 23654

Official Address:, Proyecto Piloto do Alfabetizacion
Funcionsl,

Ministerio de Education Publioa,
Quito,
Ecuador.
Tel. 219431.

Present Posts Technical Education Programmer.

Functions: Counterpart to the Expert on Evaluation
responsible for the Research and
Evaluation Unit.

Spocialieation: Sooial Services, Psychological Education,
Fundamental Education

Name: DR. COPAL S. VIDYARTHY

Homo Address: DI/92 Chanakyapuri,
Now Delhi 21,
India.
Tel. 79446

Official Address: Dirootor of Extension,
Ministry of Food, Agriculturo, C.D. and

Coop.,
Department of Agriculture,
Oovornmont of India.
Tel. 384180

Present Post: Direotor of Extension

Functions: 1. Formulate program es of Extension
and Training at central level.

2. Implement Fero:ors Training and Edu-
cation Progrommo,

3. Programmes of Home Science, Youth and
Personnel.

Spooinliestione Extension Education - Rural Sociology
Economic Development - Training end
Research.
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Staff and Lecturers

Full-timo Staff

MR. JOHN BOWERS,
Workshop Director,
University of London, Institute ofiEducation,
Molest Street,
London, W.0.1.

MR. J. DI FRANCO,
Agricultural Extension Specialist,
Rural Institutions Division,
F.A.O.
Rome.

DR. K. NETS,
Evaluation Specialist,
Vonosuela Functional Literacy Projoot,
Apartado 1969,
Caracas,
Vonomuola.

HR. A. W. WOOD,
Education Research Officer,
Commonwealth Secretariat,
Marlborough House,
Pall Mall,
London, 8.W.1,

Lecturers and Consultant'

PROFESSOR N. SLAM
Head of Research Unit in the Boonomios of Education,
University of London Institute of Education,
45 Russell Square,
London MA.

MR. J. C. CAIRNS,
Director,
Literacy Division,
Dapartment of Outof.Sohool Education,
UNESCO,
Paris, 7e,
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MR. A. B. EDINGTON,
Assoc. Director of information end Research,
CETO,
Nuffield Lodge,
Regents Park,
London, N.W.1.

DR. RICHARD JOLLY,
Senior Research Fellow,
Institute of Development Studios,
University of Sussex,
Stanmer,
Brighton,
Sussex.

MR. A. A. MITCHELL,
Head of Industrial Instructional Staff,
National Coal Board,
Graham House,
Longhenton
Newcaatle-uponTyne,

MR. M. OATEY,
Personnel Research Officer,
B.E.A.,
Douglas House,
Ruislip,
Middlesex.

DR. H. P. SAKSENA,
Programme 8peoialist,
Department of Outof-School Education,
UNESCO,
Paris, ?e.

H11. 0. A. SMITH,
Training Superintendent,
Pressed Stool Fisher Ltd.,
Cowley,
Oxford.
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MR. D. E. WHEATLEY,
Director of Further Education and Training,
City and Guilds of London Inatituto,
76 Portland Place,
London, W.1.

DR. R. WIENER,
Research Officer,
Landon School of Economics end Political Baena°,
University of London,
8kepper Souse,
13 Endaleigh Street,
London, W.0.1.
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APPENDIX B

WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

Sunday 3rd, August

18.30 . 19.15 - Evening meal at John Adorns Hall
20.00 . Reception of John Adorns Hell. Elec-

tion of Workshop Steering Committee.
21.30 . Steering Committee meeting to

consider draft programme.

Monday 4th August

09.30 - 11.00 . Opening eddroas end discussion.
Funotional Liternoy and Evaluations

. Aims of tho Workshop (John Bowers).
11.30 - 12.30 - Administrative Arrangements and

Programme (Freddie Wood).
14.30 - 16.00 - Experiences and Problems in the

Evaluation of Functioncl Literacy
(Korel Neys).

16.30 . Meeting of Steering Committee.

Tuesday 5th August

09.30 - 11.00 - Experiences end Problems in Evalua-
tion - statements by participants.

11.30 - 12.30 - v:voluotion of Rural Extension
Programmes (J. di Franco).

14.30 - 16.00 . Statements by participants (Contd.)
16.3C.- 17.30 - Discussion of statements.

Wednesday 6th August

09.30 . 11.00 - Evaluation of Funotionnl Literacy:
An Economist's View (Prof. M. Blaug).

11.30 - 12.00 - Discussion
14.00 . 16.00 . Seminar with Prof. Maus

Itmvdaitie:anist

09.30 . 11.00 . Experiences end Problems in
Evaluation . statements by

..participants.
11.30 12.30 ..Aseehniques of Social Study for

Evaluation (Dr. R. Wiener).
14.30 - 16.00 . Statements by participants.
16.30 - 17.30 . Meeting of Steering Committee to

form working groups for second
week's programme.
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Friday 8th August

09.30. 10.50 . Combined meeting with participants in
training course on audiovisurl
media at Oversons Visual Aids Centre
(OVAC), Trvistook House South,
Tovietook Square, W,C.1. (tolk by
J. Bowers c,nd disouseion on Action
Research and Medic Production).

11.15 Continuing visit to OVAC exhibition
rnd discussion with OVAC staff on
media for functional literacy.

14.30 - 16,00 . Formulation of following week's
programme for working groups.

16.30 - 17.30 - Mooting of groups for preparatory
discussion of activities for
foll(ing week.

2212110.1 9th ;.uRust

14.15

Sunda; 10th August

Mondny 11th Ausust

10.00 - 11.00

11.30 - 12,30
14.30 . 16.00
16.30 - 17.30

Tuesday_Ilthilugult

09.30 - 11.00

- Morning freo.
Tour of London.

Boat trip to Richmond end Hrmpton
Court. Lunch with John Bowers at
flOornerways,01 Potorshom.

. The Role of Cost Analysis in the
Evaluation of Functional Literacy
(Dr. R. Jolly).

Discussion with Dr. Jolly.
. Working groups.
- Resumed.

Unesoo's Progromme in Functional
Literacy end Evaluation (mr. J. C.
Cairns)'.

11.30 . 12.30 - Working groups.
14.00 - 16.00 Working groups.
16,30.. 17.30 - Semincr with Mr. Cairns.



Wodnosday 11th August

10.30 - 12.30

14.30 . 16.00

16.30 . 17.30 -

Thursday 14th August

09.30 -.11.00
11,30 . 12.30 .

14.50

F21..41.12321--.1"ust

11.00

15.00

Azt%wcittst
16.00

Sunday 17th August

Monday 18th August

09.30 . 11.00
11.30 - 12.30
14.30 . 16.00
16.30 - 17.30
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Visit to City & Guilds of London
Institute, Examinations, Tooting
and Devolopmont Unit.

Talk by Mr. L. Mitchell of the
National,Corl Board on Evaluation
of Low -Level Vocational Training
in the Cool Industry and discussion.

Disoussion oontinuod.

Working groups.
Full session. Intorim progress
reports from working groups.

Visit to Centre for Educational
Television Overseas (C]T0).

IPS

Visit to Oxford
Pressed Stool Fisher Ltd. - Operative
Training and Evaluation in the
Motor Industry.

Tour of Oxford.
Overnight at Elms Hotel, Iffley.

In rnd around Oxford.
Return to London.

Free.

Working groups finalise reports.
Working groups finalise reports.
Working ng group IA' presents its report.
Discussion of report of working

group 'AI
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09.30 11.00

11.30 - 12.30

14.30 16.00

16.30 . 17.30

Wednesday
.1Auust

09.30 - 11.00

11.30 - 12.30
14.30.- 16.00
16.30 - 17.30

Thursday 21st August

09.30 11.00

11.30 - 12.30
14.30 . 16.00

16.30

Friday 22nd August
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Working group 'B' presents its
report.

Disoussion of report of working
group 1BI.

Working group 'C' presents its
report.

- Discussion of report of working
group 'C'.

Consideration of linesoo Manuel on
Evaluation of ExporimeAtel Liter
Literacy Projects.

Continued.
- Continued.
- Continued.

- Oral presentation of provisional
report of Rapporteur (Freddie
Wood).

- Discussion of report.
Evaluation of workshop by partici-

pants and staff.
_ Closing session.

Participants disperse.
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on Adult Education


